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HISTORY OF GRAZING

ON THE PUBLIC LANDS

by Paul Herndon

man as the “ Texas longhorn ."No one knows when

first arrived on the Great Plains , but

we are certain that whenever he

came , he found vast herds of

grazing animals sustained by the

abundant forage . Prominent among

the animals that grazed there was

the bison or buffalo .

his cows grazed . By 1880 , livestock

grazing was at its zenith , and the

concepts of " open range" and " free

grass " had become a tradition

throughout the West .

When pioneers from the

United States arrived in Texas ,

they found the longhorns already

established . Many of the new

arrivals were already experienced

in herding cattle and fitted well

into Spanish ranching traditions .

By the time of the Civil War,

ranching was a Texas way of life .

The retreat of the great

glaciers causedcaused the climate to

become hotter and drier . Many

animals that inhabited the area

during the ice age became extinct,

but the buffalo adapted to the new

environment and by the time the

first Europeans arrived , there were

50 million buffalo grazing on an

area that ran from the Canadian

Plains down into Mexico .

The western rancher and the

cowboys who herded his cattle

expressed the ultimate in rugged

individualism . The law was what

ever a man could enforce , and

except for those " gentlemen's

agreements" that one rancher made

with his neighbors , grazing opera

tions were unfettered and unregu

lated . Yet , even before the first

trail herd moved out of Texas , the

seeds of change had already been

sown .

The Civil War was a major

disruption for Texas ranchers . Men

returning from the war found their

markets in ruins and the economy

in disarray . Least affected by the

the Texas longhorns .

These rough , resourceful animals

had not only survived , but had

continued to multiply . But without

markets , most Texas ranchers were

" cattle poor."

war were

a

During the centuries , the

Indian tribes of the Great Plains

had built remarkable culture

based on buffalo hunting . The

buffalo was the Indian's staple of

life and supplied almost every item

the Indian needed for survival .

In 1862 , Congress had passed

the Homestead Act providing

settlers with up to 160 acres of

public domain land if the settler

would live on the land and bring

it under cultivation . In time , the

homesteader would crowd the

cattleman off the more fertile

lands to the more arid lands still

further west . In the end , the

livestockman was left with land

too dry and poor to attract the

farmer .

In order to find new markets ,

the cattlemen made heroic drives

to deliver their herds to the head

of the railroads then being built

across Kansas and Nebraska . Along

the way they found a vast sea of

grass that stretched from the

Missouri River to the foothills

of the Rockies . Cows arrived at

their destination fatter than they

had been when they left Texas.

Thus , grazing on these lands

predates history and remains the

natural , logical way for man to

utilize the forage resource produced

there to this day .

Much of this land was fragile

and once its vegetative cover was

depleted , its recovery could take

generations.

On one of his voyages to the

New World , Columbus brought a

breed of Moroccan cattle to the

Caribbean . A few years later ,

descendents of those cattle were

introduced into Mexico , and as

Spanish settlers crossed the Rio

Grande, their herds grazed on

grasslands in what eventually would

become the state of Texas . There

that breed would become known

Many of the ranchers and their

cowboys were quick to recognize

the opportunity , and in a few short

years , new livestock ranches had

spread across the prairie all the way

to the Canadian border .

It was also public land where

one man's right to a given range

was no better than another's .

Competition for grass was often

bitter. This was especially true

when the competition was between

cattlemen and sheep growers .

This grassland was public

domain , and rarely did a rancher

bother to get title to the land where
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Sheep had come to the western

range long after the cattle industry

was firmly established . There were

few sheep west of the Mississippi

River in 1840. It was not until the

transcontinental railroads provided

access to markets that sheep herd

ing became a factor in the use of

the public lands .

Whether for cattleman or sheep

herder , the system provided no

incentive for the individual opera

tor to consider what was good for

the land . If one man's animal did

not eat a blade of grass , he could

be sure that another man's would .

Overgrazing became the common

practice . Then during the winter

of 1886–87 , weather combined

with overgrazing to bring disasters

no man had anticipated . John Clay ,

a co -owner of the VVV ranch on

Montana's Wind River , describes

what happened :

By 1850 , the estimated sheep

population of the 17 grazing states

was just over a half million animals .

Most were grazing in small flocks

on private land .

However , the sheep soon proved

to be as well adapted to the western

range as the Texas longhorn , and

grazing sheep proved to be highly

profitable . This made outside in

vestment attractive . An absentee

investor would buy animals , put

them under the care of a herder

working for hire , then sit back and

wait for time to bring him a profit .

" By August , it was hot

and dry and grass closely

cropped . Every day made

it apparent that , even

with the best of winters ,

cattle would have a hard

time and tough cattle

would only winter with a

big percentage of loss ...

Unlike the cattleman who was

forced to build and maintain a base

of operations , the sheep herder

lived in a wagon and allowed his

herd to drift to wherever grass and

water were abundant . Eventually

herds were crossing state lines

and migrating between high and

low altitudes .

Our neighbors kept piling

cattle onto the bone-dry

range . . . Thousands of

other cattle were spread

over western and north

western country in the

most reckless way with no

thought for the morrow.

rotting cordwood in the

corners of barbed wire

fences..."

That winter was a disaster from

which western ranchers never fully

recovered, but its lessons went

largely unheeded .

The deterioration caused by

overgrazing continued until the

drought and depression of the

1930s convinced livestock opera

tors that drastic measures would

be needed to save the industry .

Operators petitioned Congress to

pass legislation to regulate grazing

on the public range . Such a bill

was introduced by Congressman

Edward T. Taylor of Colorado .

In testimony on behalf of his

bill before the Senate Committee

on Public Lands and Surveys ,

Taylor described the condition of

the western range at that time :

" I might mention that

when I was District Attor

ney of Northwestern Colo

rado , i prosecuted eight

different murder cases at

one term of court , the

greatest number of them

being the outcome of the

fights over the use of the

range , mostly between

cattle and sheep graziers ...

I call your attention to the

fact that we are rapidly

permitting the creation of

By 1880 , there were 19 million

head of sheep in the 17 grazing

states . Cattlemen were becoming

alarmed . Hostilities broke out

between the two groups . Sheep

and cows were killed as each side

raided the other's herds and flocks .

Human life was lost as well .

The morrow was winter ,

one of the longest and

deadliest in the history of

the West , and in the spring

of 1887, the piles of dead

cattle were stacked like

The friction was rooted in a

number of reasons and beliefs .

Cattlemen complained that sheep

carried oil in their hooves that

repelled cattle . Sheep also cropped

the grass shorter than the cow,

making it hard for cows to find

nourishment behind sheep .

Herding sheep in Shoshone District – 1976 .
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small Sahara Deserts in

every one of these States

today . We have such con

ditions in southern parts

of Colorado at this time ,

where there is nothing left

but sand which drifts back

and forth , hither and yon

with every breeze."

Cattle in the Shoshone Basin , Burley District – 1968.

Today it is generally conceded

that the Taylor Grazing Act of

1934 was one of the legislative

landmarks that has profoundly

affected the history of public land

management. What is less apparent

today was the controversy that

surrounded the legislation at the

time and the fact that its passage

was actually a touch -and-go matter .

Carpenter testified in favor of

the bill and ended up being asked

to become the first director of the

newly created Grazing Service .

In the days , months , and years

that followed , Carpenter took his

case to the grass roots of the live

stock industry . In public meetings

held in small towns in the heart of

the ranching communities through

out the West , he hammered out

a program to regulate livestock

grazing on the public domain .

The function of the Grazing

Service was to administer provisions

of the Taylor Grazing Act , and was

the first legislation in the nation's

history to provide an active pro

gram of management of the public

domain .

As Congressman Taylor guided

his bill through the maze that all

bills must pass before becoming

law , he realized that his chances of

passage would be better if he could

persuade his colleagues that the pro

posed legislation had the support

of rank and file ranchers . As Taylor

phrased it , he needed the testimony

of a ' creditable witness . "

In other circumstances , Taylor

himself might have served as

" creditable witness . " He did own

three ranches in Colorado , but his

position as the sponsor of the legis

lation rendered him suspect .

To make his program respon

sive to the ranching community ,

Carpenter set up grazing advisory

boards made up of local ranchers .

The function of these boards was

to advise , with the district grazier ,

on policies and practices that would

affect local ranchers under his

jurisdiction .

At that time the public domain

had been a matter of concern of the

Federal government for 150 years .

Since 1812 , the General Land

Office had been concerned with the

disposal of the public lands , but

prior to TGA there had been not a

single piece of legislation to author

ize a program of active management

of the lands .

a

Just at that time a Colorado

lawyer by the name of Farrington

Carpenter was in Washington on

another matter . For convenience ,

he had directed that all his mail

be sent to Taylor's office . When

Carpenter stopped by to pick up

his mail , Taylor realized that he

had found his creditable witness .

However , Carpenter was not

without a precedent . The Forest

Service – established as the Bureau

of Forests in 1901 , then renamed

the Forest Service and transferred

to the Department of Agriculture

in 1905 had allowed grazing in

the National Forests under its own

set of regulations .

In recent years , it has become

fashionable to criticize the Grazing

Service and make it a scapegoat for

many things that have gone wrong

on the western range . What the

critics fail to understand is the very

limited mission of the agency . It

administered a single law the

Taylor Grazing Act and served a

single constituency the western

livestock operator grazing on the

public range . Yet , under the circum

stances , much was accomplished .Actually , Carpenter was less

typical as a western rancher than

Taylor . Carpenter held an under

graduate degree from Princeton and

a law degree from Harvard . But

Ferry Carpenter looked like

rancher . He was tall , lanky , and

spoke with the cowboy's drawl .

While Carpenter saw merit in

the Forest Service's grazing system ,

he envisioned a program for the

public domain lands that would

be more responsive to rancher

concerns .

Working through their district

advisory boards , the district graziers

were able to allot specific portions

of the Federal range for the use

of local livestock operators , and

the itinerant herdsman , who had

a
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prediction of the manpower need

ed , soon proved to be woefully

inadequate , but Congress was reluc

tant to provide additional money .

The Hereford Reservoir and old railroad grade near Malta, Idaho, Twin Falls Grazing

District – August, 1945 .

Despite many handicaps , the

Grazing Service and local ranchers

made substantial improvements in

grazing practices . But there were

many setbacks . For example , during

both World Wars I and II , pressures

for greater production of meat

forced the Service to relax its

restrictions on overgrazing , and

livestock operators were issued

emergency licenses to increase the

number of animals they were

allowed to graze on the Federal

range . In most cases , these emer

gency permits were continued long

after the shooting stopped .

traditionally followed the grass

wherever it could be found , lost

his privilege to use the range .

over

We should also remember that

the Grazing Service took

the responsibility to manage the

Federal range only after extensive

damage had already been done .

Numerous reports dating from that

time detailed the extent of the

damage and sought to arouse public

concern .

with advisory boards made up of

local ranchers . These boards were

expected to address the problem

of overgrazing , but the economic

well -being of individual ranchers

and , indirectly , that of the local

communities in which they lived ,

was closely tied to the number of

animals the rancher was allowed

to run on the Federal range . This

meant that the local advisory board

member could have placed his

friends and neighbors in financial

hardship .

In 1946, Congress combined

the functions of the Grazing Service

with those of the General Land

Office to create the present Bureau

of Land Management . In the early

1950s , the Bureau set a 10-year

goal to bring grazing use into

balance with the capacity of the

Federal range to produce forage .Many simply refused to make

the hard decisions that were neces

sary to reverse the process of range

deterioration that had been at

work for so many years .

Even within the Department

of the Interior and even within the

Service itself , there were many

who failed to comprehend the

magnitude of the problem or

the corrective measures needed to

reverse the deterioration of the

public range . In his testimony on

the Taylor Grazing Act, Interior

Secretary Harold Ickes had assured

Congress that he could administer

provisions of the Act for $150,000

per year . Carpenter had been equal

ly optimistic . He had estimated

that he could get the job done

with no more than 40 employees .

Here and there a courageous

district grazier tried to reduce

grazing use over the objections

of the local advisory board . In

such cases , he usually found him

self under pressure from members

of Congress and often from his

superiors in Washington .

Progress was made, but in

their efforts to meet deadlines in

adjudicating individual allotments ,

many district managers made con

cessions to individual . ranchers in

consistent with the hard realities of

the land's ability to produce forage .

In other cases , they failed to allo

cate adequate forage to meet the

needs of wildlife , and in almost

every case , they failed to consider

the forage consumed by unlicensed

horses or burros .

While the Service had its

greatest success in alloting specific

portions of the range among local

livestock operators , it found the

problem of overstocking more

troublesome .

In addition to the politics

of the situation , another factor

prevented the district grazier from

effectively managing the Federal

range : the lack of funds .

Readjudication of the range

was essentially complete by the

mid - 1960s. If judged by conditions

prevailing at the time of the Taylor

Grazing Act was passed , the accom

plishments were monumental ; if

judged by the potential of the land ,

there remained much to be done .

Secretary Ickes ' optimistic esti

mate of how much money would

be required to restore the range ,

along with Carpenter's conservative

In this , as in all other matters ,

the grazier was supposed to consult
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program . The Bureau had by then

prepared a single document called

a programmatic environmental im

pact statement, covering its entire

grazing program with the intent of

gathering and publishing supple

mental data cover specific

grazing areas . Bureau officials con

tended that such an approach met

NEPA's requirements.

to

The NRDC argued that such

an approach defeated the intent of

NEPA and asked the court to re

quire site-specific statements . The

Court ruled in iavor of the plain

tiff's position . BLM agreed that it

would prepare 212 statements in

support of livestock grazing on

specific segments of the Federal

range . In later negotiations with the

NRDC, the Bureau was able to

reduce the total number of state

ments it would prepare to 141 .

While the Court's decision

made certain that BLM would con

sider environmental impacts before

reaching any decision about live

stock on public rangelands , the

decision also imposed certain re

strictions . In effect , the manage

ment of livestock is maintained at

the status quo on given portions

of the range during the time the

Bureau is preparing an environ

mental impact statement .

Although public land legisla

tion began with the Continental

Congress during the time of the

American Revolution , Congress

never enacted comprehensive legis

lation for the management of

public lands . Instead , laws had been

passed to meet specific problems

within specific time frames . By the

1970s , there were almost 3,000

separate pieces of legislation in

force that had some effect on the

management of public lands .

passed the Federal Land Policy and

Management Act .

The 1970 Interior Department

Annual Yearbook warned that 123

million acres of public rangelands

were in poor condition .

With the readjudication of the

range complete , the Bureau turned

its attention to more intensive

management of individual grazing

allotments . The goal was to work

out Allotment Management Plans

(AMPs ) with each individual ranch

er . The AMP would be the blue

print for the management of that

specific portion of the range a

specific rancher used . The plan set

out seasons of use and the number

of livestock the rancher could graze

on his allotment .

This Act made minor adjust

ments in the Taylor Grazing Act ,

including a ten -year tenure for live

stock operators , and a change in

the portion of the grazing fee that

would be returned to grazing

districts to finance range improve

ments . But the greatest impact of

the new legislation was the reversal

of the 200 -year old policy of

disposal for all public lands .

The AMP encouraged a scien

tific approach to the practice of

livestock grazing .

Under a new policy of reten

tion , it became feasible for the

Federal government to act upon

its responsibility to maintain and

enhance the productive capacity of

public rangelands . This responsibi

lity was reaffirmed when Congress

passed the Public Rangelands Im

provement Act of 1978 ( PRIA ) .

Now other factors were start

ing to make their imprint on the

problem . Public officials were not

alone in their concern over the

condition of the Federal range .

At last public apathy was giving

way to public concern .

PRIA authorized expenditures

of $360 million for on -the-ground

range improvements to be spent

over a period of 20 years . It also

mandated close cooperation be

tween the Bureau and ranchers

toward improvements of grazing

allotments .

The optimistic expectations

that followed passage of PRIA ,

however , have yet to be realized .

Articles decrying the condition

of the range were starting to appear

in the popular media . Coming on

the heels of aroused public concern

about the environment , reaction

was widespread . In response to an

alarmed public , Congress moved to

meet the problems associated with

the environment .

Funds authorized by Congress

under PRIA have not been appro

priated in any year since the Act

was passed , and most likely will

not be appropriated until the

Federal deficit is brought under

control .

In 1969, Congress passed the

National Environmental Policy Act

( NEPA) , and in 1974 , a private con

servation organization , the Natural

Resources Defense Council ( NRDC) ,

brought suit against the Secretary

of the Interior under that Act . At

issue was the extent of the BLM's

compliance with NEPA's require

ment that the Bureau prepare

environmental impact statements

analyzing the effects of its grazing

Consequently , BLM has been

working to improve the efficiency

and effectiveness of current range

land management programs with

available money and manpower . In

1981 , the Bureau issued a new

range policy , a prominent feature

of which has been the so-called

selective management policy .

In 1976 , Congress recognized

the need for complete overhaul

of public land legislation and
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ments , unless livestock operators

agree to finance improvements .

Under the selective manage

ment concept , all grazing allotinents

are placed in one of three categories .

These are :

Operators under a CMA would

make periodic reports to BLM

concerning the actual grazing use of

their allotments . These reports will

be used by BLM to bill the operator

for the amount of forage actually

used during the grazing season

instead of billing at the beginning

of the season as is now the case .

Category M or the Maintenance

category includes highly productive

allotments in good condition with

no resource conflicts . Expenditures

on these allotments would be held

at the minimum since the manage

ment objective would be to main

tain the present satisfactory condi

tion .

The Cooperative Management

Agreement (CMA ) is a concept

designed to encourage private invest

ment in rangeland improvements .

The CMA is a formal , written agree

ment signed by both BLM and the

livestock operator . It sets out goals

and objectives for the grazing oper

ation . These may include improve

ment of fish and wildlife habitat ,

providing forage for wild horses

and burros , protection of water

sheds and soil , and increasing the

productivity of the allotment . In

signing the document , the operator

agrees to manage the grazing oper

ation in such a manner as to meet

these objectives .

The Public Rangelands Im

provement Act authorizes BLM to

provide operators the tenure to

graze for period of ten years . Those

under the CMA would also have

10 -year tenure initially , but their

grazing permits could be extended

at the end of the fifth year , if an

evaluation shows satisfactory prog

ress toward meeting the objectives

set forth for the allotment . In this

way , the successful operator would

never have less than five years of

tenure . The assurance of tenure

has proven value in obtaining credit

ranchers need to finance their year

to -year grazing operations .

Category | or the Intensive

Management category includes

those allotments in poor to fair

condition not producing at

medium to high production poten

tial , and where resource conflicts

may exist . These allotments have

the highest potential for improve .

ment under intensive management

and would receive the largest share

of range improvement funds . They

are expected to give the highest

return on the investment dollar .

a

At the present time , the em

phasis is to concentrate on CMAs

for those operators whose allot

ments are classified as Category M

under the selective management

concept .

Category C or the Custodial

category would include those allot

ments in stable condition , with no

major resource conflicts , but with

limited potential for improvement .

For the immediate future , we

would act as custodians for such

allotments , with a management

level designed to prevent further

deterioration .

Through the CMA, operators

would be allowed to invest their

own funds to construct improve

ment projects providing the project

has been approved by BLM range

managers .

Paul Herndon Public Information

Specialist, Office of Public Affairs,

BLM , Washington , D.C.

In the absence of Federal dol

lars , the Bureau would encourage

livestock operators to invest their

own funds in developing grazing

allotments . Those holding grazing

permits would be required to main

tain improvements that enhance

livestock grazing on the allotment .

Improvements may be either struc

tural or non -structural and would

include such things as fences , wells ,

springs , reservoirs , pipelines , or

other developments . The Bureau

would continue to bear the cost of

constructing or replacing improve Range reseeding project.
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FERRY CARPENTER

by Gale Chambers

cattleman , and grass statesman . One

of his favorite comments concerned

which way the cow got up . If he

spoke highly of someone , that man

knew which end of the cow got up

first . If Ferry was being nasty

tongued , he'd say that so and so

didn't even know which end of the

cow got up first . He often used that

last expression when he discussed

his superiors in the Interior Depart

ment, and it was no secret that he

didn't have much respect for

bureaucrats in those early “ New

Deal" days .

Colorado . Taylor , as I recall , was a

Colorado congressman . Colorado

tried to regulate grazing , but it was

impossible because someone could

always file on 320 acres right smack

dab in the middle of your grazing

area . Generally , this filing was made

close to the water .

In other words , things were a

mess .

Most people associated with

the range livestock industry are well

aware that it has been fifty years

since Congress passed the Taylor

Grazing Act . It is a law that has

served the grazing industry well and

many organizations will probably

hold some sort of celebration to

honor the law . When these celebra

tions are held , I certainly hope that

we don't forget the contributions

made by F.R. Carpenter , the first

chief of grazing under the Taylor

Grazing Act .

To an extent , there was some

progress with the National Forest

system . Permits were issued on the

forests and order was developing . I

credit this to the fact that Gifford

Pinchot , the first chief of the Forest

Service , in his wisdom appointed an

Arizona sheepman as his chief of

grazing .

In order to appreciate Ferry

Carpenter and the tremendous task

he accomplished , one has to remem

ber what the West was like before

passage of the Taylor Grazing Act

on June 28 , 1934. There was no

real order or system to graze the

public lands . The grass was out

there and everyone used it . There

were nomadic operations and tres

pass operations and there were

livestock operations which had

private property as a base . Some of

the leading spokesmen of the times

encouraged nomadic operations .

The trend was to get land onto the

tax rolls , so homesteading and land

withdrawal was encouraged by the

then -dominating Eastern interests .

Despite calls for the creation of a

livestock homestead act that would

have granted thousands of acres ,

the Eastern interests stuck with the

old standards of 160- and 320-acre

units .

When Ferry Carpenter took

over the U.S. Grazing Service , he

had no staff and no funds . He had

to borrow his staff from other

agencies . Moreover , he didn't have

a proper set of maps showing him

just how much land the U.S. Gov

ernment owned . Nobody in govern

ment knew who owned what .

Ferry Carpenter put his special

brand on the Taylor Grazing Act

and I am convinced that his personal

interest in the law made the law

workable . Ferry Carpenter died

several years ago ( December 12 ,

1980 ) , but one can poke through

old speeches and books to recreate

the situation that existed when

Ferry Carpenter put the Taylor

Grazing Act to work .

Ferry Carpenter went all over

the West with his small borrowed

staff and his patched -up maps . He

held public meetings . At these pub

lic meetings , he found out from the

cattlemen and the sheepmen who

owned what and where they tradi

tionally ran their livestock . He could

not organize the West into grazing

districts , so he let the sheepmen

and the cowmen organize the West .

The grazing district boundaries of

today are pretty much as Ferry

He was a well -known Hereford

breeder from Colorado and he was

a distinguished citizen of that state .

He combination awyer ,

There were several attempts to

pass some sort of grazing law , and

the bulk of that effort came out of
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plotted them out 50 years ago .

They still mostly run along natural

boundaries and barriers .

Ferry wanted the first level of

appeal at the local level . Anyone

bellyaching about his allotment

had to do it in front of his friends

and neighbors the people who

knew him best .

community will never know the

likes of a man like Ferry Carpenter

as they try to impose their will

on the arid lands of the West .

When ceremonies are planned to

honor 50 years of grazing under

the Taylor Grazing Act, take a few

minutes to remember Ferry Carpen

ter, the man who put it all together .

Ferry eliminated trespass cattle

and sheep operations . He realized

that livestock people who live

" below the snow line" operated

differently than those north of the

snow line . The snow line , to Ferry

Carpenter , divided cattlemen in

New Mexico and Arizona from the

rest of the West . South of the snow

line , they grazed year-round . Some

how , he fit them all in together ,

using water as the common denomi

nator .

When land was set aside for

wildlife refuges , it was Ferry Car

penter who insisted that these lands

be grazed to cut down fire losses

and costs .

I never knew F.R. Carpenter ,

and I never met him . Oh , every

once in a while I'll meet a Hereford

breeder who can trace his cattle

back to Carpenter Herefords . Evi

dently , F.R. was quite a man .

Ferry Carpenter faced a monu

mental and impossible task . Yet , he

did it . He did it by taking the prob

lems to the users and he followed

user advice . And it worked ! So, pause during the celebra

tions and say , " Here's to Ferry

Carpenter , a man who knew which

end of the cow got up first."

In order to graze cattle on the

public domain during the summer ,

an individual had to have enough

base property to take care of them

during the winter . This made every

operator a taxpaying resident

community dues , so to speak .

He tangled once too often with

the Secretary of Interior , and he

was dismissed from Federal service .

But , he got the job done first . ' Nuff said .

XK

Not many people today give

Ferry the credit he deserves . The

Taylor Grazing Act was never passed

to be a great conservation measure ,

but it did have conservation bene

fits . It saved the arid states of the

West and essentially established

the pattern of keeping the public

domain in the hands of the public .

In one of his many publicmeet

ings , Ferry discussed base property

requirements with a resident of

southern Utah . The man grew can

taloupes and ran cattle . If he grew

hay , then he could only harvest

15 tons . If he grew cantaloupes ,

then he could sell the cantaloupes

and buy 30 tons of hay – enough

to get his cattle through the winter .

If that man was clever enough and

smart enough to sell cantaloupes

to buy hay and stay in the cattle

business , then he should be included

under the Taylor Grazing Act. That

is how Ferry thought .

Passage of the Taylor Grazing

Act was unique in one respect . It

was an agricultural land law that

did not transfer land ownership . It

set in motion the most fundamental

principle of land stewardship : that

good grass management was essen

tial to economic survival . If you

abused the grass , you died .

When he set up grazing advisory

boards , he put an equal number of

sheepmen and cattlemen on each

board so they wouldn't have lever

age on each other. Ferry was not

above scheduling a banquet and

using name cards to seat everyone .

He would alternate the seats and

place a cowman next to a sheep

man . That way , each could see that

the other guy used a fork , a knife ,

and put his pants on one leg at a

time . This made them work things

out .

The Taylor Grazing Act made

a common-law marriage out of

cattlemen and the public lands .

The promise to love , honor, and

cherish is there even though there

was no formal ceremony . The

union between government and

individual was understood . The

preacher in all of these ceremonies

was Ferry Carpenter.
Gale Chambers Editor of the

Idaho Farmer -Stockman .
It is , indeed , unfortunate that

people in today's environmental
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OVERVIEW OFOF THE

TAYLOR GRAZING ACT

by Lee Sharp

About 50 years ago , this nation

became acutely aware that the

relationship of man to land had

changed . Between 1860 and 1930 ,

the population had nearly quad

rupled . The excess of land that

existed during the settlement period

was in scarce supply and that which

remained was generally not suitable

for disposal under existing land

alienation policies .

reintroduced to control and regu

late grazing on the unreserved and

unappropriated public lands . Only

two received a hearing before the

House Committee on Public Lands

( the Kent Bill of 1913 and Colton's

Bill of 1932 ) and none were consid

ered by the Senate until the Taylor

Grazing Act was passed and signed

into law on June 28 , 1934 .

was given the power to create

grazing districts and specify the

number of livestock and the seasons

in which grazing would be permit

ted . Since the land was generally

stocked beyond capacity , a means

of allocating grazing privileges was

developed . Local residents , settlers ,

and owners of land and water who

had been using the public range in

the past were given preference .

The drought , depression , and

dust storms of the 30s stimulated

an intense examination of the land

use and conservation situation in

the nation . Much of the concern

was focused on the western portion

of the country where the majority

of the remaining public land was

located .

Perhaps the dust storms of the

1930s forced the Senate into action .

The House of Representatives had

passed the Taylor Grazing Act on

April 11 , but the Senate had yet

to consider the bill . On May 11 ,

dust storms emanating in the West

deposited dust on the sidewalks of

New York and also sifted them

down around the dome of the

Capitol . Senator Gore of Oklahoma

remarked that the dust storms were

" the most tragic , the most impres

sive lobbyists that have ever come

to this Capitol." The Senate passed

the Taylor Grazing Act on June 12

and it was signed into law on June

28 , 1934. Representative Taylor ,

sponsor of the bill , in an address

before Congress , labeled it " the

Magna Carta of American conserva

tion . "

Regulations set forth in 1938

required that grazing permittees

have possession of sufficient pri

vately -owned or controlled base

property (commensurate property ) ,

land or water , for a year-round

operation . Free grazing of livestock

kept for domestic purposes was

permitted under regulations pre

scribed by the Secretary of the

Interior .By design of nature and default

of the land policies for settlement ,

a significant portion of the area

could not be farmed and thus re

mained in public ownership . Live

stock grazing , an activity adapted

to this kind of land , became the

dominant use of this vacant and

unappropriated public land . Lack

of control and regulation of grazing

use created a grazing commons with

subsequent undesirable effects on

the land .

Advisory boards , consisting of

local people with knowledge and

experience in the area and elected

by the involved stockmen , were an

administrative technique used by

The need for control and regu

lation was recognized by some

members of Congress as early as

1899. Senator Foster of Washing

ton State introduced a bill in Con

gress that year to provide for the

leasing of public lands for grazing

purposes . From 1899 until 1934 ,

number of bills were introduced or

The stated purposes of the

Taylor Grazing Act were to " stop

injury to the public grazing lands

by preventing overgrazing and soil

deterioration , to provide for their

orderly use , improvement , and

development , to stabilize the live

stock industry dependent on the

public range and for other pur

poses. " To accomplish these pur

poses , the Secretary of the Interior

a

R. F. Ward pasture south of Almo : na

tive range before seeding – April, 1954 .

( Photo courtesy of Lee Sharp )
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the Department of Interior to assist

in the functioning of the grazing

districts . Legal status was given to

these advisory boards by the Grazing

District Advisory Boards Act of

July 14 , 1939 .

The Act was first administered

under the Division of Grazing Con

trol formed in the Department of

Interior . This became the Grazing

Service in 1939 and the Division

of Range Management in the

Bureau of Land Management in

1946 .

R. F. Ward pasture south of Almo after seeding – August, 1963. (Photo courtesy of

Lee Sharp )

The most pressing problem

facing the newly -organized adminis

tration was that of allocating the

grazing privileges among the quali

fied applicants . To do this required

an inventory of the lands to be

administered for grazing , assess

ment of priority standing , and an

evaluation of the commensurate

property requirement . This adjudi

cation process started shortly after

the Act was passed . Because of the

limited number of employees ( 36 in

1936 and 248 in 1942 ) , the inter

ruption of World War II , and the

conflict stimulated by Senator

McCarran from Nevada over the

proposal to raise grazing fees ( this

resulted in the merger of the Graz

ing Service with the General Land

Office and the formation of the

Bureau of Land Management in

1946) , the adjudication process

not completed until the mid - 1960s .

disposal . The Federal Land Policy

and Management Act ( FLPMA ) of

1976 declared it a policy of the

United States that the public lands

be retained in Federal ownership ,

except for possible disposal of

particular parcels identified in land

use planning procedures . Parts of

the Taylor Grazing Act

repealed and a direction more in

keeping with present times and

conditions was given to the land

management agencies .

Taylor Grazing Act. The sometimes

conflicting recreational use , energy

development, and desire for in

creased wildlife habitat makes the

orderly use of rangeland more

difficult , but much has been

achieved in this regard .

were Land policy provided in the

Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 was

long overdue . These policies have

served the nation well during the

last 50 years .

as
XX

Lee Sharp Professor (Range

Resources ), College of Forestry ,

Wildlife, and Range Sciences, Uni

versity of Idaho

After completion of adjudica

tion , grazing management under the

Taylor Grazing Act focused on

developing allotment management

plans using specialized grazing sys

tems such as rest-rotation , deferred

rotation , and others . A land use

planning process was inaugurated

that provided for the multiple use

aspects of the land , and substantial

progress was made in this area .

There is an opportunity during

this golden anniversary year of

the Taylor Grazing Act to assess

whether or not the purposes for

which the legislation was enacted

were achieved . In the main , over

grazing and soil deterioration has

been minimized . Substantial im

provement and development has

occurred through vegetation mani

pulation , added watering facilities ,

fencing , erosion control devices ,

and improved grazing practices . The

present instability in the livestock

industry is due more to economic

conditions than to the control and

regulation of grazing under the

The Taylor Grazing Act was

enacted to promote the highest

use of the land pending its final
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LAWS AND

PUBLIC LAND GRAZING

by O'dell Frandsen

agencies , such as the Park Service

and Forest Service . What remained

was " the land that nobody wanted , "

that is , except for the livestockmen

who grazed their stock freely and

in great numbers across the western

rangelands .

In the last 160 years , many

laws have been passed to deal

with the management of the public

domain . Most of those laws em

phasized land disposal to private

interests , or the transferring of the

land to other agencies for special

purposes . Not until the last decade

did the disposal emphasis change

to one of land retention . That was

quite a dramatic shift to undergo

for the managing agency of the

public lands the Bureau of Land

Management . The " about-face" has

not been without its trying mo

ments . New policies have both

angered and pleased , as managers

dealt with more and more users

of the land that once " nobody

wanted ."

In 1946 , Congress combined

the 122-year-old General Land

Office and the 12-year -old Grazing

Service with the intent of creating a

new resource -managing agency , a

multiple use agency . Although this

intent was implicit , the newly

created Bureau of Land Manage

ment did not have a statutory

charter spelling out the multiple

use concept .

From the late 1800s through

the first third of this century ,

ranchers increased the numbers of

livestock on the public domain

until the intense competition for

forage brought about many proko

lem : s . Conflicts , often referred to as

" range wars, " were common . Not

only were there bad feelings be

tween cattlemen and sheepmen ,

but between neighbors as well . To

the range scientist , something worse

than human conflict happened

severe overgrazing .

During the 1950s, competition

for use of the public domain inten

sified . New users stepped forward

with other-than -traditional ideas for

use of public domain lands . Public

attitude was changing . Conservation

concerns were surfacing . The public

was beginning to realize that these

lands , which had been used for

many private interests , might best

serve the public in true public

ownership .

The name of the game was

land disposal back in 1812 , the

year the General Land Office first

opened for business the doors of its

123 offices . By 1855 , the General

Land Office was doing " such a

land office business" that it faced a

4 -year backlog of work in disposing

of yet unclaimed public domain .

The Homestead Act of 1862 , with

its offer of 160 acres of free land ,

and the 1872 Mining Law , which

granted title to miners with valid

claims , further increased the dis

posal workload .

Because of these abuses , Con

gress passed in 1934 one of the

most comprehensive land manage

ment acts known , the Taylor

Grazing Act . This act provided

for the protection and development

of forage , range improvements, the

orderly use of the public rangelands ,

and for the U.S. Grazing Service

to carry out these provisions . In

its time many laws have come and

gone , but the Taylor Grazing Act

continues to guide the way the

BLM administers the grazing of

livestock on the public lands . The

effectiveness of the Act was , how

ever , limited , and it did not become

a multiple use mandate for the

domain . The Act still talked about

managing the public domain " pend

ing its final disposal," and was

viewed the ranchers ' land law .

The idea of the BLM as a mul

tiple use agency didn't resurface

for almost 30 years after the Taylor

Grazing Act . In 1964 , under the

leadership of BLM Director Chuck

Stoddard , the Department of

Interior submitted to Congress a

statutory package . The package led

to the passage of three acts : the

Public Land Law Review Commis

sion Act , the Classification and

Multiple Use Act, and the Public

Land Sale Act . These acts , intended

as interim legislation , demonstrated

a new policy of retention , reversing

the long -standing tradition of public

domain disposal that dated back

more than 150 years .

At that time , the Federal gov

ernment really had little control

over the public domain . Farmers

were patented the farmlands , the

lumbermen got the timberlands ,

and mining companies claimed the

mineralized areas . Areas of special

interest and resources went to other The Public Land Law Review
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Act created an 18-member com

mission to review public land

policies , land laws, and practices

and procedures of the different

Federal land -managing agencies .

The commission was also to make

recommendations to Congress on

the disposal or retention of the

public domain .

Range improvement camp at Newman Spring – 1945 .

The Classification and Multiple

Use Act required that the public

domain be classified for either mul

tiple use management in Federal

ownership, or for transfer to other

ownerships . This Act had some

far -reaching effects . Public partici

pation and intergovernmental coop

eration became an integral part of

the land review process . The last

act , the Public Land Sales Act ,

gave the Bureau the authority to

sell lands for business and urban

expansion purposes .

After the report of the Public

Land Law Review Commission ,

it took 6 years to work out the

thousands of details that became

the Federal Land Policy and Man

agement Act of 1976, or FLPMA.

At last the BLM had a compre

hensive multiple use " Organic Act."

And the livestock operators had

the tenure they needed but were

not provided in the Taylor Grazing

Act. FLPMA not only called for

10-year grazing permits, it gave

the permit -holder first priority

for renewal, and promised that

the public lands would remain in

Federal ownership unless it was in

the best public interest to dispose

of a particular parcel .

task is the stocking of ranges

with livestock within the grazing

capacity .

To make needed amendments

to FLPMA and to authorize funds

for range improvement work , Con

gress passed the Public Rangelands

Improvement Act of 1978 ( PRIA) .

Improvements were needed to im

prove unsatisfactory conditions on

the public rangelands for livestock

forage , wildlife habitat , recreation ,

and water and soil conservation .

The Act served to reinforce the

management set forth in the Taylor

Grazing Act and in FLPMA and

called for current inventories of

range condition and trend .

When the Taylor Grazing Act

passed in 1934 , many areas had

been severely overgrazed . The Act

was supposed to "stop injury to the

public grazing lands by preventing

overgrazing and soil deterioration ."

To determine what the grazing or

carrying capacity of the rangelands

was , range surveys were conducted

in the late '30s and early '40s .

However , with the advent of World

War II , adjustments in stocking

rates down to the carrying capacity

in most allotments were postponed .

Under the War Emergency Act,

stocking rates were often increased ,

thus perpetuating an already severe

situation .

With the passage of FLPMA,

the BLM had come a long way since

the days of the General Land Office

and Grazing Service . But there were

still tasks to be done , bugs to be

worked out, in the management of

the public rangelands . One such

After the war , steps were

taken on some grazing allotments

to adjust stocking rates, but by

Water development at Roy Waddoups' spring, Lost River Grazing District – 1945.
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using pre-war estimates of carrying

capacity . This provided some relief

to the range , but not much . By the

'60s , the BLM had entered what is

known as " adjudication days."

More range surveys , more carrying

capacity figures , more adjustments

in stocking of the public ranges ,

but much work yet to be done .

individual BLM offices to write the

more localized EISs , new range

surveys and figures were needed

once again . Over the last few years ,

range surveys have been known by

many names , from vegetative inven

tories to monitoring . But the story

they tell remains the same

adjusting livestock levels to con

form with the grazing capacity of

use

to the satisfaction of the livestock

operator, other members of the

public , and the range manager,

there will continue to be conflict

between those involved in multiple

management of the public

lands . The livestock operators and

the land management agencies have

the mandate from Congress and the

challenge to achieve the proper use

of the public lands let's work

together and get the job done .

the range .The cycle began again with a

court decision that required the

BLM to develop regionalized envi

ronmental impact statements ( EISs )

of the impacts of grazing to the

public lands . The court decision

came from a suit by the Natural

Resources Defense Council who

didn't agree with the BLM's one

comprehensive environmental im

pact statement to cover the grazing

program . ( Such an EIS was required

by the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1972. ) For the

O'dell Frandsen – District Manager,

BLM , Idaho Falls District

After 50 years , the stocking

rate predicament remains unsettled/

unfinished . The biggest fear of the

livestock industry , after 50 years ,

remains the " cuts " or " reductions"

in the herds that are allowed to

graze on the public lands . The

Taylor Grazing Act states that the

BLM will manage the range in such

a way that will " stabilize the live

stock industry dependent upon the

public range ." Until this is done

GRASS

To understand the effects of

grazing, it is helpful to know some

facts about grass . Grass is a renew

able resource . Grass is a source of

food, habitat , and energy for live

stock , for wild horses and burros ,

and for wildlife . Grass roots hold

down the soil and retard erosion .

Grass is the foundation of the

livestock industry in Idaho .

nials that remain alive for years

but become dormant during cold

weather or drought . All grasses

grow from a " growing point," an

area at the base of the plant where

new cells develop . As these cells

grow , they push the grass leaves

closer to the sun , permitting them

to make more food and store more

energy . At the same time , the

root system grows , forming larger

anchors for the soil and storing

more energy for seed production ,

new plants , and emerging leaves .

There are more than 300 dif

ferent kinds of grass species in the

state. All grasses consist of blades

of leaves , a stem , and a spike that

carries the flowers and seeds – all

growing above the ground and using

sunshine to produce food – and

roots and rhizones , growing below

ground, which store some of the

food and also produce new plants .

Some grass species are annuals ; that

is , they die in the fall after pro

ducing seeds that fall to the ground

and remön semidormant until con

ditions are right for germination

and new growth . Others are peren

When grazing animals remove

the leaves from grass , they are

removing the portion that converts

sunshine into food energy . Light

grazing , up to about 40 percent of

the plant volume , has little effect

on the root system , but when more

than half of the volume of the grass

is removed by grazing or other

means, grass production is substan

tially reduced . Root growth is

inhibited or even stopped , and since

the roots must grow at a rate of

about one-third of their volume

annually just to replace themselves ,

this disruption threatens the survival

of the grass . Inadequate root sys

tems permit roots of brush or other

plants that ultimately vie with the

grass for water and sun to become

established .

Management techniques to im

prove conditions of the rangeland

depend on an understanding of the

biology of grasses as well as of the

preferred grazing habits of livestock .

Cattle prefer grazing on level terrain

near water and salt sources and

facing into the prevailing winds.

Left to their own devices , they will

overgraze those areas . Range man

agement techniques may be as

simple as relocating salt licks or

water supply and fencing so one

area of the rangeland can “ rest ,"

permitting regrowth of grasses .

Wildlife is mobile in its feeding

habits and will generally not remain

in any one area long enough to

overgraze Wild horses and

burros , however , are more like

cattle in grazing habits and can be

aggressive competitors for forage .

Wise range management will take

all these factors into consideration

to improve the productive potential

of our rangeland . K XK

it .
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MANAGEMENT OF GRAZING USE

by William Mathews

land , and the remaining scattered

areas were managed less intensively

in accordance with Section 15 of

the Taylor Grazing Act (grazing

leases ) .

Passage of the Taylor Grazing

Act culminated many years of effort

to curb heavy and injurious use of

the public domain by providing

regulation of use and management

of the land . The Act had a wide

and strong base of support which

included the livestock industry ,

wildlife interests , conservationists,

and the general public . Consequent

ly , the interested parties were uni

fied in supporting effort that led to

the improved management of the

land .

The grazing district staffs dur

ing the first decade were typically

limited to a District Manager , a

Range Conservationist, a Range

Improvement Foreman , and a Dis

trict Clerk . In addition , temporary

range improvement crews , range

conservationists , and firefighters

were employed during the summer

season .

needs . Each grazing district was

divided into several precincts ; each

precinct was represented by a cattle

representative and a sheep repre

sentative elected by the range users .

In addition , a free use representa

tive was elected by the free use

licensees ( those with only domestic

livestock producing products used

directly by the family ) . Also , a

wildlife representative was selected

from nominations made by wildlife

interests . The district grazing advi

sory board provided an invaluable

service . Most members were very

well qualified to their

assigned roles and they discharged

their responsibilities in a very

conscientious and effective manner .

The advisory board members served

without pay , but were reimbursed

for travel , meals , and lodging .

assumeAdministration of the Act was

assigned to a new agency titled the

“ Grazing Service." In 1946, the

Grazing Service and the General

Land Office were combined to

form the Bureau of Land Manage

ment. Formulation of regulations

to implement the requirements of

the Act was a first order of busi

ness and was referred to as the

Federal Range Code .

was

The first task in managing

the grazing use within grazing

districts was to identify qualified

applicants and to determine the

extent of their qualifications so

grazing licenses could be issued .

Grazing licenses and permits were

limited to applicants who owned

or controlled base property capable

of feeding the livestock during the

winter period and who had used

such property in conjunction with

the Federal range during the 5-year

period preceding passage of the Act.

The grazing privilege was limited by

priority ( use made of the public

lands ) by commensurability

( ability of the base to support the

livestock ) .

The primary objectives of the

Act were to prevent further injury

to the public lands and to stabilize

the dependent livestock industry .

Requiring ownership or control of

ranch property and a year-long

operation eliminated the damaging

transient grazing use and aided in

stabilizing the dependent livestock

industry . Management of the graz

ing use was initiated to curb further

injury to the land and to begin

improvement in range condition .

It appeared that everyone who

even slightly interested in

grazing use applied for grazing use ,

even though their qualifications

may have been lacking . During the

early meetings , it was necessary

for the district advisory board to

consider several thousand applica

tions . The boards took their work

very seriously ; the meetings often

lasted ten days to two weeks. The

process was time-consuming since

recommendations were needed for

each applicant on number and class

of livestock , season of use , and area

of use based on grazing use made

during the priority period .

or

Grazing districts were estab

lished pursuant to Section 3 of the

Taylor Grazing Act covering areas

with significant acreages of public

Advisory boards were estab

lished to provide local information

on prior grazing use made by the

applicants (which was needed to

determine the extent of individual

grazing privileges ) and to make

recommendations range im

provement work and regulation

Each application for grazing

use for each season was first con

sidered by the advisory board . The

recommendation made at the initial

on
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meeting of the board was sent to

the applicant with an opportunity

afforded to meet with the board

at a subsequent meeting (protest

meeting ) to protest the original

recommendation and offer new or

additional information . The advi

sory board then made its final

recommendation to the District

Manager, who issued a decision

to the applicant . The applicant was

then afforded the right of appeal

to a Hearings Examiner and a

further appeal to the Director .
Range survey school, Shoshone – May , 1956.

By 1942 , it was considered

that the grazing qualifications had

been adequately determined to

warrant the issuance of ten -year

permits so as to further the objec

tives of stabilizing the dependent

livestock industry as required by

the Act . Consequently, many ten

year permits were issued which

tended to " lock in " a certain level

of use for a ten -year period .

privileges to the grazing capacity

of the range . Condition and trend

procedures were developed and

considerable effort was devoted

to managing the range on the basis

of the best available principles of

range science .

mendations from range users and

wildlife interests . As a result , on

the-ground action was quick to be

implemented to the extent that

funds were available , resulting in

the completion of a great deal of

range improvement work during the

1950s and 1960s .

use as

The small staffs were spread

extremely thin and were unable to

do all that was necessary in follow

ing through with condition and

trend studies , adjusting range use ,

taking care of trespass , proceeding

with range improvements , consider

ing wildlife needs , fighting fires , etc.

However, the staffs did have the

advantage of being able to make

decisions based on their practical

and technical expertise after con

sulting with interested groups , and

immediately implementing the pro

gram if funds were available . For

example , a decision for a reseeding

project could be made almost

immediately based on the judgment

of the staff after considering recom

In the early 1940s , it was

recognized that many range areas

had been over -obligated for grazing

a result of excessive use

during the priority years and the

fact that the regulations requiring

use during any two consecutive or

any three of the five priority years

established priority . This resulted

in a pyramiding of privileges for a

given range area . Consequently ,

range surveys were made to deter

mine grazing capacity and provide

a basis for adjusting the grazing

With the expiration of the ori

ginal ten -year permits in the early

1950s , effort was initiated to make

a final adjudication of grazing units

in order to resolve any questions

on the extent of individual grazing

privileges and areas of use , and to

establish proper seasons of use and

adjust the grazing privilege to the

grazing capacity of the range . This

a difficult and controversial

effort , but was considered by most

of the users and interested parties

as a needed and desirable program .

When the job was done correctly

and completely , the benefits were

long lasting . However , in some

situations the tough job of reducing

grazing use to the established grazing

capacity was not fully completed .

was

On an overall basis , the blood ,

sweat , and tears that went into the

range adjudication effort substan

tially improved the position of the

range users as well as the condition

of the range . This was especially

true when the adjustments in range

user were coupled with accelerated

range improvement programs . For

tunately , most range areas had a

high potential ( and still do) for

improving with better managementCCC construction , Mud Springs Reservoir.
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and range improvement investments .

Generally , all interests were benefit

ed during this period ; mule deer

numbers reached a level that prob

ably will never again be attained .

interests joining forces and working

cooperatively to overcome problems

and attain the desired objectives

for specific range users .

This is a difficult time for

resource managers since much of

their effort is devoted to "people

management" and the attending

conflicts rather than on-the -ground

management of the resource . They

deserve considerable credit for

being able to make progress in

improving the well -being and pro

ductivity of the public lands .

Beginning with the 1970s , the

Bureau moved into a new era of

management spawned by new legis

lation ( National Environmental Pol

icy Act , the Wild Horse Act , etc.)

together with the implementation

of a complex planning system .

Staffs were substantially increased ,

new expertise was added , and

decision -making became more diffi

cult . The various groups and inter

ests concerned with the public

lands became adamant in realizing

their specific objectives . Positions

became polarized ; extreme posi

tions were formulated to counter

opposing extreme positions . The

'70s were characterized by plan

ning , EIS formulation , more plan

ning , and considerable litigation .

On -the -ground accomplishment in

improved management was difficult

to come by .

The early cooperative effort

of all interested parties to bring

management to the public land

resulted in substantial improvement

with a small input of funds and

manpower. In contrast , the recent

divisive , combatant inclination of

certain groups has resulted in high

costs without commensurate on

the-ground benefits.

Fortunately , considerable ef

fort has been and is being devoted

by a number of individuals and

organizations to break down the

polarizing of positions and generate

a cooperative , coordinated effort

to accomplish common objectives

related to the protection and

improvement of the public lands . William Mathews Retired, former

BLM Idaho State Director

Most people would subscribe

to the objective of maximizing the

long -term yield of public benefits

from the public land . This can only

be accomplished by the various
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the twentieth century , the hungry

domestic livestock industry had

picked the bloom off of the public

domain , leaving much of the

western rangelands devastated .

During the early 1930s , indus

try leaders recognized that , along

with growth and settlement , there

was a need to regulate livestock use

on the rangelands they had so effec

tively utilized in the past . It was

thus that the Taylor Grazing Act

came into being .

My earliest reflections on the

Taylor Graze centered around fam

ily discussions in the late 30s , three

years after the legislation had been

enacted . Many of the family's

friends were in the sheep business ,

and I recall that there was a con

siderable amount of input still

going into the Act by way of the

development of rules and regula

tions . To assist in this , in 1937

Congressmen from the West were

asking leaders of the livestock

industry to meet with the Grazing

Service and Interior officials . So it

was that Nick Salevurakis ,

immigrant Greek sheepman , a

friend and relative from Price ,

an

MY REFLECTIONS OF

THE "TAYLOR GRAZE"

by Nick Cozakos

Utah , was designated by Senator

Elbert Thomas ( D-Utah ) and later

Senator Abe Murdock ( D-Utah )

to give input to the Gri ng Service .

The Burley District's representative

to this conference was Wesley B.

Ward of Elba , Idaho .

The public domain grew out

of the foresight of such men as

President Thomas Jefferson and

Zebulon Montgomery Pike . Follow

ing exploration and negotiation ,

the territories of the western

frontier were acquired from the

empires of England , Spain , Mexico ,

and Russia through cessions , com

promises , and purchases paid for

from Federal revenues . Our geo

political leaders had completed

the westward charter creating our

continental nation . In these lands

( bought and paid for from Federal

national tax dollars ) was the core

of the public domain from which

the western livestock industry nur

tured its growth .

The conference on finalizing

grazing regulations was held Tues

day , November 30 , 1937 , in Wash

ington , D.C. and involved ten

Western states with two spokesmen

from each of the grazing districts .

A substantial majority of the

stockmen protested vigorously at

the program on the regulations

and asked for some radical changes .

Along withwith the expanding

borders of a developing nation ,

the western livestock industry was

growing in amoebic fashion , push

ing , poking , and intruding on the

western frontiers of the young

nation . The industry was without

leadership , unregulated , and in the

throws an industry war that

was pitting one class of livestock

against another and pushing massive

animal herds and herdsmen against

settlers . By the second decade of

Other Idaho representatives

attending this first meeting on

regulations and a firm grazing

program included : Worth Lee ,

Mountain Home ; J. A. Tarter ,

Weiser ; Max Cohn , Arimo ; John W.

Hays , Dubois ; George Grub, Idaho

Falls ; Steve Mahaffey , Tendoy ;

and Merle L. Drake , Challis .

Admittedly , in the period

between 1940 and 1952 , my only

exposure to the functions and
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Idaho District No. 2 ( now

Burley District ) was established by

Executive Order on November 3 ,

1936 , under the authority of the

Taylor Grazing Act of June 28,

1934. District No. 2 included all

of the lands now in the Shoshone

District and part of those current

ly in the southern half of the Idaho

Falls District . Both the Regional

and District Offices were together

in Pocatello until sometime in 1938

when the top floor of the Halliwell

Drug Building was rented for the

District operation . " Scoop " March

was brought from Boise in Decem

ber of 1938 to be the first District

grazier . The District wrestled with

problems concerning qualifications ,

commensurability standards , range

rules and regulations , plus CCC

camps which occupied the time of

the few employees on hand .
Utah graziers who attended the Taylor Act conference here are shown cunferring with

the state's congressional delegation, whom they found in sympathy with their problems.

Standing, left to right, are M. L. Taylor, Moab ; Alec Findley, Kanab ; B. H. Stringham ,

Vernal; John E. Jensen , Moroni; Joseph H. Francis, Morgan ; H.E. Seeley , Vernal; Paul E.

Wrathall, Grantsville ; D. H. Adams, Layton ; Nick Salevurakis, Price ; R. J. Brinkerhoff,

Bicknell; W. N. Roundy, Escalante. Seated, left to right, are Senator Elbert D. Thomas,

Representative Abe Murdock , Senator William H. King, and Representative J. Will

Robinson December 3, 1937. (Photo courtesy of Salt Lake Tribune)

existence of the Grazing Service

was through the newspapers and

textbooks . In 1952 , I joined the

ranks of the BLM and became

involved in the grazing management

program .

The area of the District at this

time involved 2,416,570 acres of

Federal lands and 2,300 licensees .

The first Advisory Board meeting

of which there is record was held

in Burley on September 27 , 1939 .

There were 19 members on the

Board , and Dan J. Cavanaugh of

Twin Falls was chairman a job

he held continuously until 1956 .

1930 was redesignated the Grazing

Service. These very same men had ,

in fact , been graziers in the early

administration of the Taylor Grazing

Act . Some had been practical stock

men , some had come out of the

Civilian Conservation Corps ( CCC )

program , and some from the Forest

Service . Many had rodeoed and had

pictures of themselves in younger

days standing at the corral with

their curly angora chaps on .

In the early spring of 1938, the

District Office was moved to Burley .

The staff at that time include M. W.

March , John A. Keith , and Herb

Pollard . Tom Campbell was in

This came at the end of the

drought relief effort of the late

1940s and the final phases of the

Halogeton program . Users were still

coming in to meet with the " Taylor

Graze" and asking to " transfer the

pink" – they wanted to talk to the

graziers . The Forest Service was still

referred to as the “ reserve" , and the

cost of an animal unit month (AUM )

was 12 cents – leftover terms of an

earlier era . At this same time , lamb

was selling for 2742 cents a pound

and Vetter Meat Market in Salt

Lake City was advertising a roast

of beef for 32 cents a pound .

I recollect some of the then

District Managers discussing the

old Division of Grazing which in

Reseeded area in the Sublett Unit, Raft River Valley , Twin Falls Grazing District

August, 1945 .
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stalled as perhaps the first Area

Manager in the Bureau at Malad

City , Idaho , in late 1939 .

It is difficult to compare pro

grams in the Burley District because

of the shuffling of its boundaries

which is still taking place . However ,

a great deal of progress and building

on an early -laid solid management

foundation has resulted in some

very positive District programs .

-

Several programs initiated in

the early days were forerunners of

our current programs for examp

ple : the Area Manager set-up in

Malad ; the first BLM crested wheat

grass seeding in Idaho completed

in the Raft River Area in 1940 ; the

establishment of " divisions" or

management units in the District ;

one of the first Bureau recreation

sites at Rabbit Springs in 1942 ; and

the fire lookout at Chink's Peak

near Pocatello .

Since the development of those

early programs , probably the great

est impact of the Taylor Act has

been the authority it gave to the

land manager to practice manage

ment of the natural resources on

the public lands . The Taylor Act

of 1934 along with passage of the

Federal Land Policy and Manage

ment Act of 1976 constitute a

duo of landmark laws that are the

most significant conservation legis

lation for the remnants of the

public domain .

Currently , the District has

44 allotment management plans

in effect covering 475,130 acres .

Range condition and trend has im

proved dramatically with 119,000

acres in excellent condition and

639,000 acres in good to fair

condition . In concert with other

range improvements , there have

been 347,000 acres which have

been treated either by seedings ,

prescription burning , or other land

treatment efforts .

Major areas of accomplishment

of this era saw the initiation of the

range seeding program . The resolute

conviction of District Manager Bill

Mathews , coupled with the fiscal

wherewithal engendered by the

Halogeton program , let the Bureau

begin this most worthwhile pro

gram on a large scale . This era also

saw the first effort at allocation of

resources among competing uses

and marked the real beginning

of on -the-ground natural resource

management on the public domain .

The Burley District has granted

or is in the process of issuing an

additional 12,296 AUMs above the

preference established during the

priority years of the Taylor Grazing

Act on 55 allotments . Two genera

tions of land use plans are com

pleted along with two grazing EISs

and one EIS on the Cassia resource

management land use plan .

Nick Cozakos Retired, former

BLM Burley District Manager

Cattle in Shoshone Basin seeding, Burley District - October, 1968.
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50 YEARS OF PROGRESS

by Martin "Joe" Zimmer

inventory of natural resource values

and the development of land use

plans to direct future actions and

uses of the land . Through all this

progress has run a common thread

of people working with people .

Settlement of western lands

presented a multitude of difficulties ,

not the least of which was the use

of public rangeland . From the very

beginning, competition developed

between cattlemen , miners , fur

trappers , and homesteaders . Some

of the greatest battles, however ,

raged between the cattlemen them

selves . With little in the way of

governing the use of public range

land , competition for grass and

water at times was fierce and bit

greatest need . Arrived at through

the cooperation of both BLM

personnel and the District Grazing

Advisory Board , I believe this plan

will continue in the future and that

the results of the dollars invested

through this process will show

tremendous benefits to the public

rangeland program .

On June 28 , 1934 , Congress

passed the Taylor Grazing Act .

This Act stands as a great conserva

tion landmark . Through provisions

of this Act , authority was given to

classify land according to its best

use and to reject applications for

other uses . Until that time , the

Federally -owned rangelands of the

West went virtually unmanaged .

When all is said and done ,

what remains is the implementation

of decisions that have been arrived

at through a tremendous amount

of effort and public involvement .

One major step towards that imple

mentation is the distribution of

funds in areas identified for range

maintenance or improvement . The

Federal Land Policy and Manage

ment Act authorized 50 percent of

all grazing fees to be redistributed

back to the state and district of

origin for rangeland improvement .

These dollars contribute the major

portion of available dollars to do

on -the -ground range improvement

work .

In summary , the question must

be asked , " If legislation during

the past 10 years was enacted to

improve the condition of the range

and stabilize the livestock industry ,

has it been successful? " My answer

is yes . But with the increasing

demands being placed on public

rangelands , we must continue work

ing together to make the public

laws already in place work for the

benefit of all .

Martin " Joe " Zimmer District

Manager, BLM , Boise District

Today , some 50 years later ,

tremendous progress has been made

as a result of this and other signifi

cant legislation designed to improve

the quality and productivity of the

nation's public rangeland . In the

last 10 to 15 years , we have seen

the enactment of the Federal

Land Policy and Management Act

( FLPMA) , the Public Rangelands

Improvement Act ( PRIA ) , the Sikes

Act, and the Wild Horse and Burro

Act . All are helping keep up with

the ever increasing needs being

placed on our nation's public range

land .

The task requires distributing

those dollars equitably so they

have the greatest impact on im

proving the overall condition of

the range . This requires careful

analysis by BLM personnel in con

junction with the District Grazing

Advisory Board . Again , people

working with people , exploring the

possibilities of improvement oppor

tunities , continues to be a key

factor in making the best decisions .

With the ever increasing pres

sures being placed upon the use of

public lands , I have seen

tinuing movement towards the

In the Boise District , we have

developed a 5-year plan for range

improvement . This plan was initi

ated in 1982 and will be evaluated

each year of the plan's duration .

It calls for a distribution of range

improvement dollars to areas of

a con
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ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLANS

by O'dell Frandsen

first comprehensive plans developed

by BLM . The plans had some mul

tiple use considerations , but their

primary force was on watershed

improvement , livestock grazing , and

wildlife habitat .

Planning the use of public lands

started with the birth of the nation .

The first plan was simply to get the

" public domain " in private owner

ship as fast as possible to help get

the West settled . This plan was put

into operation by such major legis

lation as the Homestead Act , Stock

Raising Homestead Act , Desert

Land Act, the Mining Law of 1872 ,

and others . General public use and

retention of the public domain in

Federal ownership was not originally

intended by Congress . There was

practically no management of the

public lands .

requiring that site -specific environ

mental impact statements ( EISs ) be

prepared for grazing of domestic

livestock on public lands . The order

required that new AMPs would be

delayed until the EIS was com

pleted . As the EISs are completed

and land use plans finalized , AMPs

are developed . The current goal is

to have an AMP for each allotment .

AMPs continue to be an impor

tant aspect of BLM's grazing pro

gram . The Federal Land Policy and

Management Act of 1976 recog

nized the importance of public

rangeland and gave us more direct

guidance on its management. It

specifies that one of the functions

of grazing advisory boards is to

offer advice and ke recommenda

tions concerning the development

of AMPs .

During the " dust bowl" era ,

Congress recognized that unregu

lated use of the public lands could

not continue . The Taylor Grazing

Act was passed June 28, 1934. The

Grazing Service (forerunner to the

Bureau of Land Management) was

created to carry out the provisions

of the Act . The early plans followed

no prescribed format and in most

cases were not documented . The

grazing authorization itself was an

elementary plan . The authorization

listed the area to be used , number

of animals , season of use , and other

measures needed to obtain proper

range use . The old rangeline agree

ments divided the range between

users many areas were formerly

" open range."

During the 1960s , numerous al

lotment management plans ( AMPs )

were prepared by BLM . One thing

that accelerated the preparation of

AMPs was the concept of " rest

rotation " grazing . Gus Hormay ,

now considered the " father of rest

rotation grazing," was a leader in

advocating rest -rotation grazing/

AMPs . When Gus spoke , both

ranchers and government personnel

listened . These 1960s AMPs con

tained detailed grazing management

systems and range improvement

development details to facilitate

proper range management. For

several years , the development of

AMPs was the primary activity of

BLM's range conservationists . Dis

trict wildlife biologists were also

actively engaged in helping develop

the AMPs to assure wildlife received

proper consideration . AMPs were

required to have a grazing system ,

objectives , and evaluation studies .

It was important that the livestock

operator be fully involved in the

development stage and thus be

committed to the final product .

Cooperation , coordination , and con

sultation (CCC) between the live

stock operator , State Fish and

Game , State Land Department ,

BLM , and other interests

necessary to fully implement and

achieve the benefits of the AMPs .

Members of Congress again

showed their concern for manage

ment of the public lands when they

enacted the 1978 Public Rangeland

Improvement Act . They directed

that as soon as EISs were com

pleted , AMPs would be developed

with consultation , cooperation , and

coordination with the lessees , per

mittees, and landowners .

was

Other types of early plans in

cluded soil and moisture plans

which emphasized range improve

ment and development projects

such as reservoirs , seeding , water

spreading systems , and soil retention

structures . Community watershed

plans of the 1950s were among the

Systems to manage public

rangelands continue to evolve . The

latest development now being estab

lished by the present administration

is the Cooperative Management

Agreement (CMA) . Under this pro

gram , certain worthy operators are

nominated and recognized as good

stewards of the land . Then a written

agreement is drawn up between the

BLM and the livestock operator .

wasDevelopment of AMPs

halted in 1975 by a court order
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The CMA contains some attributes

of an AMP, but gives the operator

increased flexibility in the way the

land is grazed.

AMPs have come a long way

since the Taylor Grazing Act of

1934. It seems likely that the AMP

will continue to be a viable manage

ment tool to assure proper range

use and meet multiple use objec

tives on much of the remaining

public land .

XX

O'dell Frandsen – District Manager,

BLM , Idaho Falls District
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AN ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT

PLAN IN ACTION

Many desirable acres were closed

off by homesteads that controlled

the water or blocked access to some

desirable canyon .

We have come a long way since

| first rode the rangeland in our

area . I have fond memories of

riding 24 miles to one of our

ranches north of Emmett , Idaho ,

in 1928. This was during the month

of May , the most productive month

for rangeland forage in this area .

We used to say , and it was not far

from the truth , that if there was

another spear of grass , there would

be another band of sheep or more

cattle or horses turned out . This

was the way it was .

Also , some of the isolated

springs were selected for home

steads that made ideal spots for the

moonshiners to hide their illegal

stills during the prohibition era .

The only control of rangelands

in those times was the private land

holdings , and most of these con

trolled the water for livestock . The

territorial legislature , controlled by

cattlemen , enacted very stringent

trespass laws against sheep but left

cattle and horses the freedom to

graze at will , either forcing the

private landowner to fence or try

to keep cattle and horses driven

off. Some cattlemen resorted to

fencing their private water and

having riders only let their cattle

into water , leaving other cattle to

starve or to hunt for water else

where . These stringent trespass laws

forced the sheepmen to buy up all

the property they could possibly

finance , and to urge their friends

and employees to file and prove up

on homesteads to control the water .

This was not only used to control

water , but some homesteaders took

up to 320 or 640 acres , one-quarter

mile wide and two or four miles

long . They claimed they were going

to farm the land ; instead , they

leased or sold it to livestock opera

tors who used this private land to

control unpatented land nearby .

The sheepmen were forced to

either purchase or lease the land for

their own survival . This continued

until 1934 when the Taylor Grazing

Act was passed , and then a marked

change appeared in the grazing

operations . The requirements set

out by the Taylor Grazing Act that

required base property , whether

owned or leased , the control of a

large portion of the live water , and

the stipulation of " near, nearer or

nearest " , became a controversy that

took long hours of debate in the

meeting of the original district

advisory boards . As you can well

imagine , in our area it was the

sheep outfits that controlled the

patented land and were allotted

much of the public lands under

the jurisdiction of the Taylor

Grazing Act .

In this area , the sheep only

used these ranges in spring and fall

with some winter use , but migrated

to the forested lands in the summer

months . This gave some of the

ranges rest in the summer months ,

but that was usually after the vege

tation had dried up and there was

little chance for the perennial grasses

to produce seed and re -establish

themselves . One of my uncles

maintained that the demise of

by Dave Little

much of the perennial grass was

the advent of trucking water to

sheep . Before the days of water

trucks , the sheep had to leave as

the spring water dried up . Some

years this was early in the season ,

and native grasses had a chance

to produce seed .

As I returned home from my

first Gus Hormay school on rest

rotation grazing , I realized that

some of these ranges had not had

a chance in over one hundred years

to produce seed and let the new

seeding have a chance to establish

itself . This realization that some

thing should be done was the

advent of our allotment manage

ment plan . We take pride in our

allotment management plan . We set

it up ourselves and had it well

established when the Bureau of

Land Management came into the

picture . They have been a great

help , but changes in range resources

and managers have convinced me

if you want a good plan , set up the

plan yourself , with their assistance ,

and maintain that plan . Inevitably

if they set it up , you are going to

criticize parts of the plan . If you

are the instigator of the plan , the

responsibility is yours . We change

our plan periodically with the input

from the Bureau .

Many livestock operators are

afraid of the term " allotment

management plan ." They feel it is

a devious plan of the bureaucracy

to restrict their grazing allotments .

Some Bureau personnel have fright

ened many permittees with their

elaborate plans . A good allotment

management plan should be mple ,
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so designed that it may be modified ,

and assurance given that in case of

a catastrophe such as drought ,

insect invasion , or fire , it can be

modified to fit the circumstances .

The important principle is the

livestock operator understands it ,

accepts it , and is convinced that

if better production is forthcoming,

he will be the beneficiary .

at the expense of the desirable

species . Since we adopted the

Hormay system of rest-rotation

grazing , I can see a marked turn

around in the forage composition

on our ranges . Granted , we have a

long way to go , but it took us a

hundred years to get our ranges

in this deteriorated condition . We

cannot expect to rebuild these

ranges overnight .

Land Management? The problem as

| see it will be changes in our

political structure , and philosophies

will change . Some administrations

will follow the moderate line which

| envision as " the government land

management can do it better than

the individual” while the next

administration will tend to advo

cate more of the free enterprise

system .

A range operation such as ours

is managed on the multiple use

principle . There is no other way as

the public perceives these lands ,

even if they are in large fenced

pastures , to be open range . They are

The only policy | see that

can lead to long-range planning is

privitization . I could not afford

to purchase much Federal land ,

but supposedly someone could . If

they have their money invested ,

Just prior to my first Hormay

school ( I have attended four and

still retain him as a consultant on

our range planning ) , I had appealed

a decision of the United States

Forest Service to the Secretary

of Agriculture . They proposed a

seventy percent reduction on one

sheep allotment . We compromised

at the last minute and changed

the allotment from sheep to cattle .

That was a mistake , but that is

history . Ironically , several years

later , the Forest Service did an in

depth study and absolved the

livestock industry of any damages

of which we were blamed . That's

well and good , but the twenty

thousand dollars spent appealing

the decision is gone and other

factors have made sheep grazing

unattractive . I did have represen

tatives from both the College of

Forestry and Agriculture and the

University of Idaho on an advisory

board trip over the range . The one

report , from the College of Agri

culture , was that neither side really

knew what they were talking about

and more research was needed .

Needless to say , from that time on

I have been looking for every way

possible to improve our ranges ,

whether they be private , private

leases , or Federal ranges .

one

going to use them for hunting ,

fishing , hiking, horseback riding ,

and other multiple uses . We are

restricting the use of off-road

vehicles to established roads or an

area set aside for their use . We

established the Little Gem Cycle

Park in cooperation with the Bureau

of Land Management and the local

cycle clubs . They have been cooper

ative , and I must say they have

upheld their share of the agreement

in fine fashion . It includes several

hundred acres of our private land ,

but they are contouring and reseed

ing the contours . We feel it will re

vegetate in four to five years . They

are here , going to be here in the

future , and we must plan to live

with them .

they will will do a better job of

management. A good example is

the forest products industry . Their

private lands are administered bet

ter than the adjoining Federal

lands . Say what you will , but

politics are politics , and no

can convince me that the Federal

government can do as well as

private enterprise . The original

intent of the Taylor Grazing Act

was to manage these lands until

their disposal . It is a shame that

philosophy changed .

The answer to all grazing

problems in the early years was to

reduce the number of livestock on

the range . We did not realize that

with light grazing our livestock

were selecting the desirable species

and letting the undesirable species

mature , produce seed , and over

populate the undesirable forage

Idaho State SenatorDavid Little

and Rancher

What is the future of range

management under the Bureau of
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IDAHO RANGE SHEEP INDUSTRY

The rangeland sheep industry

began to flourish around the turn

of the century . It was encouraged

by the availability of vast areas of

Federally -owned free range . If an

individual could scrape together

enough money to buy a lease , a

band of sheep , acquire a sheep

wagon or a tepee tent, plus a couple

of horses and a sheepdog or two , he

was in business . The capital invest

ment could be low and operating

costs were minimal if the owner

was willing to settle for beans ,

coffee , and a few canned goods .

Considering the costs , the monetary

returns were very good .

days . One type had private ranch

lands to provide winter feed and an

operating base ; generally they had a

forest privilege and a somewhat

stable year -long operation . The

other type of sheep operation was

transient . As a general rule , they

owned or controlled no private

land , had no forest permit , and

grazed wherever they could squeeze

in .

use

The local ( non -transient ) sheep

operators and the cattle range

users attempted to control their

public domain areas from

transient sheep use by gaining

control over water holes , access

routes , and key range areas . This

was accomplished by obtaining title

to the public lands through the

Homestead Acts ( primarily the

by William Mathews

Stock- Raising Homestead Act) and

through State lieu land selections .

Competition for the available

feed on the public domain was high ,

and abuse and deterioration of the

range was obvious . The passage of

the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934

culminated many years of effort

to control and manage the grazing

use of the public domain . The Act

served to eliminate the transient

sheep operations , since applicants

were required to own or control

land that served as an operating

base for use of the public land prior

to passage of the Act . In addition ,

a year-long operation was required .

The elimination of the tran

sient sheep operations substantially

reduced grazing pressure on the pub

By the 1920s , it seemed like

sheep were everywhere . The nation

al forests had been established

(beginning around 1905) and per

mits were required , but recognition

of prior use as a basis for permit

issuance kept the sheep numbers

high . The public domain ( now

administered by BLM ) remained

unregulated free range .

The sheep operations had the

ability to move to where the feed

was located . This characteristic

placed them in a strong competitive

position with other sheep opera

tions as well as with cattle use .

Consequently, the public domain

was fully utilized for grazing use .

There were no significant unused

areas if the feed was there , the

sheep found it . Many areas present

ly considered to be wilderness or

pristine saw considerable use during

the early part of the century .

Two distinct types of sheep

operations existed during the early

The Hailey - Ketchum driveway. More than 250,000 sheep moved twice yearly over this

Triveway. Grazing Service, Wood River Grazing District - October, 1940.
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Sheep operations that met the

requirements of the Taylor Grazing

Act typically involved the use of

ranch property during the winter ,

use of the Federal range ( BLM )

during the spring and fall , and

national forest use during the

summer . This type of operation

often involved distances of 100

miles or more between the ranch

base and the summer range . Con

sequently , the sheep operator was

continually on the go to assure that

the sheep were properly handled

and the work back on the ranch

was taken care of . It was a very

demanding and time-consuming

business . The less confining aspects

of running cattle were often looked

upon with envy by the sheepmen .

Jack Keith, District Grazier, Wood River Grazing District, at Babino Mendiola outfit –

February, 1942.

The onset of World War II

started an era of difficulty in ob

taining qualified sheepherders; the

problem still persists . Additional

factors such as inadequate coyote

control and decreased demand for

lamb and wool enhanced the desire

of many sheepmen to convert to

cattle use . As a result , the range

land sheep use has declined to the

lowest level since the early days of

competition with other users since

their area of use was designated ; in

some cases , individual allotments

were established which eliminated

competing use . With the competi

tive advantage eliminated , the trend

of converting sheep use to cattle

use began .

lic lands and considerable stability

was provided to the industry . This

was the beginning of the healing of

the hostile feeling that had devel

oped between sheep outfits and

cattle operations . The sheep outfits

that survived the requirements of

the Act were , for the most part ,

operated by individuals with signi

ficant ranch holdings and who

were long-time residents of their

communities. As time passed , many

sheep operations added cattle , and

many sheep privileges were con

verted to cattle . The anti -sheep

feeling gradually subsided , but even

in the 1950s a sheep operator was

sometimes accused of running cattle

for respectability and sheep to

make money .

Pursuant to the requirements

of the Taylor Grazing Act , grazing

privileges were established for each

qualified applicant which designated

the number and class of livestock ,

seasons of use , and area of use .

With the establishment of areas of

use for each operator , the sheep no

longer had the advantage of moving

to wherever the feed was located .

They were no longer in strong

The "Granny ” wagon. Used to pick up ewes and lambs which are then taken to lambing

sheds. Jump Creek Sheep Company, Marsing, Idaho – Feburary , 1942.
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establishment of the industry almost

a century ago .

by sheep than cattle . Sheep will

easily use the steep hillsides and

high ridges . They go to water less

often than cattle and are able to

graze areas farther away from

watering facilities . In contrast ,

cattle tend to congregate along

canyon bottoms next to water ,

making management more difficult .

Consequently , the conversion of

sheep grazing privileges to cattle has

created some difficult management

problems .

A change from cattle back to sheep

use could benefit many range areas .

However , unless the economics for

sheep production significantly im

prove and special incentives are pro

vided , the sheep industry in Idaho

will continue to decline .

Although unregulated , very

competitive sheep use prior to

the Taylor Grazing Act was very

damaging , the sheep use during the

past 50 years has resulted in sub

stantial improvement of most areas

used by them . As a group , the

sheep allotments in the state are

in good to excellent condition and

look much better than many of

the cattle allotments . William Mathews Retired, former

BLM Idaho State Directorareas

Much of the rougher range

areas can be more efficiently used

Currently , considerable

suitable for sheep use are unused for

livestock grazing or are lightly used .

o

Jump Creek Sheep Company , Marsing, Idaho. Lambing corral foreground , night corral on left of lambing sheds February, 1942.
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RANGE IMPROVEMENTS

by Fred Cook

The Bureau's rangeland im

provement program is authorized

by the Taylor Grazing Act (TGA)

of 1934 , the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act ( FLPMA ) of

1976 , and the Public Rangelands

Improvement Act ( PRIA ) of 1978 .

These three Acts establish and re

affirm a national commitment to

improve the condition of the public

rangelands with resulting benefits

to wildlife , watershed, and livestock .

Range improvement activities in

clude but are not limited to seeding ,

ing , fence construction , weed con

trol , water development , enhance

ment of fish and wildlife habitat ,

and maintenance of existing im

provements . The decision on what

improvements are needed is reached

through the Bureau's land use plan

ning process and through the

environmental impact statement

process .

The Bureau currently directs

range betterment funds toward im

plementation of new on -the-ground

improvements , while grazing admin

istration funds are used for admin

istration of the range improvement

program , preparation of environ

mental impact statements , resource

clearances , and other actions needed

or required by law to support new

improvements . Most maintenance is

funded from grazing administration

funds .

mists . The procedure consists of

three gradually tighter economic

screens which will help determine

those grazing allotments that can

produce the greatest return on

monies invested and where the

dollars should be invested first .

Those investments that cannot be

justified by economic means must

demonstrate overriding resource or

social concerns before they are put

in . These procedures have shown the

need for a more active role for the

District Grazing Advisory Boards in

the decision -making process .The Bureau is in the process of

gradually transferring responsibility

for maintaining structural rangeland

improvements to individuals directly

benefiting from the improvements.

It is expected that this transfer will

be completed in 1984. When that

occurs , then funds now being spent

for maintenance will be available

for new improvements .

Congress annually appropriates

funds from two sources to support

the Bureau's rangeland improve

ment program :

To increase the amount of

money available for improvement

work , the Bureau is encouraging

private contributions toward range

land improvements on public land .

Policy guidelines have been issued

to provide incentives for private

contributors . In addition , the guide

lines include assigning high priority

to putting in those improvements

funded with private contributions .

With the new policy direction ,

one issue has taken on increased

importance . The question still needs

to be resolved on how much main

tenance should be transferred to a

livestock operator if the improve

ment also provides benefits to other

land uses than livestock manage

ment. The Bureau's position is that

if the improvement is primarily for

the benefit of livestock , the opera

tor should assume the maintenance

costs . Primary benefits are those

cases where 50 percent or more of

the benefits received accrue to live

stock . Procedures for determining

who should assume maintenance

responsibilities and when cost

sharing between the Bureau and an

operator can be used are in process .

1. The range betterment fund

consists of 50 percent of all

public land grazing fees col

lected , or $10 million per year ,

whichever is greater . These

funds are appropriated under

the authority of TGA as amend

ed by FLPMA specifically for

rangeland improvement work .

2. Grazing administration funds

are monies appropriated under

FLPMA and PRIA which may

also be allocated to range

improvement .

An economic analysis proce

dure has been developed to assist

in making investment decisions in

rangeland improvements . This pro

cedure was developed by BLM in

cooperation with a special task

force of western university econo

Frederick Cook Chief, Public

Affairs, BLM , Idaho State Office
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CHALLIS EXPERIMENTAL

STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM

Nestled in the sparsely popu

lated and rugged country of central

Idaho lies the Challis BLM Plan

ning Unit where the first court

mandated grazing EIS was prepared

by the Bureau of Land Management .

Challis is an area where 96 percent

of the land is under Federal man

agement and the population (when

the EIS was initiated in 1975 )

consisted of less than one person

per square mile .

In addition to the significance

of public land forage for livestock

and wild horses , the Challis Unit

hosts a multitude of other diverse

and important resource values .

Among them are : outstanding rec

reational opportunities in the form

of river running ( Salmon River

tributaries flow through the unit ) ,

camping , hiking , hunting, horse

back riding , fishing , etc ; unique

and significant anadromous fisheries

habitat ; mineral production (parti

cularly locatable minerals such as

gold , silver , and lead ) ; watershed

values ; and important wildlife habi

tat ( especially winter range for

bighorn sheep ) . Most big game use

of BLM land in the unit occurs in

the w er . Since much of that use

is limited and concentrated , most

of the winter range is considered

critical .

The entire Challis economy

centered around ranching and live

stock production . With the excep

tion of the recently established

Cypress Molybdenum Mine , the

local economy is still very rural

and very oriented rd beef

production . Most of the cattle in

the area spend about half of the

year on private land and the other

half on public land ( BLM and

National Forest ) . Thus , public land

grazing is critical for many of the

local ranching operations .

In 1975 , 38 ranchers ran their

livestock on 16 BLM allotments in

the 330,150-acre Challis Unit . Live

stock use averaged nearly 18,000

animal unit months ( AUMs) and

wild horses were approaching 400

head in an area where the range had

been seriously overused . Although

wild horse numbers ranged as high

as 1,000 head in the late ' 50s and

early '60s ( when range adjudication

was taking place ) , no forage had

ever been allocated for the horses .

So even though a few roundups did

take place in those years – mainly

by local ranchers overuse of the

vegetation was certain occur .

Those conflicting resource

values and conditions which were

paramount in spurring concern and

controversy in the Challis area were

mainly : anadromous fisheries and

riparian zones , bighorn sheep win

tering ranges , overpopulation and

overgrazing by the wild horses ,

the vital nature of the public land

grazing permits to the ranchers ,

and the overall range condition

which was alleged to be poor to

fair and declining for the most

part.

wasStream siltation high .

Range condition was low . Bighorn

winter range was declining in condi

tion while the sheep were declining

in population . Range improvements

by Ken Walker

miles of fence and several water

developments ) , and past manage

ment efforts had been limited . Only

one allotment ( Herd Creek ) was

under any management at all , and

no vegetative rehabilitation projects

had ever been attempted in the

area . Competition among resource

uses was intense in many cases .

When BLM initiated the first

grazing EIS in the Challis Unit ,

then a spotlight of public interest

focused on the area as the conflicts

associated with competing resource

uses and needs were assessed and

efforts were made to resolve those

conflicts . As is always the case with

conflict resolution , some opportu

nities would have to be foregone

for resolution to be achieved , and

Challis became a focal point of con

troversy , court litigation , political

scrutiny , Congressional actions , and

user group discontent . A chain of

events was triggered that eventually

gave birth to the Experimental

Stewardship Program a forum

for cooperative local management

involving all of the affected parties .

During the writing phase of the

EIS ( which lasted cver two years ) ,

livestock reductions seemed to be

the only available solution to im

proving the range condition , and

several of the proposed reductions

were quite severe ( over 50 percent

in some cases ) . Naturally , the

affected ranchers became very

apprehensive about the future of

their grazing permits on BLM lands .

These permits provided a vital tran

sition period between the feeding

of hay and early spring grazing onractically non -existent (a fewwere
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private pasture land and the mid

to late summer grazing that was

provided in the high country on

National Forest lands . Fears and

conflicts were compounded by the

level of interest that was shown in

the Challis EIS project .

sur

Relations between BLM per

sonnel and local ranchers became

very strained and suspicious . This

feeling spread throughout the small

Challis community and even

faced with several agency personnel

with whom the BLM dealt . BLM

employees were reluctant to mingle

with or do business with the Challis

community , and several employees

were even threatened . The situation

was beginning to appear hopeless .

Tom Chivers, Challis rancher, addressing the National Meeting of the three Stewardship

groups in Challis – 1982.

drafting Secton 12 of the Public

Rangelands Improvement Act

which created the Experimental

Stewardship Program . The major

purposes of the Public Rangelands

Improvement Act were to recognize

the unique resource values of the

public rangelands and to provide

funding for range improvement

work . The primary purposes of

Section 12 were to :

to improve range condi

tions , including but not

limited to ... cooperative

range mangement projects

designed to foster greater

cooperation and coordina

tion between Federal and

State agencies . . . and

with local private range

users . "

By 1978 the concern on the

part of the livestock industry being

manifested at Challis had spread to

other areas of the West as the BLM

proceeded with preparing grazing

EISs . Interest was growing on the

part of the livestock industry and

the land managing agencies in the

need for rangeland improvements .

The western Congressional delega

tions were apprised that increased

funding needed to be devoted to

rangeland improvements on the

public lands . To meet those needs ,

Congress was actively considering

the Public Rangelands Improve

ment Act during the summer of

1978 .

" ... develop and imple

ment, on an experimental

basis on selected areas of

the public rangelands ...

a program which provides

incentives to , or rewards

for , the holders of grazing

permits and leases whose

stewardship results in an

improvement of the range

condition ... Such pro

gram shall explore innova

tive grazing management

policies and systems which

might provide incentives

With the advice , support , and

counsel of the Idaho Rangeland

Committee , Idaho Governor John

Evans , Senators James McClure and

Frank Church , local Challis ranchers ,

a Challis attorney , the Salmon BLM

District , and the Challis National

Forest , Challis was launched as the

very first Experimental Stewardship

Program .

The Idaho Congressional dele

gation responded to concerns ex

pressed by Challis area ranchers by

With virtually no official guide

lines and very few unofficial guide

lines , a 19-member Steering Group

was formed composed of Federal ,

State , private organization , and

rancher membership . The first for

mal meeting was held in February ,

1979. Three co-chairpersons were

selected : Dr. Lee Sharp from the

University of Idaho (and the Idaho

Rangeland Committee ) ; Jack Bills ,

Challis National Forest Supervisor ;

and Harry Finlayson , Salmon BLM

District Manager .

The overall goal of the Experi

mental Stewardship Program ( ESP)

was to develop cooperative land
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the respective rancher ( s ) , and the

BLM .

use management program encom

passing all land ownerships that

would enhance the sustained flow

of food , fiber , and other goods,

services , and benefits while protect

ing and enhancing environmental

quality .

The circumstances faced by the

AMP teams were :

policies . Most residents felt that

their voice in how the BLM lands

should be managed had very little

impact when compared to outside

interests and so-called pressure

groups such as the National Wildlife

Federation , Friends of the Earth ,

National Resources Defense Coun

cil , Humane Society of the United

States , American Horse Protection

Association , Sierra Club , political

pressures , etc. Without a doubt,

the local concerns had been well

publicized and a definite need and

dependency upon public lands had

surfaced .

near

1. Range condition varied from

poor to good with very little in

excellent condition early in 1979 .

The majority of the unit was in

fair condition with a static trend ,

but the poor condition areas (gen

erally lower elevation areas

water ) were in a downward trend .

Range condition as of early 1979

was : 33,815 acres in good condi

tion ; 145,400 acres in fair condi

tion ; 103,567 acres in poor condi

tion ; and 47,300 acres of unsuitable

range ( Douglas-fir , burned areas , or

rock ) .

Specific major objectives of the

Challis Stewardship Program were

to : ( 1 ) foster cooperation and

coordination between users and

Federal , State , and local agencies

which would result in stabilization

and improvement of the biological

community and soil and watershed

conditions ; ( 2 ) provide incentives

to the users to promote good range

management practices ; ( 3 ) explore

innovative techniques , policies , and

management practices which can

lead to improved range conditions ;

(4 ) integrate management of Fed

eral , State , and private lands for

improving the total spectrum of

rangelands ; and ( 5 ) stabilize the

local ranching economy .

one2. Only allotment ( Herd

Creek ) had any management prac

tices in operaion . This allotment

was under a fully implemented

rest - rotation grazing system , and

was a joint effort with the Challis

National Forest ( where the AMP

had been written ) . All other allot

ments were seasonal only with no

formal management, although some

range improvements existed in a

few of the allotments .

4 . Locally , regionally , and even

nationally , the Challis Unit had

received considerable attention

above and beyond what its size

should have garnered . The grazing

EIS , the lawsuits stopping wild

horse roundups , the bighorn sheep

and anadromous fish controversies ,

potentially the largest molybdenum

mine in the United States , etc. , all

contributed to spotlighting atten

tion on the Challis Unit over the

past several years .

Specifically , allotment manage

ment plans ( AMPs ) were to be

developed cooperatively and were

to be coordinated through all land

ownerships . The AMP objectives

were aimed at increasing forage

production for domestic animals

while increasing watershed stability ,

providing suitable habitat for the

numerous wildlife species and wild

horses , and improving fisheries

habitat and water quality .

3. The local Challis concerns had

been honed to a well -sharpened

anti -BLM and generally anti - Federal

attitude since 1975. Local residents

were highly dependent on Federal

lands , but felt they had very limited

influence over Federal management

5 . Resource -specific problems cen

tered around : lack of livestock

management ; downward trends in

range condition ; overstocking of

livestock ; overpopulation of wild

horses ; high soil erosion and stream

sedimentation ; and critical winter

range for bighorn sheep . Opportu

nities were great , especially in the

realm of developing and implement

ing allotment management plans .Three AMP teams were organ

ized in early 1979 with the Challis

Area Manager designated as coordi

nator . These teams were charged

with developing coordinated AMPs

for the entire ESP area . The teams

were led by three range conserva

tionists from the Salmon BLM

District and were composed of six

team members each . Teammember

ship was drawn from the Challis

National Forest / Sawtooth National

Recreation Area , Soil Conservation

Service , Idaho Department of Lands ,

Idaho Fish and Game Department , Allotment management team at work 1982.
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Any on-the -ground improvement

and / or management would have

been a plus .

Forest Service , Bureau of Land

Management, Agriculture Research

Service , the Soil Conservation Ser

vice , the Intermountain Research

Stations , and the Plant Material

Center from Aberdeen , Idaho .

The challenge for these teams

to develop sound AMPs under the

scrutiny of the ESP Group was

certainly very difficult . The teams

met nearly every week for almost

two years , and the ESP Group met

approximately monthly the first

two years to develop the program

and the AMPs . Twenty-two AMPS

were developed by the teams which

have now been implemented with

improvements installed . Range con

dition and forage production are

improving rapidly .

The BLM has entered a joint

project with the Idaho Fish and

Game Department and the National

Marine Fishery Service. This project

involves a new type of fish screen

on diversion ditches on the East

Fork of the Salmon River with

$30,000 having been earmarked for

the project . The Fish and Game

Department will do the installation

and the Fishery Service will provide

maintenance .

The ESP Group continues to

meet on a quarterly basis to handle

any new problems or changes that

surface and to monitor the program .

Several special programs are being

tried on an experimental basis in

Challis through the ESP , such as an

irrigated spring holding pasture on

the Warm Springs Allotment which

was used for the first time during

the spring of 1983. In this project ,

private water is used on public

rangeland . The rancher uses his own

lateral lines off a BLM main and

does the irrigating himself . The

grasses and forbs that were planted

and irrigated on this pasture now

allow the rancher to turn his

catile out two weeks earlier than

previously allowed , which protects

and enhances his hay production

while still postponing turnout on

his BLM allotment until the range

is ready .

The Challis area has initiated

the Westergard Ranch Plan which ,

in essence , makes the rancher

primarily responsible for managing

Federal rangeland . As conceived ,

the Federal and State agencies will

provide expertise and advice when

called upon to do so . The rancher ,

Golden Westergard , has agreed to

participate by assuming major man

agement responsibilities .

Experimental Stewardship has

been a fairly expensive proposition

in terms of both time and money ,

but the results are considered to

be worth the investment . To date ,

the ESP Group has met 34 times

and continues to maintain a very

positive attitude while working

hard to meet the original objectives .

The Salmon BLM District has spent

close to one million dollars on

range improvement work alone

within the Challis Unit to imple

ment : 90 new spring developments ,

3 water catchments , 80 miles of

pipeline , 140 watering troughs , 70

miles of fence , 16 cattleguards,

6 study exclosures , 6,500 acres of

prescribed burning , 840 acres of

plow and seeding, and 300 acres

of chain and seeding .

The Challis ESP is deeply in

volved in a plant material research

program which includes seven enclo

sures constructed in seven major

habitat types . These enclosures will

be planted with a variety of seeds

in an effort to discover which

species are suited for each habitat

type . Shrub hybrids have also been

planted in the enclosures to see

how these valuable species will

react . This program involves the

Integrated and coordinated

management plans have been writ

ten on all adjoining BLM /FS allot

ments . This meets user needs and

agency management needs more

efficiently . The grazing reductions

proposed initially have been largely

mitigated as a result of integrated /

coordinated plans as well as through

other Experimental Stewardship

techniques . The projects and AMP

development have paid off well

in terms of pasture development ,

better utilization patterns , protec

tion of riparian zones , and improving

rangeland condition .

The Challis Experimental Stew

ardship Group takes pride in its

effort to establish communication

between all interested parties in the

continuing effort to provide sound ,

cooperative management.

Members of ESP Group on a field tour -

1982.
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And while all of the above

technical accomplishments are ad

mirable , perhaps one of the greatest

accomplishments of Experimental

Stewardship has been in the area of

improved attitudes and cooperation .

The working environment in the

Challis Unit among Stewardship

participants has evolved from an

early atmosphere of suspicion , fear ,

and hostility to an atmosphere

today that characterized by

mutual trust and respect and the

ability of diverse interests to work

together at seeking common solu

tions to some very tough and

challenging problems . Some of the

benefits of these attitude changes

and this new cooperative environ

ment are :

ESP representatives on field tour in Challis ESP area 1982.

sound management programs and

restrictions .

The BLM is experiencing the

best communications ever between

agency personnel , the livestock

industry , and most other interest

groups .

Because Stewardship partici

pants felt that the lessons and bene

fits of Experimental Stewardship

might have great value for land

managers in other areas , a public

information effort was also launched

to share the successes and failures

of ESP with a broader public .

available to other Districts at this

time . What appeared to be a situa

tion laden with insurmountable

problems in the beginning has been

turned around – through a lot of

hard , honest work , listening to

the views of others , and seeking

ways to work together rather than

in opposition – into a circumstance

characterized by accomplishment ,

cooperation , and positive feelings .

Experimental Stewardship was prob

ably the best thing that could have

happened to the Challis BLM Plan

ning Unit .

Communication and coordina

tion between agencies is probably

better than it has ever been . Coop

erative development of AMPs and

the fact that the BLM has been

allowed to develop water sources

on National Forest lands and pipe

it onto the arid public lands below

are just a couple of examples . This

cooperation leads to more effi

cient management and reduces the

amount of red tape with which the

public has to deal .

BLM personnel who have been

involved in Experimental Steward

ship feel that the venture has been

well worth the time and money ex

pended in making the program a

success . On -the-ground accomplish

ments are numerous and attitude

changes have been phenomenal .

ХК

The task at hand for BLM

Stewardship participants now is to

continue working with innovative

ideas and techniques for rangeland

management that are not readily

Ken Walker District Manager,

BLM , Salmon District

-- Stewardship has brought togeth

er individuals with special experi

ence and expertise from a wide

variety of agencies , groups , and

backgrounds to address difficult

management problems . This collec

tive expertise has been invaluable .

Participation in Experimental

Stewardship has given the ranchers

a much broader perspective of

resource values , the needs of the

resource base , the needs of other

users , and the tradeoffs

that are involved in developing

resource

Salmon District employees discussing range improvements on field tour – 1982.
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COOPERATIVE RANGE

MANAGEMENT:

FACT AND FICTION
by Guy Baier

our

it gets

The first major rangeland legis

lation was passed 50 years ago

the Taylor Grazing Act . The

public grazing lands were in poor

shape , the livestock industry needed

help , we were a rural economy ,

we were an expanding nation with

lots of room , and the first major

conservation legislation for the

public lands was born . Its avowed

purpose was to stabilize the live

stock industry and to provide for

management of the public lands

" pending their ultimate disposal."

It is unfortunate that

system of " adverse rights” often

gets us into the courtroom before

us into the negotiating

room . All groups involved in the

public lands are searching for the

same thing they differ only in

the approach to a solution . The

operator is obviously concerned

because his livelihood is at stake .

The agencies are concerned because

of recent Congressional direction to

manage for the long term . Consti

tuent groups are concerned because

they want progress faster than is

occurring .

an informal mode . Regulations pro

vided only for issuance of a grazing

decision by the manager, and a later

protest or appeal by the operator .

There was little provision for look

ing at range potential . Actually ,

reserving privileges in the form of

" suspended non -use " may have

been the first recognition that range

surveys were not absolute .

The Grazing Service and its

successor, the Bureau of Land

Management, took on the task of

administering the law that has

shaped the history of the public

lands in the intervening 50 years .

How the cooperative management

agreement approach fits into ad

ministering the public lands must

be viewed from the perspective of

the historical development of public

lands and the crucible of rangeland

policy development . From this

vantage point , which can be called

hindsight , many changes in the

manner in which range regulations

were developed and implemented

can be noted . For 50 years we have

been massaging the way to measure

forage growth , how to predict how

much forage cattle will eat , how

much forage or browse is needed

for wildlife , how much soil is being

displaced , and how well or poorly

our streambanks are faring . It has

not been until the past few years

that agencies, operators , and consti

tuent groups have tried to evaluate

all these things together . It is even

more recent since anyone has tried

to do anything about it .

When the Taylor Grazing Act

was passed , Congress envisioned

that its policy of disposal of the

public domain would continue .

Therefore , the Act's implementa

tion provided for what amounted

to a regulatory agency ( Grazing

Service ) , rather than a management

agency . The Federal Range Code

was developed to regulate the indus

try and help the industry get back

onto its feet as the open range was

converted to closed allotments .

These early regulations did not

leave any room for official negotia

tion . They prescribed rules for

establishing range line agreements ,

establishing allotments , and estab

lishing a " carrying capacity " which

was essentially non -negotiable .

As this system became estab

lished , the university system geared

up to educate range conservationists

to scientifically measure the range

resources , including forage and

carrying capacity . Since " people

skills " were not one of the requisite

skills , universities did not place any

special emphasis on teaching range

students to communicate or to

negotiate . The impact of this

approach was that the agency and

the livestock industry were put in

a situation where their only option

was one of confrontation . Such a

situation did not provide the oppor

tunity to develop trust or a cooper

ative working relationship . In spite

of these limitations , the agency and

the industry managed to develop

informal methods to negotiate

resolutions to problems at local

levels in individual situations . How

ever , these arrangements remained

local , not part of any national or

regional strategy or policy .

In practice , early day grazing

advisory boards participated in

negotiating carrying capacities ,

sometimes at too high a level .

However , as the agency continued

to follow up on these early carrying

capacity allocations , they found

that any negotiations had to be in

In those early days , range pol

icy revolved around an adjudication

process which involved a negotia

tion of carrying capacity and a nego

tiation of allotment boundaries .

Later , action for adjustments of

carrying capacities revolved around

three types of range surveys : the
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ocular reconnaissance method , the

square foot density method , and

the weight estimate method . The

range surveys were based on

scientific process developed by the

universities and experiment stations .

They usually involved estimates of

forage value , amounts available for

use , and levels of use of the plants .

The various components were never

totally agreed to by the agency , the

university system , or the livestock

industry . Other interest groups were

generally silent on the components

of the systems , contenting them

selves with comments on the overall

condition of the rangelands or of

their specific special interest . The

agency then produced its unilateral

range survey , issued a grazing deci

sion , and the operators protested

or appealed if they disagreed . If

any negotiation occurred , it was of

an informal nature , often during

the appeals process . Therefore , the

policy was " reduce first talk

later. "

use decisions could still not be

predicted with any certainty .

were managed . With few exceptions ,

environmental groups had not been

active in the early days of the

development of range policy . How

as the '70s waned , more

groups wanted a greater voice .

ever

Our society was becoming

more and more urbanized as we

approached the '80s . As a result , an

agency which had been traditionally

staffed with rurally -oriented people

now found itself being converted to

a group which grew up in the cities .

This factor became an important

ingredient in the agency's inability

to communicate with its major

constituents .

With the passage of the Pub

lic Rangeland Improvement Act

( PRIA ) , an additional dimension was

added . PRIA directed BLM to en

gage in considered " Consultation ,"

“ Coordination , " and Cooperation "

( CCC ) to reach its range decisions .

This policy was already inherent

in the advisory board systems and

the planning process , but now had

the power of legislation behind it .

The stage was now set for

change . There had been a long

period of agency -user conflict , our

society was changing to an urban

orientation , the public wanted a

larger voice , and Congressional

direction had changed .

With the passage of the Federal

Land Policy and Management Act

( FLPMA ) in 1976 , public land

development entered a new phase .

For the first time , there was a man

date for long -term management .

Rangeland decisions were to be

integrated into overall land use

decisions . They were to be based

upon a multiple use concept .

When planning became the

basis for land use decisions , an

opportunity was also presented to

change the approach to analyze and

make range decisions . Trade -offs

for various levels of range use for

competing products could now be

considered in a much broader con

text . However , the impact of range

An additional factor in chang

ing the approach to making range

decisions came from outside the

range fraternity . It was the simple

impact of the dollar , or rather , the

lack of dollars . BLM was entering

an era of shrinking budgets . Fewer

dollars mean less capability – less

capability to have professional staff

available to perform professional

range duties . But now BLM was

embarking on a new management

role which was demanding more

professional range skills . Policies

had to be devised to handle increas

ing duties with decreasing money

In the years prior to 1976 ,

BLM had been trying to get long

term planning off the ground . For

years , various approaches to plan

ning had been tried , with various

degrees of success . The common

denominator was extensive public

involvement in making land use

decisions . However , even though

BLM was sincere in its efforts ,

many groups did not believe the

Bureau was willing or able to use

the information being presented to

it . They were firmly convinced the

Bureau would not make meaningful

range decisions . Also , about ten

years of meetings left the publics

burned out . Public participation

started to drop . BLM publics were

finding it increasingly difficult to

participate in the planning process

in a meaningful way .

During the same period , the

environmental movement began .

Many more independent groups

started expressing a more direct

interest in how the public lands
Water development at Potter Spring, Twin Falls Grazing District – August, 1945 .
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purces . The result was a shifting

policy towards involving those

ups who have a stake in the

l -being of the range resource :

agency , the operator , the con

ationist, the environmentalist ,

the general public .

The Bureau started adding new

ensions to the rangeland regula

ns . These changes became the

t efforts of an official nature to

t a " talk first · reduce later "

cy. Part of the process was to

tify rangeland allotments into

egories . Categories had to meet

ne general criteria , but the

cifics were to be determined at

local level on the basis of local

ditions.

our

This approach was the first

empt to stratify the workload

range conservationists .

ically , most work would be

plied in those allotments cate

ized " Improve" ( 1 ) . Much less

rk would be needed in the

aintain " (M ) category , because

allotments would already be in

bd condition and managed in a

isfactory manner . Least BLM

ort would be needed in the

ustodial" (C ) category , since

se lands have little potential to

pond to improvement initiatives

ually because of soil limitations

a limited Federal land ownership

tern ).

Reseeding area in the Sublett Unit, Raft River Valley , Twin Falls Grazing District –

August, 1945 .

as early as the mid -' 50s and have To all these elements , add the per

become the most common written spectives of local publics and the

plan guiding allotment manage- increasing voices of the organized

ment . In fact , they became one of conservation and environmental

the Bureau's first negotiating tools groups .

to bring agency people and livestock

operators together . AMPs will con An early attempt to resolve

tinue to be negotiated and written , this kind of situation was the

but they will not be the exclusive establishment of the Experimental

tool available to the range profes- Stewardship Program ( ESP ) . The

sional in preparing a range prescrip- major outcome to date of the ESP

tion . program has been the establishment

of a forum to negotiate resource

problems as part of a group process .

However , one type of prescrip- This requires consensus for success .

tion will not solve all the problems . The same concept has been carried

Land use planning has highlighted forward into the Coordinated Re

many problems in public land man- source Management Plan ( CRMP )

agement , but none so complex as policy . Where planning has identi

multiple -owner resource manage- fied areas , multiple owners

ment. Management is complicated involved in solving resource prob

by different objectives and different lems . One of the options available

viewpoints where land ownership to local people is to propose a

is a mixture of lands owned by the CRMP approach to resolving the

Federal government , one or more problem . CRMPs will probably be

private owners , the State Land relatively low in number because

Department, and perhaps the State of the high cost in time and money

Fish and Game agency . The situa- to carry out an extensive nego

tion becomes more complex when tiating process involving several

support agencies are added . These agencies and several private parties .

could include financial institutions , However , this is one more tool in

Soil Conservation Districts , the Soil the range professional's kit to

Conservation Service , and others . achieve management on the range .

are

As planning progresses , all allot

nts are to be evaluated and listed

one of the three categories . Fol

ving the categorization , special

will start shifting work into the

her priority categories " I " and

Most allotments in the " I" .

egory , indicating a potential to

prove the range resource or the

sence of a resource conflict

uiring some special attention ,

become involved in the devel

ment of Allotment Management

hs (AMPs ) . AMPs were in use
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operators to attempt to prove the

can do a better , cheaper job tha

government . In addition , a monito

ing program will be designed t

gather data to evaluate each CMA

2. The Concern is :

Allowing livestock operators

conduct monitoring activities

inappropriate . Operators are n

skilled in the proper measuremen

to provide accurate data . Beside

they will not report accuratel

Range survey field day , Challis – May , 1956 .

The Fact Is :

1. The Concern is :

on range

With the introduction of a

CMA program , a strategy is being

proposed that will reduce the

Federal presence the

allowing the industry to take

advantage of the situation and

overuse the range , resulting in a

decline in range condition and wild

life populations .

Many monitoring activities ca

be properly conducted by livestod

operators as well as other proper

trained people . Selection of " wh

does what " kind of work on th

monitoring scheme will be a fun

tion of the kinds of data to be ca

lected . One of the more interesti

things found is that more and mo

livestock operators are college an

university graduates with ran

management degrees. This mea

that the capabilities of operata

to conduct monitoring activities

higher than is generally perceive

The Fact is :

In further stratifying the work

load , special attention will be given

the " M " category allotments . Acting

on the premise that " M " category

allotments are the best rangelands ,

are in good condition , and are not

involved in any form of difficult

resource conflict (as defined in the

local land use planning process ) ,

the Bureau has proposed a Coop

erative Management Agreement

(CMA) program . Under this pro

gram , the local operator enters

into an agreement with the Bureau ,

under the umbrella of the land use

plan , and works toward mutually

agreed -upon goals . Since an agree

ment has been entered into , the

Bureau's presence is not as impera

tive as on other categories of allot

ments . The agreement calls for a

monitoring program of on -site

examinations at specified intervals

to be reported to the Bureau ,

As a minimum , the Bureau will

make its own verification examina

tions at the five -year mark of a

ten -year agreement . If all is satis

factory and objectives are being

reached , the agreement would be

extended for another ten years .

The livestock industry is gen

erally supportive of the CMA pro

gram . Scrutiny will be intense on

those allotments selected for CMAs .

Operators may have more visits

and complications from a lower

Federal presence than a normal

one . In any event , the innuendo

about overusing the range will

be offset by the willingness of

As far as accuracy is concerne

the operators have more at sta

than anyone else . They know th

the world is looking over the

shoulders and the Bureau will

there at the five-year checkpoin

They have everything to lose a

nothing to gain by not cooperati

in the monitoring effort .

Ins .

When the program was first

introduced in 1983 , there was

extensive criticism from many

quarters that the proposal was

fatally flawed . Let's examine some

of the concerns as expressed by

various groups : Reservoir construction .
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3 . The Concern is :

The Bureau is showing favori

tism to the livestock industry by

engaging in a practice not available

to other groups .

The Fact is :

The CMA program is available

to other groups which have a pro

gram amenable to such a strategy .

For example , an agreement already

exists for a private group to manage

a waterfowl area . Agreements al

ready exist for State agencies to

manage for wildlife benefits . We

expect that as the concept is better

understood , we may have more

opportunities for other kinds of

users to participate in the program .

4. The Concern is :

Too many lands will be covered

by CMAs. The BLM will not be

able to carry out its legal mandate

to manage the public lands .

The Fact is :

BLM expects only a small num

ber of allotments to be covered by

CMAs. Initially , the program is

limited to those allotments in the

" M " category , and only a small

number of these will be included

in agreements . On a percentage

basis , the number will probably

be less than ten percent of all allot

ments .

dination -Cooperation and public

participation process highlighted in

both FLPMA and PRIA are inherent

in the process described . The goal

now is long -term management , with

objectives and methods arrived at

by a negotiated process .

case , resistance is often not directed

toward the method itself , but to

the fact that it is different from

the established method .

These new approaches may

have been coming too fast to be

easily assimilated . They are quite

different . They propose a "people

oriented " approach rather than

the scientific approach . This makes

some very nervous . It also proposes

that various factions having differ

ing opinions about problems get

together to work on solutions ,

thereby becoming part of the solu

tions . Some groups find this un

comfortable . It is very easy to be an

advocate to cry out when some

same

The process of developing

these new policies has been having

some contradicting effects . One of

the most positive is the cooperative

effort established in Idaho between

the Bureau , the universities , opera

tors , Fish and Game Department ,

Forest Service , other agencies , and

the conservation organizations to

establish minimum monitoring stan

dards to be implemented on all

allotments . The minimum

standards will be applied to CMA

areas , CRMP areas , and to AMP

areas . Most significant in the

effort is that there is a cross -section

of interested parties engaged in

negotiating a methodology to deter

mine how monitoring will be con

ducted on public lar: d allotments .

The process will most likely be

supported by all groups once it is

finalized . This negotiated process

is the most effective way to realize

positive solutions to complex re

source management issues involving

many parties .

5. The Concern is :

BLM is not carrying out its

mandate to manage the public lands

as stated in FLPMA and PRIA .

On the negative side , there is a

great hesitancy by many groups to

endorse the concept of negotiated

solutions . Perhaps this is a function

of the rapid and drastic change

from traditional approaches . Resis

tance to implementing these new

approaches may be one of the

classics of resistance to change in

any form . BLM has been using the

so-called " scientific " approach to

doing business for 50 years . All of

our institutions are geared to

doing business and reacting to

problems in a given manner. Every

one is generally knowledgeable

about the process and comfortable

with it . When something new is

proposed , there is quite often a

resistance to the change . In such a

The Fact Is :

The BLM is actively pursuing

management of the public lands

under both FLPMA and PRIA .

Land use planning is the basis for

long-term management as stated in

FLPMA . The Consultation - Coor Water development.
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cal /scientific approach to a social /

participative approach to problem

solving . We can then use technical /

scientific methods to confirm the

solution .

As we move into the '80s and

'90s , we must change our way of

doing things as professional land

administrators . We must change

some of our historical institutions .

It means a great challenge to the

range profession . It also means

there are some new opportunities

out there . For our range profes

sionals , an exciting new avenue for

professional growth is opening . As

our public land frontiers close even

further in the next 50 years , the

need to communicate and negotiate

solutions between groups will be

come one of the most important

skills that will be needed .

thing is not to your liking . It is

much more difficult to be a partici

pant to share in the trials of

negotiation and the satisfactions

of successful solution . The Bureau

may be trying to go too fast , but it

must move quickly to keep up with

the ever increasing demands for

products and services from the

public lands .

To succeed in this effort , in

creasing participation from all seg

ments of the public land user and

interest groups will be needed . We

need local partic ion in the land

use decision process . We need parti

cipation in local management plan

ning groups . We need participation

by the universities , not only as

academic institutions , but to get

involved with us as the University

of Idaho has done and participate

in developing solutions in the field .

Historically , solutions have

been hammered out on a one-to

one basis . Those methods will no

longer work . We must emphasize

the trend toward group problem

solving . Groups must learn how

to communicate with each other .

Taking a polar position and holding

to it will lead only to further con

frontation . Groups must learn how

to compromise to reach solutions

we all can live with we must

learn how to negotiate . As part

of this process , we are proposing

that the real focal point of the

effort is a transition from a techni

History has shown how things

could be done . We must now pick

up from here and devise methods

that will succeed in the future .

For our profession to survive as we

know it , we must change with the

times and this is one of the great

est periods of change we have ever

witnessed . It remains to be seen

whether our range professionals

see through the smoke of

transition and gear up for the next

50 years . But history tells us we

are up to the challenge .

can
Guy Baier Chief, Renewable Re

sources, BLM , Idaho State Office
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IMPACT OF WILD HORSES ON

RANGELAND MANAGEMENT

by Harold "Bud" Sherrets

horses were captured , they couldn't

be identified as to ownership and

no trespass fee could be charged to

the ranchers .

able for grazing , and many ranchers

were reluctant to have wild horses

use forage needed by livestock ,

When the Taylor Grazing Act

was passed in 1934 , there were an

estimated 150,000 wild horses on

public land in the eleven Western

states . No estimates were made of

the number of wild horses in Idaho ,

where herds of unclaimed , un

branded horses had been running

uncontrolled on public land for

many years .

In many areas, ranchers turned

blooded stallions , both riding and

work stock , on the range to improve

the quality of the unbranded horses

that could be used for replacement

stock .

Mustanging ( individuals cap

turing and selling horses ) increased

after World War II to meet the

demand for pet foods and commer

cial use of horses . In 1952 , BLM and

ranchers removed 587 horses from

the Challis area . Another gathering

the same year by another group

removed an additional 200 head .

Other similar gatherings occurred

throughout the state .

Many domestic horses grazed

on public land and were an integral

part of a rancher's operation . The

horses were used for putting up

hay and as replacements for riding

horses . Some ranchers raised horses

as their primary livestock or ran

some horses in addition to livestock .

Many horses , including branded

and unbranded , were running on

public lands in the 1930s because

animals were turned loose when

farmers/ranchers went broke during

the Depression . Wild horse numbers

further increased as mechanization

increased following World War 11

and the need for horses decreased .Enactment of the Taylor Graz

ing Act implemented licensed use

of domestic livestock on public

lands . Areas of use (allotments )

were established and a rancher or

group of ranchers was licensed to

run his livestock in that area .

Many individuals became con

cerned about the methods of

capture and subsequent treatment

of wild horses . The first Federal

law to specifically deal with these

concerns is known as the " Wild

Horse Annie Act." This Act of

September 8, 1959 , prohibited use

of motorized vehicles and aircraft ,

polluting of waterholes in the cap

ture , or killing of wild , unbranded

horses ( and burros ) on public

land . The legislation was promoted

by Thelma Johnson , " Wild Horse

Annie" of Reno, Nevada .

The Taylor Grazing Act did not

give the BLM authority to manage

wild horses . Wild horses were not a

management responsibility of any

local , State, or Federal entities

during this period , and any popu

lation control was localized and

done by mustangers or ranchers .

Wild horse populations increased

since there was little natural preda

tion on horses , except for some

incidental kills by mountain lions .

The Taylor Grazing Act also

established grazing fees for live

stock . The fee for livestock , horses

excluded , was a nickel an animal

unit month (AUM ) . For licensed

horses , the fee was doubled . The

charge for domestic horses was

partly due to the feeling that horse

grazing was harder on the range .

Many ranchers wished tomain

tain a supply of horses for replace

ment stock , but they didn't want to

pay double the price of a cow AUM .

The ranchers changed their horse

AUMs to other livestock (sheep or

cattle ) and let their unbranded

horses run on public lands . If the

One of the purposes of the

Taylor Grazing Act was to prevent

the deterioration of public range

lands caused by overuse . There was

local concern that unbranded horses

competed with livestock for forage

and water and caused damage to

the range because of year -long use .

The designation of allotments for

ranchers ' livestock meant that a

finite amount of forage was avail

The Wild Horse and Burro

Act ( Public Law '92–195) was

passed December 15, 1971. This

law required the protection , man

agement, and control of all wild

free-roaming, unbranded , unclaimed

horses ( and burros ) on public land .

Additional laws modifying and

clarifying the 1971 Act have been

passed . These laws gave the BLM

the authorities needed to manage

wild horses in a manner consistent

with objectives of the Taylor

Grazing Act .
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any applicable land use plans and

amendments thereto .

The wild horse population in

Idaho in 1971 was estimated at 367

horses . These animals were located

in eight herd areas within three

( Boise , Idaho Falls , and Salmon )

of the six Districts in Idaho. The

Challis horse herd numbered 150

animals in 1971. In 1975 , the

Challis horse numbers ( Salmon

District ) were at 407 head . The

BLM proposed to manage for a

population of horses that would

vary from a low of 150 animals

to a maximum of 300 animals .

managing the horses were arbitrary

and capricious . The Decision stated

that inadequate data on wild horse

population levels and other herd

characteristics was used in the plans

and that BLM failed to adequately

consider means of population con

trol less drastic than the proposed

roundup .

Since 1977 , Idaho BLM Dis

tricts have gathered 1,537 excess

wild horses . The present wild horse

and burro populations in Idaho con

sist of 500 horses and no burros .

Wild free -roaming horses will

continue to be managed as a valued

resource under the direction of the

Taylor Grazing Act and the wild

horse and burro laws . Their man

ment, protection , and control is

addressed in the Bureau's land use

plans and the range program's

environmental statements for the

areas where herds exist .

As BLM worked to establish

herd management numbers through

the planning process , the Challis

wild horse population continued to

grow . By 1979 , 767 horses roamed

the area .

Three times BLM attempted

unsuccessfully to have the District

Court dissolve the injunction . The

Court would only allow removal

of a limited number of horses .

Finally , on March 2 , 1983, the

Court approved a Stipulation of

Dismissal with agreed -to terms and

conditions , one of which stated the

wild horse population fluctuation

level was set at a minimum of 185

head , with a maximum of 340

head . The average management

level would be 260 head . The horse

numbers could be adjusted after

July 1 , 1986, upon either the

advice and recommendation of the

Challis Experimental Stewardship

Program Steering Committee or

monitoring evaluations , studies , and

In September of 1979 , the

Salmon District was enjoined from

management of the Challis wild

horse herd by the District Court

in Washington , D.C. following a

suit filed by the American Horse

Protection Association . The Court

held that the BLM's plans for

Harold "Bud ” Sherrets Natural

Resource Specialist, Division of

Biological Resources, BLM , Idaho

State Office.

M

Wild horses in Challis area of the Salmon District.
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FIRE AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL

by Mert Lombard

Fire , when started without

proper planning and control , can

be one of Mother Nature's most

destructive forces . When properly

planned and controlled , it can be

one of our most valuable manage

ment tools .

One of the public land protec

tion measures provided by the

Taylor Grazing Act was for the

suppression of wildfires . In Idaho ,

organized fire suppression activities

on public lands started in the late

1930s with Grazing Service person

nel usually serving as fire bosses

and Civilian Conservation Corps

personnel working as crews . Both

the capabilities and responsibilities

for fire protection in those early

days were severely limited . Hand

tools were about the only equip

ment available .

fires that ultimately can create

critical wind erosion problems , lead

to the establishment of undesirable

plant species in the burned area , and

create serious loss of forage produc

tion for wildlife and livestock . It

was a common practice among

ranchers in the early days to inten

tionally ignite range fires in some

areas in an effort to reduce brush

cover and increase grass production

for livestock . While improved grass

production was sometimes the

result of a range fire , many of the

negative effects discussed above

also often followed . Many was the

time when a well -intentioned ranch

er who wanted to burn off a section

of brush on his allotment ended up

being the cause of several thousand

acres eventually being charred and

barren .

The BLM used fire as a manage

ment tool intermittently from the

late 1950s into the early 1970s in

efforts to improve rangeland and

wildlife habitat condition . Then ,

during the late 1970s, prescribed

burning and limited suppression

really started to come into their

own . In Idaho , prescribed burn plans

were first written and implemented

by the Shoshone District during the

mid -1970s. By 1979, the program

was underway in all southern Idaho

Districts and over 1,300 acres had

When the Bureau of Land

Management was formed in 1946,

it assumed full fire protection

responsibility and authority for the

public lands . However, actual sup

pression activities remained some

what limited through the 1940s and

early 1950s, with BLM employees

handling supervisory responsibilities

and temporary hires and local

ranchers serving as crews .

The late 1950s witnessed the

first full - time fire suppression posi

tions being established in the BLM .

By 1958 , each Idaho District had a

fire control officer on board , and

the agency began hiring and training

regular firefighting crews . Much of

the equipment still consisted of

hand tools , but the Bureau had

begun to build up its equipment

base by obtaining surplus military

trucks and converting them for use

in personnel and equipment trans

portation .

The primary purpose of fire

suppression , then as now, was to

protect the public lands from large

The capabilities of fire crews in the early days were limited. Hand tools were about the

only equipment available.
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been subject to management by fire

prescriptions . The use of prescribed

burning has continued to increase

over the years . 1982 alone witnessed

the prescription application of fire

to 35,800 acres of public lands in

Idaho .

Some of the requirements for

effective prescribed burning are :

advance planning and development

of specific management objectives ;

careful delineation of the geographic

area to be burned ; sound knowledge

of fire effects and behavior ; consid

eration of resource factors such

as soil type , vegetation type , and

precipitation ; and consideration of

fire behavior factors such as season ,

wind direction and velocity , mois

ture content of the vegetation ,

topography , and smoke emission . More modern equipment is now available for fire suppression.

as as

or

Management objectives ,

developed through the advance

planning process , can be geared

toward one primary resource

can include a number of resource

objectives . For example , one pre

scribed burn might be designed

strictly for the benefit of a key

wildlife species , while another might

encompass benefits for wildlife ,

livestock , and overall plant cover

to reduce soil erosion .

suppression involves allowing a fire

that has been ignited by natural

means to continue to burn if two

primary conditions are met : ( 1 ) the

resource values that will be affected

do not warrant the cost of fire

suppression ( in which case the man

agement objective is to conserve

firefighting funds ) ; and ( 2 ) the

potential fire size and spread meet

criteria identified in limited

suppression plan .

of fire a management tool .

Today , fire is managed to both

protect and improve rangeland

resources , and the future promises

even greater use of fire as a man

agement tool as knowledge and

experience in its effective use con

tinue to grow.

XX

a

Limited suppression is the

second means of using fire as a man

agement tool and , like prescribed

burning , requires advance planning

for its effective use . Limited

Since passage of the Taylor

Grazing Act, the role of fire on

public rangelands has evolved from

one geared to control to one that

considers the important function

Mert Lombard Forester, Division

of Biological Resources, BLM,

Idaho State Office.

Early CCC fire suppression crew .
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WILDLIFE HABITAT MANAGEMENT

The Taylor Grazing Act of

1934 essentially initiated the wild

life habitat program in BLM . The

Act provided for the conservation

or propagation of wildlife within

grazing districts . Coordination acti

vities were initiated with State wild

life agencies . Forage use reserved

for wildlife , hunting , and fishing in

grazing districts was provided for

under applicable State and Federal

laws . Each district grazing advisory

board originally had a person repre

senting wildlife .

The BLM's first activity related

to wildlife habitat management

began in the 1950s with the range

adjudication program . Forage reser

vations were made for big game

species at the same time livestock

grazing capacities were being estab

lished .

The Idaho Department of Fish

and Game initiated an active coop

erative wildlife habitat program on

public lands in the 1950s and

cooperatively developed springs and

seeps which benefited deer , ante

lope , sage grouse , chukar partridge ,

mourning doves , and other birds

and wildlife species . In this program ,

the Department provided protective

fencing , and BLM piped the water

from protected sources to livestock

water troughs . In areas devoid of

water , underground water storage

areas were built using " aprons” to

collect moisture to fill the storage

tanks and sloping ramps to enable

wildlife to use the water.

In the mid - 1950s , spraying of

sagebrush became commonplace

by Allan Thomas

Orders dealing with animal damage

control , wetland protection , flood

plain management, and control of

off -road vehicles .

and quite widespread in the Bureau .

The objective was to eliminate sage

brush and to increase grass produc

tion for livestock . While successful

from this standpoint , the effects on

wildlife species such as sage grouse ,

mule deer , antelope , and other

wildlife were just beginning to be

understood . The peak of herbicide

application occurred in 1964 when

46,000 acres were sprayed . Concern

for chemicals in the environment

reduced spraying to only token

acreages by 1970. Chaining of

shrubs and prescribed burning soon

became common practices . Chaining

has been greately reduced due to

energy costs . Prescribed burning

techniques have improved and

become the main tool in vegetative

modification , and usually result in

improved wildlife habitat .

The Sikes Act gave BLM the

authority to enter into cooperative

agreements with State wildlife

agencies . Idaho has many examples

of cooperatively -managed wildlife

projects and areas , including the

very successful Wildlife Cooperative

Management Areas . Under this pro

gram , some 27,000 acres of small

tracts ( 20 to 920 acres each ) are

scattered throughout irrigated agri

cultural areas and are managed for

vital winter cover , especially for

upland game birds .

The Endangered Species Act

authorized BLM to work coopera

tively with other agencies , specifi

cally the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, for the protection , enhance

ment, and recovery of endangered ,

threatened , and sensitive animals

and plants .

The Bureau began to hire

trained wildlife personnel in 1961 .

Idaho hired a wildlife biologist

for its State Office in 1962 and

appointed wildlife habitat coordi

nators in each of the six districts .

These were additional responsibi

lities , usually assigned to a range

conservationist with some wildlife

management training or at least a

high interest in wildlife .

The Federal Land Policy and

Management Act ( FLPMA) author

izes many actions related to wildlife

habitat management These include :

Development and maintenance

of land use plans based on inven

tory of all public lands and their

resources .

A number of Acts that became

law during this period had impor

tant roles in shaping today's wild

life habitat management program .

Especially important to Idaho were

the Sikes Act ( 1960, amended 1974

and 1978 ) , the Endangered Species

Act ( 1973 ) , and the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act ( 1976 ) .

Also important Executive

Allowing range improvement

monies to be used for aquatic and

terrestrial wildlife habitat enhance

ment .were
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The need to consider fish and

wildlife resources before approval

of land disposals .

Avoiding monoculture grass

habitats by identifying forbs and

shrubs for fire rehabilitation and

range improvements which are

beneficial to both livestock and

wildlife .

Designating areas of critical

environmental concern ( ACECs ) to

protect certain fish and wildlife

resources .

the Birds of Prey Area for the

location of the Peregrine Fund's

World Center for Birds of Prey .

Their present facilities in Fort

Collins , Colorado , have been made

unsuitable by industrial and residen

tial developments . The new center ,

scheduled to be in operation by late

1984 , will be the world's largest

facility devoted to research and

breeding of raptors . Cooperative

programs between the center , Boise

State University, and BLM will be

related to research and education

( visitor center , graduate programs ,

etc.) .

Installing ramps in livestock

watering troughs to allow wildlife

to escape drowning .Authorizing studies , investiga

tions , and experiments involving

improvement, management, use ,

and protection of these resources .

Protecting riparian habitat for

fish , wildlife , and watershed values

through fences , barriers , and grazing

systems .The wildlife habitat program

has evolved to one with wildlife

biologists at all District Offices and

nearly all Area Offices . Fishery

biologists are located in three

Districts . Currently , Idaho BLM

has 25 wildlife or fishery biolo

gists working on protection and

enhancement projects in the state .

Major advances have been made

in the statewide wildlife manage

ment program over the last dozen

years . Among these are :

Improving of aquatic/riparian

habitats with various stream im

provement structures and protec

tion devices .

Developing and utilizing inven

tory and monitoring techniques for

fish and wildlife habitat .

Providing information and edu

cation programs for the public to

create an understanding of wildlife

and other natural resources .

or Improvement of habitat through

vegetation manipulation techniques .

Developing and recommending

rotation grazing methods for live

stock that are beneficial to wildlife

species .

Much has happened with wild

life in Idaho since the Taylor

Grazing Act became law . Much has

been done , but much remains to be

done . The winter of 1983-84 is a

recent reminder of how important

good quality wildlife habitat is to

An additional half dozen wild

life biologists are involved with

research management duties

related to the Snake River Birds of

Prey Natural Area in southwestern

Idaho . This area is perhaps the best

known BLM wildlife accomplish

ment in Idaho . Federally -owned

land bordering a 33 -mile river

canyon area protects nesting and

hunting habitat of eagles , hawks ,

falcons , owls , ospreys , and vultures

– birds collectively known as rap

tors . At least 14 different species

gather here for nesting in the river

side cliffs and comprise the greatest

known congregation of raptors in

North America . The desert country

surrounding the nesting area pro

vides the great number of prey

species ( mainly ground squirrels ,

rabbits , and snakes ) necessary to

support this breeding population

of raptors and the young they

produce annually .

The Birds of Prey Area , the

high level of knowledge and interest

in the Boise area , and the habitat

characteristics of the surrounding

areas have resulted in the selection

of property between Boise and
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Idaho . Population growth , land

developments , and leisure-time acti

vities can seriously depreciate wild

life habitat and our quality of life .

Problem areas requiring atten

tion of resource managers and

interested citizens include :

Conflicts on antelope , deer ,

and elk winter ranges .

-- Techniques to improve aquatic/

riparian areas that have been

degraded by livestock grazing and

trampling.

Disruption of big game migra

tion routes by housing develop

ments , highways , fencing , agricul

tural developments , reservoirs , etc.

Improvement of spawning and

rearing habitats for anadromous

fish ( salmon and steelhead ) .

Continued recovery efforts for

threatened and endangered species .

-- Development of an ecosystem

approach to year -long management

of fish and wildlife habitat . Each

segment lost is lost , but some are

critical .

The Taylor Grazing Act started

wildlife consideration on public

lands . Much has been accomplished ,

and the future will bring new prob

lems , conflicts , and solutions .

Allan Thomas Wildlife and

Fisheries Biologist, Division of

Biological Resources, BLM , Idaho

State Office.

xx
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CLIMATIC TRENDS

SOUTHERN IDAHO

by Karl Gebhardt

Much of southern Idaho is

considered a cold desert with most

of central and northern Idaho con

sidered steppe or highlands . The

elevation range is extreme , being

738 feet at the confluence of the

Snake and Clearwater Rivers to

12,655 feet at Mt. Borah in eastern

Idaho .

been about right , while in about

25 percent of those years the range

has been extremely under-utilized .

The obvious result has been range

setbacks in dry years and loss of

beef production in the excellent

years."

possibly permanent reductions of

rangeland productivity . Droughts

can cause immediate reductions in

ground water sources . Extremely

cold temperatures increase calf

mortality and reduce normal weight

gains of adults . All of these factors

are important in rangeland manage

ment . However , climate's role in

regulating forage production is per

haps the most important consider

ation to rangeland managers under

such management legislation as the

Taylor Grazing Act .

Rangeland users before and

since the passage of the Taylor

Grazing Act have been placed in

the difficult position of trying

to outguess Mother Nature . The

remainder of this section will

present site -specific data

and general information on the

climatic variables of temperature

and precipitation in southern Idaho .

The section will conclude with a

discussion of long-term and short

term trends .

Idaho is influenced by the

Pacific Ocean and prevailing west

erly winds , which in winter months

are noticeable by greater cloudi

ness , frequency of precipitation ,

and mean temperatures which are

greater than those farther inland

of comparable latitudes and eleva

tions . In general , the maritime

influence is most noticeable in

northern Idaho , while eastern Idaho

has a climate more similar to that

of the inner continent , characterized

by greater range between winter

and summer temperatures and a

reversal of the wet winter , dry

summer pattern . ( Rice , 1971. Idaho

Water Resources Research Institute ,

1968. )

some

Many investigators have shown

a strong correlation between cli

matic factors and forage yields .

( Sneva , 1983. ARS, 1983. ) Such

correlations offer a great potential

to improve the rangeland manager's

ability to produce reliable prelimi

nary estimates of forage production

and to evaluate the effectiveness

of rangeland management systems .

Temperatures have an impor

tant effect on the growth of range

plants , probably only second to

that of precipitation . ( Stoddard and

Smith . ) Temperatures vary with

both latitude and elevation .

Climate is important to range

land management in several areas

including forage production and

availability , livestock water supply ,

and livestock survival . The climate

influences the quantity , quality ,

and areal extent of forage . It may

force over -utilization on forage

normally available to livestock

( i.e. winters that force

abnormal pattern of wildlife use ) .

Over -utilized ranges may become

more susceptible to other climati

cally driven impacts such as erosion

and flooding , leading to direct and

The need for such rangeland

" tools" is well stated by Sneva ,

1983 , in the folllowing account of

past grazing history : " The wide

fluctuation in forage yield from

one year to another has been and

still is a major stumbling block in

managing western rangelands . On

the public ranges since management

became a reality ( i.e. Taylor Grazing

Act ) , the grazing capacity was set

based upon the normal or average

forage production . Even so , that

estimate was frequently challenged .

Whether the judgments made were

right or wrong, the point is made

that during the subsequent 30 to 40

years , only in about 50 percent of

the years has the carrying capacity

The higher annual temperatures

are found in lower elevations of

the Snake River Valley from Bliss

downstream to Lewiston , including

the valleys of the Boise , Payette ,

and Weiser Rivers which include

much of the land administered

under the Taylor Grazing Act .

The upper Snake River valley near

Idaho Falls and Pocatello has mean

monthly highs in July and August

of about 87 degrees Fahrenheit

( F. ) , 3 to 4 degrees cooler than

in the lower Snake River valley .

Bradley , et al . , 1982 , shows mean

temperatures in the western United

severe
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1880

COLD SPELLS HOT SPELLS

States to be somewhat higher ( 1 to

2 degrees F. ) in the 10 -year period

surrounding the Taylor Grazing

Act compared to long -term nor

mals .

January low of -27 ° F in

Boise .

January low of -28°F in

Boise . Loss of live

stock considerable .

1890

November - Extreme lows .

1900

Moisture for precipitation gen

erally comes from the Pacific Ocean .

The precipitation distribution for

southern Idaho is complex , respond

ing to the state's physiography .

Seasonal distribution in the north

and southwest is maximum in the

winter and minimum in the middle

of summer . Conversely , the eastern

part of the state experiences maxi

mum moisture at the end of spring

and minimum amounts in the

winter .

1910

Statewide average daily

temperature below

average by 4.5° F . 1920

June , mean temperatures

7 °F above normal for many

stations. Glenns Ferry ,

110 ° F .

January , mean tempera

tures 2.2-13° F below

normal .

January , far below 1930

normal.

January average státe . ,

wide temperature 12.60F . Few areas escaped without

100 ° F . On at least one

February , average day , Orofino had 118 °F .

temperature 11.1 ° F

below normal. 1940 )

One of the coldest

January's on record .

Record highs at many

January , brief perióds stations .

of intense cold .

Island park -60 ° F .

1950 - August -September; 1100F

January , coldest month at Riggens and Grandview .

on record . 108 ° F at Anderson Dam .

Lands associated with the Tay .

lor Grazing Act generally have a

mean annual precipitation of about

10 inches . These areas correspond

to the lower elevations of the Snake

River Plain . High annual precipita

tion areas correlate to the higher

elevations such as the Owyhee

Mountains in the southwest , Lemhi

and Lost River Mountains in the

east , Wasatch and other ranges in

the southeast . Most of the higher

elevations have annual precipitation

amounts of 40 inches or more .

Fluctuations in annual precipi

tation from year to year control

forage production to a great degree .

Wet spells can cause mean increases

in forage , while droughts many

times reduce production . Droughts

and other types of stress , especially

in consecutive years , can have

devastating impacts on rangeland

plants affecting their vigor , repro

duction , and overall community

structure .

Average daily tempera

tures as much as 20 ° F

November , most stations above normal.

4 °F below normal .

19604 Pocatello with 18 con

secutive days" above 90 °F .

One of hottest months on

record (July). 13

stations set all -time

Period well below highs.

normal for southern

Idaho . 1970 Boise max 90° F for 40

consecutive days . 116 ° F

at Orofino .

For prolonged hot

weather , July -August

One of the coldest unequalled . 70 days with

months on record for 90° F in SW Idaho .

sustained cold weather .
-1980

Because of the variability of

precipitation , particularly with the

low precipitation of the West ,

droughts can be localized or wide

spread . The famous drought of

the 1930s inaugurated the Taylor

Grazing Act . Idaho had 89 percent

of the normal precipitation in 1934

HISTORIC DROUGHTS AND WET SPELLS OF IDAHO
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and only 68 percent in 1935. Most

of the West was much worse off

than Idaho .

An examination of the records

by computer analysis did not reveal

any significant long-term trends.

Some stations have positive correla

tions with time while other stations

in the area have negative correlation .

This indicates that our climate has

a great deal of internal variability ,

but overall has not changed a great

deal in the last 80 years .

DROUGHTS WET SPELLS

1900
June- September

Precipitation 1.4 " .

Record wet

February -March .

Extensive over state .

Range grass impacted .

One of the wettest

Novembers of record .

Extensive over state . 1910

Fire problems , crop and Record June -July wet

range damage . spell .

Record moisture in May .

Serious lack of mois

ture during growing

season . Sacrifice of
-1920

livestock .

Extensive over entire

state . Less than 50% One of the wettest

of normal precipitation Novembers ; 252% of

normal in southwest .

Period was below nor

mal . 1931 had many
1930

springs and streams

drying up .

Average of all stations

Southern Idaho had dry averaged 314% of

ranges July to Sept. normal . Extremes in

N. Idaho .

Most of state with low

moisture . Poor range- 1940

land conditions as 430% of normal in the

early as April . southwest during

September . Record wet

June ; 200-400% of

normal.

To the range manager , short

term trends should be of the most

concern . Short -term trends should

really be considered as probabilities .

These types of information can be

obtained using statistical analysis .

Knowledge of the recurrence of

multiple droughts , hot spells , wet

periods , etc. may become a signi

ficant part of the future evolution

of range management techniques

initiated by the Taylor Grazing

Act .

Period from 1931 to 1950

1966 had a metero

logical drought during

about 1/3 of the time .

Wettest May in 42 years .

19604

Some cattle were being

sold as early as June

due to poor range feed.

19704

June 1964 , N. Idaho

very wet. Much flood

damage December 1964 ,

record wet . Christmas

week rain caused $4.7

million in flood damage .

August 1968 showed 15

times the normal pre

cipitation in the

southwest .

Karl Gebhardt Soil / Water Spec

ialist, Division of Renewable Re

sources, BLM , Idaho State Office

Period had low winter

moisture and overall

low precipitation . 1980 Water years 1979 and

1980 higher than normal

for much of the state .

1982-83 wetter than

normal . 3 inches per

year above normal in

many areas .

HISTORIC DROUGHTS AND WET SPELLS OF IDAHO
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THE IDAHO LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY:

PAST / PRESENT / FUTURE
by Dave Bivens

Tom Hovenden

into the westernquickly came

states .

Christopher Columbus started

the American cattle business on his

second trip to the New World . On

January 2 , 1494 , Columbus dropped

anchor off the north coast of His

paniola and unloaded 24 stallions ,

10 mares , and an unknown number

of cattle . These were the first ani

mals of their kind in the western

hemisphere . They thrived and , in

1519 , Hernan Cortes landed near

Vera Cruz with the first horses and

cattle to enter Mexico . This gave

brith to a series of dramatic changes

as the horses and cattle did well in

their new land . The cattle moved

north to the Rio Grande and beyond

to the Great Plains . The Spanish

missionaries took them to the West

Coast .

Idaho was especially inviting in

the mid - 19th century . Much of its

lands were a great Palouse country

with lush grasses seemingly without

end , along with a moderate climate

which provided year - round forage

for cattle , sheep , and horses . Pio

neers moved to Idaho from many

locations to establish cattle herds

and ranches . Many strong , hearty

people settled the land . The names

of many of these early stockmen

are still prominent names in the

Idaho cattle industry of today .

that have been the responsibilities

of descendents of men who came

to Idaho in the 1860s , ' 70s , and

' 80s . Such names as Brackett , Ells

worth , Swanson , Pierce , Chatburn ,

Ward , Purdy , Soulen , Campbell ,

Pence , Erwin , Nettleton , Black ,

and Davis , just to name a few . Any

attempt to briefly list all of the

people involved in the herdsmen

heritage is bound to omit some

important names and spell trouble

for the writers . This short article

cannot encompass all of the great

contributors to this heritage , and

the authors herewith offer

apology for any omissions .

an

It was a time of great change .

From the introduction of cattle and

horses came the Indian Cavalry as

the native Americans mastered the

horse . In step with the spread and

growth of the cattle herds came the

Cowboy Culture and its great im

pact on America . Much of this

culture is with us today and will

always be a part of the American

heritage because there will always

be cowboys – they are forever.

Cattle create heritages , and we

see this in late 20th century Idaho .

The leadership of our Idaho Cattle

Association is a reflection of the

manner that animal husbandry can

be a lasting way of life . The leaders

of this new ICA are all third genera

tion cattle producers . President

Tom Olsen's grandfather settled on

Porter Creek near Horseshoe Bend ,

homesteading his land to create a

cattle ranch . President - Elect Blair

Fisher of Rexburg can look back to

Bob Fisher and Mayhew Hillman ,

his paternal and maternal grand

fathers , for his heritage . Vice Presi

dent Jim Little of Emmett is a

descendent of Andrew Little , a

Scottish immigrant who made a

great for himself in the

Emmett area . All of these families

were established in Idaho in the

19th century .

The forage was free , there were

no barbed wire fences to limit the

grazing areas , and the stockmen

struck it rich . But Mother Nature

got even . In 1875 and again in

1885 , long , harsh winters took a

heavy toll on all domestic livestock .

It became quickly apparent that

any successful operation would

have to develop sources of supple

mental feed for the winter months .

Those herds without a home base

for winter quarters had no place

in the business . The nomadic herds

man by necessity became a farmer ;

he learned to harvest meadow

grasses and store them for winter

feed .

name

The discovery of gold in Cali

fornia in 1847 and the resultant

gold and silver rushes stimulated

the spread of the cattle business

into the newly created and popu

lated communities that sprang up

overnight wherever precious metals

were discovered . The native wild

game could not satisfy the demand

for fresh meat . The hungry miners

created a profitable opportunity for

herds of cattle and sheep , and they

David M. Bivens , a most fam

iliar name in today's Idaho cattle

industry , brought seed of a new

kind to the lower Payette River

valley . This plant grew exceedingly

well in the early spring . It was called

" alfalfa " and the early seed came

from Mexico , Ranchers soon learned

that it would do very well with

These families are not excep

tions . In going through the modern

records of our cattle associations,

we notice the leadership positions
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more water , and this gave rise to

developing irrigation systems . The

rewards were handsome , two or

three cuttings in a growing season .

One of the executives of the Idaho

Cattle Association is a namesake

grandson of the Bivens who brought

alfalfa to Idaho .

development of extensive irrigated

farming tracts, both through gravity

canals or deep well pump systems ,

cattle continued to be a major agri

cultural commodity in the Idaho

economy . In many instances , they

were tied to the production and

processing of the Idaho potato .

With the development of home

bases , many ranchers were able to

lay claim to certain rangelands

adjoining their home property . This

came about in many ways in

some cases by compromise , and in

others by muscle , guts , and power .

When President Theodore Roosevelt

created the National Forests , this

new agency began to regulate the

use of the forage on the forests .

range problems finally resulted in

the Taylor Grazing Act being enact

ed in 1934. The new Grazing Service

faced the task of allocating ranges ,

and only those operators with a

home base could get a range allot

ment . The size of the base fairly

well defined the amount of range

that would be allotted to each

individual . Acceptance of this pro

gram was certainly not uniform .

Some individuals decided to leave

the livestock business rather than

have some government agent tell

them where to run their cattle in

this free country . Many of the

established ranchers were happy to

see the nomad herds with no home

base removed from the ranges .

This was a giant improvement all

by itself .

To satisfy their special needs ,

the Idaho Cattle Feeders Association

was formed by former Governor

Charles Gossett in 1959. This gave

the state two associations , and

many prominent cattle people held

memberships in both organizations .

The horse is an introduced

species without natural enemies or

predators . Wild horses are indeed

very wild and have a fertile ability

to propagate . Mustangs soon popu

lated most of the western ranges

and existed all year long on the

open range . This created heavy

grazing pressure on the available

forage . This monogastric could eat

anything , and did !

was

In 1981 , the two organizations

each formed a merger committee

to consider the possibility of bring

ing both groups together . The trend

towards consolidation had been

well founded when the two organi

zations joined hands to purchase

the Idaho Livestock Center in 1977 .

They shared offices and telephones

in this building starting in June of

1978. The consolidation commit

tees met from time to time for two

years and finally gave their reports

and recommendations to the parent

organizations in 1983. The Feeders

voted to consolidate in August ,

1983 , and the Cattlemen gave their

approval at their 70th annual meet

ing in November . Formal adoption

of the consolidation plan effectively

dissolved both of the corporations

when the new articles of incorpora

tion were filed with the Idaho

Secretary of State on January 3 ,

1984.

As the cattle industry became

established , the need for ranch

owners to band together for their

own protection became apparent .

There need to take action

against cattle rustlers , always a

major problem of the livestock

industry . Probably the first such

organization was formed in Owyhee

County in 1878. That organization

exists today as the Owyhee Cattle

men's Association with its colorful

annual meeting in the old ghost

town of Silver City , once a bustling

Idaho metropolis high in the Owy

hee Mountains . Cattlemen in other

areas soon organized , and in 1913

they got together in Boise to form

the Idaho Cattlemen's Association .

Albert Campbell of the Circle C

Ranch on the lower Salmon River

between New Meadows and Riggins

served as the first president . He

served for several years , as it was

not uncommon to have officers

such periods in the early

days .

With the pressures of cattle ,

sheep , and wild horses , the range

began to change . Native grasses

could not stand the pressure . Even

with the help of the newly -created

land grant colleges and extension

agents , range science was virtually

non-existent. The carrying capacity

of the ranges gradually diminished .

In spite of this , many operators

attempted to carry the same num

ber of livestock on a given operation

as their ancestors had before them .

The economics of diminishing re

turns took its toll on the livestock

business . Aside from the condition

of the national economy , the cattle

men and sheepmen found them

selves becoming the tenants in a

depression all their own and one of

their own making .

serve

When early man learned to

plant seeds and then return to that

spot to harvest a better crop , it

brought forth many new ideas and

created a revolution in his life .

Establishment of the Grazing Ser

vice also created revolutions of

great magnitude . Range science

evolved into a recognized discipline .

Gus Hormay came forth with his

observations and findings . Rest

rotation became a way of life , an

ingredient of our Cowboy Culture .

The Idaho Cattlemen's Associa

tion ( the ICA ) was a prominent

force in Idaho politics even in the

early part of the 20th century . Many

prominent cattle producers served

in the Idaho Legislature . With theThe growing realization of these
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are

wilderness areas , they are finding

such places . Most of them

isolated and wilderness simply be

cause they are remote and of no

value aside from big game and

livestock grazing . Creating wilder

ness areas could create more paid

BLM positions to manage these

properties . The establishment of

additional wilderness areas is not a

productive effort in the eyes of

the Idaho Cattle Association .

Following a hiatus during World

War II , the Grazing Service evolved

into the Bureau of Land Manage

ment , and it was recognized that

this agency had to manage the land

for many uses and not just grazing .

New plant species were brought in

from other parts of the world , most

notably crested wheat grass . Con

trolled burning became an accep

table practice in areas where

unwanted brush had replaced the

original native grasses . Elaborate

pipeline systems to further distrib

ute limited water supplies improved

the land for both domestic animals

and wild game . Ranchers and the

BLM have laid miles and miles of

pipeline , with 25 miles not an un

common figure . By so spreading

out that great resource of stock

water , they have improved the use

of the range for both cattle and

game .

In spite of the differences

between landlords and tenants ,

progress has been made in the West.

The lands are supporting more

domestic grazing as well as more

wildlife . Multiple use of federally

owned land has become an accepted

practice where everyone can use ,

but not abuse , the land . These lands

are a great asset and must be viewed

in this light . There is much that can

be done both in the areas of physi

cal improvements and public under

standing . The Sagebrush Rebellion

did bring many things to light that

will lead to more progress and fewer

confrontations in the future .

The great public domain of

the West became a concern of the

whole nation . The Public Land Law

Review Commission made extensive

studies . At the same time , the nation

became conscious of environmental

quality and the many issues this

touched . In 1968 , the Congress

passed the National Environmental

Protection Act , commonly known

as NEPA. This was a major revolu

tion as it required extensive environ

mental impact statements ( EISs ) .

The EIS became a way of life . Envi

ronmentalists attacked the notion

of the BLM simply writing one EIS

to cover the West . In a significant

court case , the Federal courts ruled

that the BLM had to write an EIS

for each of its districts .

An example of the changing

nature is the current position of

Frank Gregg , BLM Director during

the Carter Administration . Frank is

now on the faculty of the College

of Agriculture of the University of

Arizona . His appearance there gave

a number of public land users a

feeling of shock . Gregg approached

Dean Cardon of the College with

the strong opinion that schools

train technicians , but fail to teach

them to be land managers . This

new approach and novel idea was

suggested . A careful analysis of the

responsibilities of state and federal

land managers strongly suggested

that the Gregg evaluation had great

merit . The University of Arizona

now has a program of training

students to be land managers . The

students in the program are enthu

siastic . Their attitudes broadcast

the prognosis that the program is

highly acceptable to land users and

the native rancher . A strongly envi

ronment-oriented administration in

Washington began making some

strong dictates that had adverse

effects on ranchers ' equity capital .

This spawned the famous "'Sage

brush Rebellion ." The term was

coined by the Eastern news media

and was quickly accepted as a com

bat banner by many people in the

West .

James Watt moved from the

Mountain States Legal Foundation

to become Secretary of the Interior

when Ronald Reagan was sworn in

as President . Watt vowed to quell

the rebellion , something the pre

vious Administration had not been

able to accomplish . Jim Watt had

represented a number of ranching

interests in court cases before

moving in as Secretary of the

Interior . He did establish a working

dialogue with livestock interests and

named the popular Bob Burford to

be head of BLM . While Watt gained

great popularity with BLM tenants

and quelled the rebellion , he also

made enemies with the news media

and environmental groups – on the

surface . Actually , the whole situa

tion was the opposite of this appear

ance . First of all , James Watt was

the greatest fund - raising device that

the environmental groups ever had .

Secondly , Watt Tulled the BLM

tenants to sleep , which leaves them

ill - prepared for future confronta

tions with the well -funded activists

of every description .

Over the years , the cattlemen

and other users of the public domain

have recognized a cancerous growth

in BLM personnel and projects .

Small district offices with about

10 people have , in a period of about

20 years , grown into agencies with

100 or more people . Part of this

can be attributed to the fundamen

tal spending patterns of the U.S.

Congress . The most pressing prob

lem now is that of wilderness areas .

With people on the BLM payroll

for the specific purpose of locating

These requirements and actions

had a strong tendency to polarize

ranchers into struggles with environ

mental groups . The BLM suddenly

found itself faced with two factions

with differing ideas . As the EIS re

quirements were being met , progress

on range improvements came to a

standstill . The new breed of people

in the BLM seldom got along with
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that will carry a high degree of

success .

The future for our public lands

is bright and promising . They are

being improved at an ever acceler

ating rate . The Taylor Grazing Act

of 1934 has brought great changes to

our heritage . At first , the improve

ments were barely perceptable , but

the Act illustrated the need for

improvement . This need in turn

created the science of range man

agement . Our land grant colleges

became interested in the problem .

In Idaho , we can look at the Point

Springs project in Cassia County

as an example and observe the

progress made by Lee Sharp and

his associates who have not only

made improvements , but accurately

measured these improvements with

the aid of excellent photographs .

Just as the computer has revo

lutionized business and science , we

see this modern instrument being

employed to measure range produc

tion and to set guidelines for use

related to precipitation and climate

conditions as well as stocking rates .

The rangeland monitoring system

and cooperative management agree

ment are part of a cooperative

effort between the BLM and per

mittees .

ruminants in stomping the seed into

the ground each season , grazing

being an imperative ingredient in

range improvement . An added ad

vantage to the public is that of

having dedicated people living on

and caring for these lands . The

intelligent stewardship by livestock

operators living on the land and

earning their living out there is an

asset that cannot be duplicated or

purchased . The rewards of range

improvement will accrue to the

American public just as certainly

as they reward the conscientious

land stewards . In this manner , the

heritage of Cowboy Culture will

continue to make priceless contribu

tions to the wealth of this country .

There have been herdsmen since

before the beginning of recorded

history . The herdsman is with us

today , armed with great knowledge ,

equipped with modern machines ,

and with a love affair for this way

of life . Changes will be gradual , but

life on the great public domain will

be ever changing and exciting .

The Idaho Cattle Association

is pledged to supporting a better

understanding between tenants and

landlords , between livestock inter

ests and the BLM and all of the

third parties who use the public

lands for varied forms of recreation .

The Idaho Cattle Association firmly

believes that through intelligent

multiple use management , these

lands will produce more feed for

the livestock , more food for people ,

and more fun for everyone .

The introduction of crested

wheat grass was a revolution all

by iteself . There is no doubt about

the ability of plant geneticists to

improve on this variety and to

develop other grasses far superior

to the original forage destroyed by

overgrazing .

One necessary ingredient for

improvement in upcoming years is

a better public understanding

the value to the federal and state

governments of properly managed

rest - rotation grazing systems and

multiple management . This

makes it imperative to the cattle

industry to let all our citizens know

of the importance of the hoofed

use

Dave Bivens and Tom Hovenden ,

Executive Vice-Presidents, Idaho

Cattle Association ,
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REFLECTIONS OF THE

IDAHO SHEEP INDUSTRY

This is the 50th anniversary of

the Taylor Grazing Act . I was a

young man 15 years old when the

Act was implemented . I grew up as

a third -generation sheepman . My

father and grandfather started in the

sheep business in the early 1900s .

At that time , the public land was

free to anyone wanting to put

cattle or sheep on it and having

the nerve and ambition to com

pete for a place on the range .

During the first part of the

century ( 1900–1915) , homestead

ers were rapidly taking the best land

that was being used by livestock

operations . A group of sheepmen

in the Fremont County area got

together and leased all the State

land in a large block north of St.

Anthony and west of Dubois . By

controlling the State land , they

had virtual control of most of the

public lands in the checkerboard

pattern of the area . Prior to this

time , the State lands , as well as

the public lands , were being used

by anyone large enough to get

control , and the range was being

badly overgrazed .

by Bill Siddoway

and then they burned a large part

of the area .

on what is known as the Twin

Buttes Desert . At this time , there

were several hundred thousand

sheep that wintered from there to

the Utah -Nevada line . Many of these

sheep also used this large desert

area for spring grazing on a first

come-first served basis .

There were a few " transient

outfits" that came through the

the country , but most of the sheep

were headquartered locally . With

the passage of the Taylor Grazing

Act and the requirements of com

mensurate property , the transient

outfits were out of business . Most

of the sheepmen in this area were

very concerned about the range and

were some of the first to implement

range improvement programs .

The allotments were set up

to accommodate 3,000 sheep on

9 sections of land . The shares of

stock were issued in this manner :

30 shares was enough range for

3,000 sheep ( 1 share for 100 head ) .

We still use this as a rule of thumb

today , although each stockholder

manages his range as he chooses .

The only exception is , if there are

any evident abuses to the range , the

Board of Directors has the power to

revoke the grazing use of the share

holder .

When the Fremont Wool Grow

ers Association was first organized ,

most of the area they were attempt

ing to control was overgrazed and

had seeded to large sagebrush . The

association paid the State leases for

two years without grazing it at all

or very little . They did this in order

to get enough grass to carry a fire ,

For many years , the associa

tion carried on a burning program

to control the sagebrush . We were ,

in effect , in an allotment manage

ment plan because the sheep would

use the spring range from the time

it was ready in the spring until they

could migrate to the forest for the

summer . They usually left before

the end of the growing season so

the forage had time to mature and

provide root storage and seed in the

case of many range plants . After

This group of sheepmen were

some of the first range conserva

tionists . They established allotments

and limited the number of sheep

allowed on each area . This range

was used for spring grazing and

some fall grazing only . Many of

the stockholders of the association

went south for some of their winter

grazing , and others obtained private

lands in the area . All involved had

a long winter feeding program . The

ones wintering to the south did so
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antelope numbers have decreased

as the coyotes have made a rapid

comeback .

the establishment of the Bureau of

Land Management ( BLM ) , each

shareholder was issued the grazing

preference permit on the Federal

land within his allotment . This , in

effect , gave the BLM control of the

allotments as to use numbers and

time allowed .

increase in the people and money

required for administration . I can

well remember when several people

and the manager took care of all

the problems in the Idaho Falls

District . Now it takes two large

buildings and a tremendous staff ,

and they always seem to be behind .

The first grazing advisory

boards were assigned the very dif

ficult task of helping the BLM

officers establish which applicants

were granted use , where , and how

much . The BLM staff was very

limited for many years , and the

advisory boards helped immensely .

In the late 1960s and early '70s ,

there was a theory that all range

land burning was bad . We knew

that burning was a valuable range

management tool when properly

used , but the social and political

pressures caused the agencies to

outlaw burning for all practical

purposes for many years . Fortu

nately , they have realized their

mistake and are now coming back

to the use of controlled burning as

a valuable range management tool

in their program .

With the increase of interest

groups other than graziers , admin

istration of the public lands has

become very complex . Under the

Taylor Grazing Act , the objective

was to manage these low-producing

lands until their disposal could take

place . Since then , legislation has

changed the goal to retention of

the lands . The result has been a vast

In addition to the grazing advi

sory board , which is to advise the

managers of livestock and range

administration problems , a new

advisory group has been formed

called the advisory Council . This

council is supposed to represent

other interest groups concerned

with the use of the public lands

as well as grazing interests . I have

been fortunate to serve on both

advisory committees and can well

understand the complexity of the

management decisions that must be

made .

Practically all of the BLM land

that we have used has no natural

water . Wells do not work in a good

range sheep management program .

We have become accustomed to

hauling water when the sheep need

it . It is quite expensive , but it is

the only way to utilize the forage

and keep the range and the sheep

in good condition . Water trucks

and portable troughs are standard

equipment for sheep outfits in this

area .

In the late ' 20s and '30s , there

were very few big game animals on

the public lands of this area . Sage

grouse were abundant and , in certain

good grass areas , sharptail grouse

were plentiful . Around 1940-45 ,

elk and deer started to use this area

during the winter . There were only

a few at first but, in my opinion ,

one of the major factors in the

rapid increase of deer and antelope

herds was the elimination of the

coyotes for a period of time . We

started using 1080 for predator

control in the late 1940s , and the

big game populations increased

dramatically . Since the banning of

toxicants in 1972 , the deer and
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managed properly , sheep can be

beneficial to other uses of these

lands .

There is still substantial room

for improvement on a lot of the

rangeland . It can only be done

with the cooperation and continued

dialogue with the administrators

and the users . There are some uses

that conflict , but they are in the

minority . Rangelands are much im

proved , which is for the benefit of

all , including wildlife and aesthetics .

Certain small areas can be set aside

for recreation where it does not

interfere with livestock and/or wild

life .

Sheep numbers in the West are

at their lowest since statistics have

been available . Much of this is due

to labor problems , predators , and ,

of course , the economic conditions

affecting the entire livestock indus

try .

I can't help but think that the

sheep , which has contributed more

to the comfort and well -being of

civilized man than any other species ,

will not make a comeback . In many

areas , it is the only animal that can

harvest the abundant renewable

resources that exist on the desert

as well as the high mountains . When

Bill Siddoway Rancher and

Member of the BLM Idaho Falls

District Grazing Board and Advi

sory Council.
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PUBLIC RANGELANDS:

A LOOK TO THE FUTURE

Ranchers and stockmen who

use the public rangelands have been

working for range improvement

since before the Taylor Grazing

Act was passed in 1934. So has

the Bureau of Land Management

even back then when it was opera

ting under an entirely different

name . Both groups are still working

at it .

The ability to look ahead re

quires the skill of prophecy . But

the future is not entirely a mystery .

Whether we look toward the future

or back into the past , perception

is always influenced to a large

measure by our point of view .

For the past decade , the one

single word that describes what is

happening to the administration

and management of the public

lands is the word " change." This

is reflected in several laws and

policy decisions adopted during this

decade , including the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act , the

Public Rangelands Improvement

Act , the National Environmental

Policy Act , and the Forest and

Rangeland Renewable Resources

Planning Act .

Time also influences percep

tion . Fifty years ago , the President

signed landmark legislation known

as the Taylor Grazing Act . Long

before the law was first drafted ,

western livestock men sent delega

tions to Washington to represent

them . They sent delegations out of

their need to find solutions to the

serious problems then facing the

ranching industry . Since the Civil

War , livestock had grazed

their livestock on public range

free of all restrictions and without

regulation . And while the concept

of " free grass and open range"

were romantic traditions , the reality

of trying to maintain a livestock

operation dependent on public

land grazing was another matter .

men

The key message sent by these

Congressional actions is : We must

be good stewards of the land . We

must wisely manage our resources ,

plan and program their uses , and

maintain or increase their produc

tivity and value for future genera

tions .

As individuals , most of us do

not like change that affects our

personal lives . It is easier to follow

the same old ruts than it is to build

new roads . Yet , most of us find out

sooner or later that we cannot stop

the process of change . To me ,

this leaves us with tremendous

opportunities .

There are still some people

who like to criticize the old Grazing

Service and ridicule accomplish

ments under the guidance of the

Taylor Grazing Act . But some

remember the days when itinerant

herdsmen drove their animals from

county to county and across state

lines in search of grass . You are

well aware of how much we owe

to the Taylor Grazing Act, to the

ranchers who supported it , and to

those early pioneers of the old

Grazing Service who established a

tradition of cooperation and pro

fessionalism that still guide all

those who work for BLM .

by Robert Burford

The Bureau is emphasizing the

necessity to improve our public

rangelands as rapidly as possible and

in the most cost-effective fashion .

The results we produce may not

be discernible tomorrow , or even

next year , but we are firmly com

mitted to being better public

landlords and better trustees over

the property we manage for the

people of this Nation .

The job involves managing the

Nation's public lands and the re

sources on those lands in the public

interest . That means orderly devel

opment and wise use , so that those

resources will be a benefit to all

Americans . It means conservation

and striking a balance beetween

how much of our resource base to

use today and how much to save

for future generations .

In looking to the future of

our public rangelands , I believe

that good land management is the

common denominator of the many

land uses that properly managed

land can protect watershed , provide

good grazing and good wildlife

habitat , and achieve many of our

needs . But good land management

requires cooperation among all land

users .

Where there are conflicts among

users , we will use reasoned negotia

tions to resolve them , rather than

draw arbitrary lines between alter

nate land uses . Wherever possible ,

we will negotiate the means for

accommodating concurrent land

uses , modifying or limiting indivi

dual uses where necessary for a

broader benefit.
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We will not hesitate, however ,

to restrict or modify public land

uses where it is necessary to protect

the land , to accommodate a fair

balance of other uses , or to improve

the long -term condition or produc

tivity of the site .

face and the obstacles we've over

come . They need to hear about the

things we've accomplished on the

public rangelands .

economic systems within which we

operate as men and women as well

as the biological systems . Most

decisions we make have economic

effects . Some may affect the econo

my of the entire Nation . Others

may affect only a small number of

people , or a small community .

Good land stewardship will be

the bottom line for our uses of the

land . We will not accept long-term

Tosses to maximize short-term gains .

Nor will we permit uses on sites

where they will cause long-term

damage to the soils and vegetation

on our lands .

We recognize this , and attempt

to consider both local and national

interests and impacts in our deci

sion process . Whenever possible , we

consult , coordinate , and cooperate

with local as well as national level

interest groups to review concerns .

We now have the opportunity

to put aside the traditional conflicts

between public land users , the delay

of management decisions through

endless litigation , and the arguments

over methodology and management

philosophies by joining together in

support of improving the rangeland

ecosystem in total for both con

sumptive and non -consumptive uses .

One of our major priorities in

managing the public lands is to

minimize short -term disruption and

ensure long-term stability for the

western livestock industry and the

economy of many western commu

nities dependent upon those lands

and their resources .

For the livestock users in parti

cular , the future has always been

tenuous . None of us can predict

the weather patterns that will

affect livestock operations in the

years ahead , nor can we be confi

dent of the economic conditions

in the coming decade . But to a

large extent , your future on the

public lands and the future of

the lands themselves can best be

assured by your becoming a good

steward on your own allotment .

The BLM must move to make

the hard choices and basic land use

decisions under multiple use policies

which will lead to long-term recov

ery of the public rangelands . We

are committed to accomplish this

through a system which is consis

tent with law , is professionally

credible , and is open to all interests .

As the Bureau matures in its

role as a multiple use agency , BLM

must consider range conditions in

the overall context of ALL range

land resources . Energy and minerals

are just two of the other resources

that can be found on the range . We

must recognize the critical need to

develop those resources in an envi

ronmentally balanced manner that

will contribute to multiple use of

the land .

In the past , real progress in the

conservation and management of

public rangelands has occurred only

when there was a combined effort

by all interests . The opportunity

now exists for another combined

effort . We ask for your objective

cooperation and support in carry

ing out this challenging task .

We recognize the continued

reliance of the western livestock

industry and communities on the

public lands , and we will strive to

balance the local mix of uses . We

feel the best way to stabilize the

economy in these areas is to ensure

sustained -yield management of the

resources that are the backbone of

the economy .

Part of the responsibility for

better public education is BLM's ,

and we are working on that . But

you , the livestock industry , also

must share that responsibility . You

must work to ensure that ranchers

can demonstrate to the public that

they are good stewards who treat

the public lands as if they were

their own , while recognizing the

rights of other users to those same

lands for a variety of recreational

and economic uses . I also suggest

that you build bridges of under

standing to other users and other

interest groups including the

environmentalists .

We won't always please every

body – but we will be good neigh

bors , and we can be depended

upon . Our goal is to be a profes

sional , multiple use -oriented , and

productive landlord for our owners

and our tenants – and to managing

the public's resources and the

public's money for the best return

to the taxpayer .

Environmental and economic

considerations have an important

place in rangeland management

decisions and can be successfully

used in tandem . The human envi

ronment includes the social and

The truth of the matter is

that both the government and the

rancher have a good track record

as managers , and it's time we

started to build a more favorable

image . The American public needs

to know about the problems we

This has been only the begin

ning . From this point , we can face

the future with high hopes and

bounding optimism .

xx

Robert Burford – National Direc

tor, BLM , Washington , D.C., for

mer Colorado State Legislator and

Rancher
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Lincensees and Permittees with 50 Years of Grazing Use

The following is a listing of businesses or permittees who have been operating

on the Public Lands in Idaho since the initiation of the Taylor Grazing Act .

BOISE DISTRICT

Domingo Aguirre

Albert Black

Sam Clarkson

John DeChambeau

John A. Fry

Mrs. Harvey Gatfield

Highland Livestock

and Land

Marvin Pound

Josephine Astorquia

Esther Blackwell

Edna Blick

Noy Brackett

Christina Row

Walter Wells

Adam Blackstock

Joe Nettleton

Spring Valley

Livestock

IDAHO FALLS

DISTRICT

J. Lester Braswell

S. A. Chandler

John Hamilton

Walter Hamilton

Robert Mays

Arthur Quist

Alvin Munns

Jimmie Waddoups

Goldie Y. Walker

Walter E. Cook

Jess Croft

A. V. Crystal

Richard Egbert

Joe Hartwell

Hollis Shenton

Charles Shippen

Mrs. M. F. Sullivan

Ellen Weatherston

SALMON DISTRICT

Laura Bishop

Phillip Miller

Kermit Purcell

Floyd Whittaker

Ralph Hutchinson

Lloyd Negus

George Whitworth

BURLEY DISTRICT

Deschamps Brothers

Warren Edwards

G. E. Harris

Frank Johnson

Milton T. Jones

Walter Jones

Levell Neal

Rollin Showell

LaMonte Thomas

L. R. Waldron

F. M. Deschamps

Victor J. Bell

Morgan Harris

Lloyd Hubbard

George P. Jones

John J. Roderick

SHOSHONE DISTRICT

Everett Campbell

Pat O'Donnell

C.W. Walters

COEUR D'ALENE DISTRICT

Spencer Ranch , Inc.

Carlson Livestock Company
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District Grazing Advisory Boards

To make the Taylor Grazing Act responsive to the ranching community ,

District Grazing Advisory Boards were established . The function of these

boards , then as well as at present , is to advise the District on policies and

practices in the management of the public lands that affect ihe local ranchers .

The following is a listing of the Grazing Board members as current records

show :

BOISE DISTRICT
1937 1939

1935

J. W. Kaigler

Worth Lee

Hubert Nettleton

John O'Daniels

Harry Soulen

J. A. Tarter

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

Charles Abbott

Joe Asdale

Laurence Bettis

Thomas J. Booth

J. Ervin Condit

Sherman Glenn

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

Worth Lee

Ambrose Maher

Chauncey Payne

Harry Soulen

J. A. Tarter

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

Charles Abbott

James O. Beck

Laurence Bettis

Thomas J. Booth

J. Ervin Condit

Sherman Glenn

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

Worth Lee

Ambrose Maher

Chauncey Payne

Harry Soulen

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

Charles Abbott

Laurence Bettis

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

J. Ervin Condit

Sherman Glenn

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

Worth Lee

Walter G. Little

Ambrose Maher

Harry Soulen

J. A. Tarter

George M. Zapp

1942

Laurence Bettis

A. H. Blackstock

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

J. W. Kaigler

Worth Lee

Hubert Nettleton

John O'Daniels

Harry Soulen

J. A. Tarter

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

1940

1936 1938

1943

Charles Abbott

Joe Asdale

James O. Beck

Laurence Bettis

Thomas J. Booth

J. Ervin Condit

Sherman Glenn

Charles Harris

Roland J. Hawes

Worth Lee

Ambrose Mayer

Tom Massie

Chauncey Payne

Harry Soulen

J. A. Tarter

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

Charles Abbott

Joe Asdale

Laurence Bettis

A. H. Blackstock

Thomas J. Booth

J. Ervin Condit

Sherman Glenn

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

Worth Lee

Ambrose Maher

John O'Daniels

Chauncey Payne

Harry Soulen

J. A. Tarter

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

Laurence Bettis

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

Worth Lee

Hubert Nettleton

John O'Daniels

Harry Soulen

J. A. Tarter

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

Laurence Bettis

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

J. W. Kaigler

Hubert Nettleton

John O. Daniels

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

1941

Laurence Bettis

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes
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1944
1951John O'Daniels

James D. Pence

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Wallace H. Wakefield

Gilbert C. Walker

Asa L. Williams

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Gilbert C. Walker

Laurence Bettis

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

J. W. Kaigler

Hubert Nettleton

John O'Daniels

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Wallace H. Wakefield

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

Frank A. Baltzor

Felix Celaya

George W. Clark

John DeChambeau

E. C. Johnston

George Johnstone

Fred H. Korner

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Gilbert C. Walker

1955

1948

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Felix Celaya

John DeChambeau

E. C. Johnston

George Johnstone

Karl Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Gilbert C. Walker

1952

1945

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

E , C. Johnston

George Johnstone

Fred H. Korner

James D. Pence

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Milford J. Vaught

Wallace H. Wakefield

Gilbert C. Walker

Laurence Bettis

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

Hubert Nettleton

John O'Daniels

James D. Pence

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Wallace H. Wakefield

Asa L. Williams

George M. Zapp

Frank A. Baltzor

Felix Celaya

George W. Clark

John DeChambeau

E. C. Johnston

George Johnstone

Fred H. Korner

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Gilbert C. Walker

1956

1949

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Felix Celaya

John DeChambeau

George Johnstone

Karl Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Gilbert C. Walker

Allen Wilson

1953

1946

Frank A. Baltzor

T. J. Booth

George W. Clark

E. C. Johnston

George Johnstone

Fred H. Korner

James D. Pence

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Milford J. Vaught

Wallace H. Wakefield

Gilbert C. Walker

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

E. C. Johnston

Hubert Nettleton

John O'Daniels

James D. Pence

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Wallace H. Wakefield

Asa L. Williams

Frank A. Baltzor

Felix Celaya

George W. Clark

John DeChambeau

E. C. Johnston

George Johnstone

Fred H. Korner

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Gilbert C. Walker

1950

1954

1947

1957

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Felix Celaya

John DeChambeau

Maurice Guerry

George Johnstone

Harley McDowell

Karl Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Gilbert C. Walker

Allen Wilson

Frank A. Baltzor

T. J. Booth

George W. Clark

George Johnstone

Fred H. Korner

James D. Pence

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Wallace H. Wakefield

Gilbert C. Walker

A. H. Blackstock

T. J. Booth

Charles V. Harris

Roland J. Hawes

E. C. Johnston

Fred H. Korner

Hubert Nettleton

Frank A. Baltzor

Felix Celaya

George W. Clark

John DeChambeau

E. C. Johnston

George Johnstone

Fred H. Korner

Karl Patrick
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1958 Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Milford J. Vaught

George Johnstone

Worth Lee

David Little

Harley McDowell

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Allen Wilson

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

John DeChambeau

Maurice Guerry

George Johnstone

Harley McDowell

Karl Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Gilbert C. Walker

Allen Wilson

1965

Robert H. Bennett

Fred M. Brailsford

Frank D. Callender

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Ernest Day

John L. Fry

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Philip Soulen

Segundo Totorica1962

Dan Archabal

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Robert W. Bennett

Fred M. Brailsford

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Ernest Day

John DeChambeau

John L. Fry

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

1969

1959

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Robert H. Bennett

John DeChambeau

Maurice Guerry

George Johnstone

Worth Lee

David Little

Carl Nicholson

Rolland Patrick

Harry Soulen

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

J. Allen Wilson

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

John DeChambeau

Maurice Guerry

George Johnstone

Worth Lee

Harley McDowell

Karl Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Allen Wilson

Basil Aldecoa

Frank A. Baltzor

Robert H. Bennett

Fred M. Brailsford

Frank D. Callender

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Ernest Day

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Philip Soulen

Segundo Totorica

1970

1966

1963

Basil Aldecoa

Dan Archabal

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Robert W. Bennett

Fred M. Brailsford

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Ernest Day

John L. Fry

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Dan Archabal

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Robert W. Bennett

John DeChambeau

Maurice Guerry

George Johnstone

Worth Lee

David Little

Rolland Patrick

Harry Soulen

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

1960

Basil Aldecoa

Frank A. Baltzor

Robert H. Bennett

Fred M. Brailsford

Kenneth I. Branch

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Ernest Day

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Philip Soulen

Segundo Totorica

1971

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

John DeChambeau

Maurice Guerry

George Johnstone

Worth Lee

Harley McDowell

Karl Patrick

C. James Russell

Harry Soulen

Elton Tarter

Howard Transue

Milford J. Vaught

Allen Wilson

1967

1964

Basil Aldecoa

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Robert W. Bennett

Fred M. Brailsford

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Ernest Day

John L. Fry

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Philip Soulen

Dan Archabal

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Robert W. Bennett

Fred M. Brailsford

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Ernest Day

John DeChambeau

Maurice Guerry

David Little

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Basil Aldecoa

Frank A. Baltzor

Fred M. Brailsford

Kenneth I. Branch

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Ernest Day

Colin McLeod, Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Philip Soulen

Segundo Totorica

Wilbur Wilson

1961

1968

Frank A. Baltzor

John Basabe

Robert H. Bennett

John DeChambeau

Maurice Guerry

Basil Aldecoa

Frank A. Baltzor
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1972 1978
Added September , 1940

L. A. Jones

Elvin Craig

Gene Davis

William Lowry

Lee Presley

Gerald Tews

Richard S. Bennett

Tom Blessinger

Gene Davis

John Holmes

William Lowry

Rolland Patrick

Philip Soulen

Gerald Tews

Burley Board After

Shoshone District Establish

1940

Basil Aldecoa

Frank A. Baltzor

Fred M. Brailsford

Kenneth I. Branch

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Walter Little

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Philip Soulen

Segundo Totorica

Ted Trueblood

Wilbur Wilson

1984

1979

Bert Brackett

Weldon Branch

Bob Collett

Wendell Collins

Elvin Craig

Gene Davis

William Lowry

Gerald Tews

Dan Cavanaugh

E. U. McIntire

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Tom Blessinger

Weldon Branch

Gene Davis

William Lowry

Rolland Patrick

Bill Ross

Philip Soulen

Gerald Tews

1941

1973

BURLEY DISTRICT

1980
Original Board Which

Included Shoshone

1939

Frank A. Baltzor

Kenneth I. Branch

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Maurice Guerry

Walter Little

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Philip Soulen

Segundo Totorica

Ted Trueblood

Wilbur Wilson

Dan Cavanaugh

E. U. McIntire

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Lester Schnitker

George E. Booth

Tom Blessinger

Weldon Branch

Gene Davis

William Lowry

Rolland Patrick

Bill Ross

Philip Soulen

Gerald Tews

1942

1981

1974

Tom Blessinger

Weldon Branch

Gene Davis

William Lowry

Rolland Patrick

Bill Ross

Philip Soulen

Gerald Tews

Frank A. Baltzor

Kenneth I. Branch

Ralph Coates

Gene Davis

Maurice Guerry

Walter Little

Colin McLeod , Jr.

Rolland Patrick

C. James Russell

Philip Soulen

Segundo Totorica

Ted Trueblood

Wilbur Wilson

Scott Allred

Ray Bedke

Hassel Blankenship

Dan Cavanaugh

Max Cohn

Jesse H. Dredge

Don G. Frederickson

Charles Irwin

Milton T. Jones

Angus MacRae

Fred Martin

B. Thomas Morris

Willard Nelson

Elmer Nielson

A. D. Pierce

W.J. Tapper

Joe Thompson

James Turnbull

Wesley B. Ward

Dan Cavanaugh

E. U. McIntire

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Lester Schnitker

George E. Booth

1982

Tom Blessinger

Weldon Branch

Elvin Craig

Gene Davis

William Lowry

Lee Presley

Bill Ross

Gerald Tews

1943

Dan Cavanaugh

E. U. McIntire

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Reed Larkin

George E. Booth

1975

Election November , 1939

Scott Allred

Hassel Blankenship

Dan Cavanaugh

Jesse Dredge

Charles Irwin

Milton T. Jones

Angus MacRae

Fred Martin

E. U. McIntire

A. D. Pierce

W.J. Tapper

No Grazing Board

1976

No Grazing Board 1983

1944

1977

Weldon Branch

Bob Collett

Wendell Collins

Dan Cavanaugh

E , U. McIntireNo Grazing Board
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1949 1954 1959
Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Reed Larkin

George E. Booth

Dan Cavanaugh

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Reed Larkin

George E. Booth

Ray Lincoln

Russell Larson

Wesley B.Ward

Herschel Bedke

Devere Tovey

Harold Howell

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Wesley B. Ward

John Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Ray Swanson

Garnet Kidd

1955

1950

1945

Dan Cavanaugh

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Reed Larkin

George E. Booth

Dan Cavanaugh

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

Herschel Bedke

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

1960

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Wesley B. Ward

John Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd
1946

1961

1951 1956

Dan Cavanaugh

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Reed Larkin

George E. Booth

Dan Cavanaugh

Russell Larson

Wasley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Wesley B. Ward

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

1952 1957

1947

Dan Cavanaugh

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Reed Larkin

George E. Booth

Dan Cavanaugh

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton J. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Ray Swanson

Garnet Kidd

1962

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Wesley B. Ward

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

1948

1953 1958 1963
Dan Cavanaugh

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

A. D. Pierce

Jesse H. Dredge

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Max Cohn

Reed Larkin

George E. Booth

Ray Lincoln

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

Herschel Bedke

Devere Tovey

Harold Howell

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Russell Larson

Wesley B. Ward

John Pierce

Devere Tovey

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Ray Swanson

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Wesley B. Ward

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd
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1964 1969 1974 1983

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Ross Pickett

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Ennis Pickett

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

John Basterrechea

Wayne Wheatley

Herman McDevitt

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Jaye Wrigley

John Pierce

Con Alder

Milton T. Jones

W. E. Barkdull

Norman Davis

Herman McDevitt

David Chadwick

Dale O. Pierce

Tom Palmer

Glade Davis

D. Michael Broadhead

1984

Election in Progress

1965 1970 1975

No Grazing Board

IDAHO FALLS

DISTRICT

1976
1936

No Grazing Board

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Ross Pickett

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

Vern Eames

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Ennis Pickett

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

John Basterrechea

Wayne Wheatley

Herman McDevitt

1977

No Grazing Board

1978

1966 1971 Gerald Tews

Dale O. Pierce

Ross Anderson , Jr.

D. T. " Sod " Williams

Ray Eliason

John W. Hayes

E. Dean Orme

J. R. Raumaker

John T. Poole

A. M. Hatch

James Laird

Archie Grover

L. D. Cox

Paul Spalding

Henry Finch

A. Rowley Babcock

William H. Jones

John McAfee

Fred Woodie

Ben H. Matkins

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Ennis Pickett

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

John Basterrechea

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Ennis Pickett

John Pierce

Con Alder

Milton T. Jones

John Basterrechea

Wayne Wheatley

Herman McDevitt

1979

Gerald Tews

Dale O. Pierce

Ross Anderson , Jr.

D. T. ''Sod " Williams

Ray Eliason

1937

1967 1972

1980

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Ennis Pickett

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

John Basterrechea

Leavitt Taylor

Garnet Kidd

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Jaye Wrigley

John Pierce

Con Alder

Milton T. Jones

W. E. Barkdull

Wayne Wheatley

Herman McDevitt

William J. Brockman

Dale O. Pierce

Ross Anderson , Jr.

D. T. " Sod " Williams

D. Michael Broadhead

John W. Hayes

John McAfee

George Grubb

John T. Poole

Fred Woodie

James Laird

E. Dean Orme

J. R. Raumaker

A. M. Hatch

Archie Grover

L. D. Cox

Paul Spalding

A. Rowley Babcock

Henry Finch

William H. Jones

Ben H. Matkins

1981

1968 1973

William J. Brockman

Dale O. Pierce

Ross Anderson , Jr.

D. T. " Sod " Williams

D. Michael Broadhead

1982

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Ennis Pickett

John Pierce

Wilford Wrigley

Milton T. Jones

John Basterrechea

Leavitt Taylor

Herman McDevitt

Ray Lincoln

Edwin Crockett

Jaye Wrigley

John Pierce

Con Alder

Milton T. Jones

W. E. Barkdull

Norman Davis

Herman McDevitt

1938
David Chadwick

Dale O. Pierce

Tom Palmer

Glade Davis

D. Michael Broadhead

John W. Hayes

John McAfee

George Grubb

John T. Poole
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1942 1949
Fred Woodie

James Laird

E. Dean Orme

J. R. Raumaker

A. M. Hatch

Archie Grover

L. D. Cox

Paul Spalding

A. Rowley Babcock

William H. Jones

Ben H. Matkins

E. Dean Orme

Ephraim Kidman

Ben H. Matkins

Archie Grover

Roy Getty

Ed Doschades

H. James Scheid

E. Dean Orme

John W. Hayes

J. R. Raumaker

John W. Poole

Archie Grover

Paul Spalding

L. D. Cox

A. Rowley Babcock

William R. Jones

Ephraim Kidman

Fred Woodie

Ben H. Matkins

William H. Shuldberg

1946

Fred Woodie

T. C. Waddoups

Ben H. Matkins

Alvin Munns

A. Rowley Babcock

William H. Shuldberg

Harvey Walker

E. Dean Orme

John Hamilton

H. James Scheid

Ed Doschades

Roy Getty

Hugh Webster

Richard Egbert

Andrew Little

1939

Fred Woodie

T. C. Waddoups

Ben H. Matkins

Alvin Munns

A. Rowley Babcock

William H. Shuldberg

Harvey Walker

E. Dean Orme

John Hamilton

H. James Scheid

Ed Doschades

Roy Getty

1943

E. Dean Orme

John W. Hayes

J. R. Raumaker

John W. Poole

Archie Grover

Paul Spalding

L. D. Cox

A. Rowley Babcock

William R. Jones

Ephraim Kidman

Fred Woodie

Ben H. Matkins

1950

1947

E. Dean Orme

John W. Hayes

J. R. Raumaker

John W. Poole

Archie Grover

Paul Spalding

L. D. Cox

A. Rowley Babcock

William R. Jones

Ephraim Kidman

Fred Woodie

Ben H. Matkins

William H. Shuldberg

A. Rowley Babcock

Richard Egbert

H. E. Perrenoud

William H. Shuldberg

Hugh Webster

Andrew Little

Alvin Munns

H. James Scheid

T. C. Waddoups

Harvey Walker

John Hamilton

Clyde Schoonover

1940

Fred Woodie

T. C. Waddoups

Ben H. Matkins

Alvin Munns

A. Rowley Babcock

William H. Shuldberg

Harvey Walker

E. Dean Orme

John Hamilton

H. James Scheid

Ed Doschades

Roy Getty

Hugh Webster

Richard Egbert

1944

E. Dean Orme

John W. Hayes

J. R. Raumaker

John W. Poole

Archie Grover

Paul Spalding

L. D. Cox

A. Rowley Babcock

William R. Jones

Ephraim Kidman

Fred Woodie

Ben H. Matkins

1951

John W. Hayes

Fred Woodie

A. Rowley Babcock

T. C. Waddoups

Leonard Cox

Alvin Munns

Leroy Shuldberg

E. Dean Orme

Ephraim Kidman

Ben H. Matkins

Archie Grover

Roy Getty

Ed Doschades

H. James Scheid

1948

A. Rowley Babcock

Richard Egbert

H. E. Perrenoud

William H. Shuldberg

Hugh Webster

Andrew Little

Alvin Munns

H. James Scheid

T. C. Waddoups

Harvey Walker

John Hamilton

Clyde Schoonover

Ed Phillips

1941

1945 1952

E , Dean Orme

John W. Hayes

J. R. Raumaker

John W. Poole

Archie Grover

Paul Spalding

L. D. Cox

A. Rowley Babcock

William R. Jones

Ephraim Kidman

Fred Woodie

Ben H. Matkins

Fred Woodie

T. C. Waddoups

Ben H. Matkins

Alvin Munns

A. Rowley Babcock

William H. Shuldberg

Harvey Walker

E. Dean Orme

John Hamilton

H. James Scheid

Ed Doschades

Roy Getty

Hugh Webster

Richard Egbert

Andrew Little

John W. Hayes

Fred Woodie

A. Rowley Babcock

T. C. Waddoups

Leonard Cox

Alvin Munns

Leroy Shuldberg

A. Rowley Babcock

Richard Egbert

H. E. Perrenoud

William H. Shuldberg

Hugh Webster

Andrew Little

Alvin Munns
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1959 H. E. Perrenoud

Doyle Stiles

H. James Scheid

T. C. Waddoups

Harvey Walker

John Hamilton

Clyde Schoonover

Ed Phillips

1963

Fred A. Pearson

Richard Egbert

H. James Scheid

Ed Phillips

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Harvey Walker

Clyde Schoonover
1953

O. R. Christenson

Richard Egbert

Fred A. Pearson

H. James Scheid

Hugh Webster

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Ed Phillips

Harvey Walker

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

October 1956

A. Rowley Babcock

Richard Egbert

H. E. Perrenoud

William H. Shuldberg

Hugh Webster

Andrew Little

Alvin Munns

H. James Scheid

T. C. Waddoups

Harvey Walker

John Hamilton

Clyde Schoonover

Ed Phillips

O. R. Christenson

Richard Egbert

Fred A. Pearson

H. James Scheid

Hugh Webster

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Ed Phillips

Harvey Walker

T.C.Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

Doyle Stiles

1960

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

Hugh Webster

Fred A. Pearson

Richard Egbert

H. James Scheid

Ed Phillips

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Harvey Walker

Clyde Schoonover

O. R. Christenson

February 1964

O. R. Christenson

Richard Egbert

Fred A. Pearson

H. James Scheid

Hugh Webster

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Ed Phillips

Harvey Walker

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

February 1954

O. R. Christenson

Richard Egbert

Fred A. Pearson

H. James Scheid

Hugh Webster

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Ed Phillips

Harvey Walker

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

Doyle Stiles

Curtis Barker

T.C.Waddoups

Harvey Walker

Fred A. Pearson

Ed Phillips

Clyde Schoonover

Alvin Mumms

H. James Scheid

Richard Egbert

John Hamilton

Hugh Webster

Andrew Little

1957

1961

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

Hugh Webster

Fred A. Pearson

Richard Egbert

H. James Scheid

Ed Phillips

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Harvey Walker

Clyde Schoonover

O. R. Christenson

October 1954

O. R. Christenson

Richard Egbert

Fred A. Pearson

H. James Scheid

Hugh Webster

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Ed Phillips

Harvey Walker

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

Hugh Webster

Fred A. Pearson

Richard Egbert

H. James Scheid

Ed Phillips

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Harvey Walker

Clyde Schoonover

October 1958

January 1965

O. R. Christenson

Richard Egbert

Fred A. Pearson

H. James Scheid

Hugh Webster

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Ed Phillips

Harvey Walker

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

Doyle Stiles

Curtis Barker

Elman T. Woodfield

Art Quist

October 1962
O. R. Christenson

Richard Egbert

Fred A. Pearson

H. James Scheid

Hugh Webster

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Ed Phillips

Harvey Walker

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

O. R. Christenson

Richard Egbert

Fred A. Pearson

H. James Scheid

Hugh Webster

L. S. Caldwell

Andrew Little

Ed Phillips

Harvey Walker

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

1955

February1967

T. C. Waddoups

Alvin Munns

H. E. Perrenoud

Hugh Webster

Leo Amy

Curtis Barker
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1978

No Board

L. S. Caldwell

Alvin Munns

Ed Phillips

Arthur Quist

H. James Scheid

Elman Woodfield

George Woodie

Richard Egbert

Doyal Stiles

Arthur Quist

Doyal Stiles

Tommy S. Stroschein

Elman Woodfield

George Woodie

Curtis Barker

April 1979

Thomas Campbell

Merle L. Drake

Verne Coiner

Ora Cockrell

Doyle Mullkey

George Howell

Steve Mahaffey

Floyd Whittaker

Sherman Furey

December 1972

Bill Enget

Bill Siddoway

Rich Orme

Bob Waddoups

James Mays

Roy Hatch

Roscoe Rich
1968 1937

1980

Leo Amy

Curtis Barker

L. S. Caldwell

Alvin Munns

Ed Phillips

Arthur Quist

H. James Scheid

Elman Woodfield

George Woodie

Richard Egbert

Doyal Stiles

Leo Amy

L. S. Caldwell

Richard Egbert

Alvin Munns

C. Reid Lau

Arthur Quist

Doyal Stiles

Tommy S. Stroschein

Elman Woodfield

George Woodie

Curtis Barker

Bill Enget

Bill Siddoway

Rich Orme

Bob Waddoups

James Mays

Roy Hatch

Roscoe Rich

Milford Vaught

Bert Coates

Floyd Bradbury

Merle L. Drake

Verne Coiner

Ora Cockrell

Doyle Mulkey

George Howell

Steve Mahaffey

Floyd Whittaker

Sherman Furey

1973

1981

1938

1969

Leo Amy

L. S. Caldwell

Richard Egbert

Alvin Munns

C. Reid Lau

Arthur Quist

Doyal Stiles

Tommy S. Stroschein

Elman Woodfield

George Woodie

Curtis Barker

Bill Enget

Bill Siddoway

Rich Orme

Bob Waddoups

James Mays

Roy Hatch

Roscoe Rich

Leo Amy

Curtis Barker

L. S. Caldwell

Alvin Munns

Ed Phillips

Arthur Quist

H. James Scheid

Elman Woodfield

George Woodie

Richard Egbert

Doyal Stiles

Milford Vaught

Bert Coates

Floyd Bradbury

Merle L. Drake

Verne Coiner

Ora Cockrell

Doyle Mulkey

George Howell

Steve Mahaffey

Floyd Whittaker

Sherman Furey

1982

1974

Bill Enget

Bill Siddoway

Rich Orme

Bob Waddoups

James Mays

Roy Hatch

Roscoe Rich

1939

1970

Leo Amy

Curtis Barker

L. S. Caldwell

Alvin Munns

Ed Phillips

Arthur Quist

H. James Scheid

Elman Woodfield

George Woodie

Richard Egbert

Doyal Stiles

Leo Amy

L. S. Caldwell

Richard Egbert

Alvin Munns

C. Reid Lau

Arthur Quist

Doyal Stiles

Tommy S. Stroschein

Elman Woodfield

George Woodie

Curtis Barker

September 1983

Bill Siddoway

James Mays

T. C. Waddoups

Roscoe Rich

Roy Hatch

Bill Enget

Rich Orme

A. J. Zollinger

Bert Coates

Floyd Bradbury

Merle L. Drake

Verne Coiner

Ora Cockrell

A. M. McFarland

George Howell

Steve Mahaffey

Floyd Whittaker

Sherman Furey

Fred Carl

1975

No Board

December 1971
1976

SALMON DISTRICT 1940

No Board

1936

Leo Amy

L. S. Caldwell

Richard Egbert

Alvin Munns

Ed Phillips

1977

A. J. Zollinger

Bert Coates

Floyd Bradbury

Merle L. Drake

Milford Vaught

Bert CoatesNo Board
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Verne Coiner

Ora Cockrell

A. M. McFarland

George Howell

Steve Mahaffey

Floyd Whittaker

Sherman Furey

Fred Carl

Floyd M. Bradbury

Chris Carlson

Floyd Whittaker

George Howell

William S. Eakle

Bert Coats

Merl Drake

Mack E. Hulls

A. J. Zollinger

Quinn Riggans

Bert Coats

Merl Drake

Donald Ball

Floyd Whittaker

O. H. Swauger

Mack Hulls

William Eakle

L. B. Galbraith

John Jewett

A. J. Zollinger

Quinn Riggan

Archie McFarland

George Leuzinger

Rulon Bartschi

M. R. Literal

Bert Coats

Mack Hulls1941 1945

1949

1953

A. J. Zollinger

Bert Coates

Floyd Bradbury

Merle L. Drake

Verne Coiner

Ora Cockrell

A. M. McFarland

George Howell

Steve Mahaffey

Floyd Whittaker

Sherman Furey

Fred Carl

Coliss R. Morphey

Robert Literal

A. J. Zollinger

A. M. McFarland

Floyd M. Bradbury

Chris Carlson

Floyd Whittaker

George Howell

William S. Eakle

Bert Coats

Merl Drake

Mack E. Hulls

George Leuzinger

M. R. Literal

Archie McFarland

A. J. Zollinger

Quinn Riggans

Bert Coats

Merl Drake

Donald Ball

Floyd Whittaker

O. H. Swauger

Mack Hulls

William Eakle

Floyd Whittaker

Jay Beus

Raymond Urrizaga

John Jewett

A. J. Zollinger

Quinn Riggan

Archie McFarland

George Leuzinger

Rulon Bartschi

M. R. Literal

Bert Coats

Mack Hulls

1942 1946

1950

1954

Stephen A. Mahaffey

Robert Literal

A. J. Zollinger

A. M. McFarland

Floyd Bradbury

Chris Carlson

Floyd Whittaker

George Howell

William S. Eakle

Sherman Furey

Coliss R. Morphey

Robert Literal

A. J. Zollinger

A. M. McFarland

Floyd M. Bradbury

Chris Carlson

Floyd Whittaker

George Howell

William S. Eakle

Bert Coats

Merl Drake

Mack E. Hulls

George Leuzinger

M. R. Literal

Archie McFarland

A. J. Zollinger

Quinn Riggans

Bert Coats

Merl Drake

Donald Ball

Floyd Whittaker

O. H. Swauger

Mack Hulls

Rulon R. Bartschi

Floyd Whittaker

Jay Beus

Raymond Urrizaga

John Jewett

A. J. Zollinger

Quinn Riggan

Archie McFarland

George Leuzinger

Rulon Bartschi

M. R. Literal

Bert Coats

Mack Hulls

1943

1947

1951

Coliss R. Morphey

Robert Literal

A. J. Zollinger

A. M. McFarland

Floyd M. Bradbury

Chris Carlson

Floyd Whittaker

George Howell

William S. Eakle

Bert Coats

Merl Drake

Mack E. Hulls

1955

Coliss R. Morphey

Robert Literal

A. J. Zollinger

A. M. McFarland

Floyd M. Bradbury

Chris Carlson

Floyd Whittaker

George Howell

William S. Eakle

Bert Coats

Merl Drake

Mack E. Hulls

Floyd Whittaker

Jay Beus

L. B. Galbraith

John Jewett

A. J. Zollinger

Quinn Riggan

Archie McFarland

George Leuzinger

Rulon Bartschi

M. R. Literal

Bert Coats

Mack Hulls

Floyd Whittaker

Jay Beus

Raymond Urrizaga

John Jewett

A. J. Zollinger

Quinn Riggan

Archie McFarland

George Leuzinger

Rulon Bartschi

M. R. Literal

Bert Coats

Mack Hulls

1944

1948

1952

Coliss R. Morphey

Robert Literal

A. J. Zollinger

A. M. McFarland

George Leuzinger

M. R. Literal

Archie McFarland

Floyd Whittaker

Jay Beus
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1956 1960 1968
Frank Maraffio

Doyle Mulkey

George D. Whitworth

Ralph Dean

February 1964

Floyd J. Whittaker

H. T. Carlson

Leland Madsen

J. E. Beus

Alphonse Bernard

Owen Wilson

Archie McFarland

M. R. Literal

George Leuzinger

A. J. Zollinger

Mack Hulls

Frank Stahl

Raymond Anderson

E. M. Andrews

Bert Coates

Dennie Donahue, Jr.

Eugene Hussey

M. R. Literal

Leland Madsen

Frank Maraffio

Frank Stahl

Floyd J. Whittaker

Owen Wilson

Byron Coates

Frank Maraffio

Doyle L. Mulkey

Harvey E. Peterson

George D. Whitworth

Kester Cockrell

Bolen Uresti

F. J. Whittaker

Dr. Walter L. Blackadar

Dennie H. Donahue

Frank Maraffio

Doyle Mulkey

Orion Peterson

George D. Whitworth

E. M. Andrews

Garth Chivers

Charlie M. Thrall

Floyd Whittaker

Ralph Dean

1969

1961

1957

Floyd J. Whittaker

H. T. Carlson

Leland Madsen

J. E. Beus

George Miller

Owen Wilson

Archie McFarland

M. R. Literal

George Leuzinger

A. J. Zollinger

Mack Hulls

Frank Stahl

1965

Byron Coates

Frank Maraffio

Doyle L. Mulkey

Harvey E. Peterson

George D. Whitworth

Bill Bradshaw

Raymond Cockrell

Bolen Uresti

F.J. Whittaker

Dr. Walter L. Blackadar

Floyd J. Whittaker

Preston Price

Leland Madsen

Garth Chivers

E. M. Andrews

Orion Peterson

Dennie Donahue , Jr.

D. M. Fife

Frank Maraffio

Eugene Hussey

Frank H. Stahl

1970

Dennie H. Donahue

Frank Maraffio

Doyle Mulkey

Orion Peterson

George D. Whitworth

E. M. Andrews

Garth Chivers

Preston G. Price

Bolen Uresti

Floyd Whittaker

Dr. Walter L. Blackadar

1962

1958

F. J. Whittaker

E. M. Andrews

Garth Chivers

Leland Madsen

Preston Price

Dennie H. Donahue , Jr.

D. M. Fife

Orion Peterson

Frank Maraffio

Byron Coates

Frank Maraffio

Doyle L. Mulkey

Harvey E. Peterson

George D. Whitworth

Bill Bradshaw

Raymond Cockrell

Carl Lehman

Floyd J. Whittaker

Dr. Walter L. Blackadar

1966

Floyd J. Whittaker

H. T. Carlson

Leland Madsen

Bert Coats

Floyd Bradbury

Owen Wilson

Archie McFarland

M. R. Literal

Dennie Donahue

Raymond Anderson

Mack Hulls

Frank Stahl

1971

1963

Dennie H. Donahue

Doyle Mulkey

George D. Whitworth

Harvey E. Peterson

Frank Maraffio

Bolen Uresti

Garth Chivers

Carl Lehman

Floyd J. Whittaker

Dr. Walter L. Blackadar

Floyd Whittaker

Garth Chivers

Leland Madsen

Preston Price

Frank Maraffio

Orion Peterson

Doyle Mulkey

Ralph Dean

Byron Coats

Frank Maraffio

Doyle Mulkey

Harvey E. Peterson

George Whitworth

Rayomond Cockrell

Carl Lehman

Bolen Uresti

Floyd Whittaker

Dr. Walter Blackadar

1959

1967

January 1964
1972

Floyd J. Whittaker

H. T. Carlson

Raymond Anderson

Bert Coats

Leland Madsen

Owen Wilson

Archie McFarland

M. R. Literal

Dennie Donahue Jr.

Frank Maraffio

Frank Stani

Floyd J. Whittaker

Preston G. Price

Garth Chivers

Charlie M. Thrall

Dennie H. Donahue

Orion Peterson

Byron Coates

Frank Maraffio

Doyle L. Mulkey

Harvey E. Peterson

George D. Whitworth

Garth Chivers

Kester Cockrell

Carl Lehman

F. J. Whittaker

Dr. Walter L. Blackadar

Byron Coats

Frank Maraffio

Doyle Mulkey

Harvey E. Peterson

George Whitworth

Rayomond Cockrell
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SHOSHONE DISTRICT
Carl Lehman

Bolen Uresti

Floyd Whittaker

Dr. Walter Blackadar

George Ellsworth

Will Ingram

Delbert Hughes

George Whitworth

W. W. Wilson

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

W. J. Buhler

L. A. Jones

1973
1979

Stephen Mahaffey

Harvey E. Peterson

George Whitworth

Garth Chivers

Byron Coats

Bill Bradshaw

Newton Kilpatrick

Bolen Uresti

Floyd Whittaker

Carl Lehman

Dr. Walter Blackadar

1946

1941

Elmer Nielson

W. J. Tapper

Scott Allred

W. W. Wilson

S. W. McClure

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

W. J. Buhler

L. A. Jones

James Ellsworth

Byron Coats

Sam McKinney

George Ellsworth

Will Ingram

Delbert Hughes

George Whitworth

Roy Mink

P. W. Brown

Scott Allred

W. W. Wilson

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

James Barlogi

1980
1942

1974

Byron Coats

George Whitworth

George Ellsworth

Richard McDaniel

Tom Chivers

Bert Hatch

James Ellsworth

1947

Elmer Nielson

W. J. Tapper

Scott Allred

W. W. Wilson

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

W. J. Buhler

L. A. Jones

Stephen Mahaffey

Harvey E. Peterson

George Whitworth

Garth Chivers

Byron Coats

Bill Bradshaw

Newton Kilpatrick

Bolen Uresti

Floyd Whittaker

Carl Lehman

Dr. Walter Blackadar

1981

Roy Mink

P. W. Brown

Scott Allred

W. W. Wilson

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

James Barlogi

Byron Coats

George Whitworth

George Ellsworth

Richard McDaniel

Tom Chivers

Bert Hatch

James Ellsworth

1943

1948

1975

1982

Elmer Nielson

W. J. Tapper

Scott Allred

W. W. Wilson

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

W. J. Buhler

L. A. Jones

Stephen Mahaffey

Harvey E. Peterson

George Whitworth

Garth Chivers

Byron Coats

Bill Bradshaw

Newton Kilpatrick

Bolen Uresti

Floyd Whittaker

Carl Lehman

Dr. Walter Blackadar

Byron Coats

George Whitworth

George Ellsworth

Richard McDaniel

Tom Chivers

Bert Hatch

James Ellsworth

Roy Mink

L. T. Sorensen

James Chaney

W. W. Wilson

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

James Barlogi
1944

1949

1983

1976

Roy Mink

W. J. Tapper

Scott Allred

W. W. Wilson

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

W. J. Buhler

L. A. Jones

Byron Coats

George Whitworth

George Ellsworth

Richard McDaniel

Tom Chivers

Bert Hatch

James Ellsworth

No Board

Roy Mink

L. T. Sorensen

James Chaney

Lavern Montgomery

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Hassell Blankenship

Angus MacRae

James Barlogi

1977

No Board

1978 1945

1950
James Ellsworth

Byron Coats

Sam McKinney

Roy Mink

W. J. Tapper

Scott Allred

Roy Mink

L. T. Sorensen
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James Chaney

Lavern Montgomery

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Angus MacRae

James Barlogi

Frank McGlochlin

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Thomas Gooding

A. Floyd Silva

Frank McGlochlin

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

A. Floyd Silva

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Art Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

H. L. Wallington

1956

1951 1961 1966

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

Sherman Smith

Lavern Montgomery

J. E. Farmer

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Angus MacRae

A. Russell Harris

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

Frank McGiochlin

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Thomas Gooding

A. Floyd Silva

William Knox

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Clyde R. Bacon

A. Floyd Silva

William Knox

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Art Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

1957

1952 1962 1967

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

Sherman Smith

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Angus MacRae

A. Russell Harris

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

Frank McGlochlin

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

A. Floyd Silva

William Knox

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Clyde R. Bacon

A. Floyd Silva

William Knox

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Art Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

1958

1953 1963 1968

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

Sherman Smith

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Angus MacRae

A. Russell Harris

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

Frank McGlochlin

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbel

A. Floyd Silva

William Knox

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Glenn Patterson

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Clyde R. Bacon

H. L. Wallington

Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Art Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

1954
1959 1964

1969

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

Sherman Smith

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Angus MacRae

A. Floyd Silva

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

Frank McGlochlin

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Fred Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

A. Floyd Silva

William Knox

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Glenn Patterson

Mitchell Lecertua

Fred Laidlaw

Clyde R. Bacon

H.L. Wallington

Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Art Martin

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

1955 1960 1965 1970

Roy Mink

Donald B. Sandy

William Knox

Donald B. Sandy

William Knox

Donald B. Sandy

Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy
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1981
L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Dennis Burks

Fred Laidlaw

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

Wayne Clark

W. Cloyd Mecham

Lester Sliman

Dennis Burks

John W. Jones , Jr.

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

James Campbell

Lester Sliman

Wendell Johnson

Al Bauscher

Tom Prescott

1971 1976 1982

Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy

L. G. Cook

Lavern Montgomery

Ralph Faulkner

Dennis Burks

John W. Jones , Jr.

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy

Wayne Clark

W. Cloyd Mecham

Lester Sliman

Dennis Burks

John W. Jones , Jr.

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

James Campbell

Lester Sliman

Wendell Johnson

Al Bauscher

Tom Prescott

1983

1972

James Campbell

Lester Sliman

Wendell Johnson

Al Bauscher

Tom Prescott

1984

Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy

Wayne Clark

Lavern Montgomery

Lester Sliman

Dennis Burks

John W. Jones , Jr.

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

June 1976

Allen Bauscher

Dennis Burks

Wayne Clark

Stephen Boller

Clifton Dixon

Marshall Everheart

Josephine Hillis

Mary Jane Marin

Henry Etecheverry

Lester Sliman

Wendell Johnson

Al Bauscher

Tom Prescott

1973 1977

No Board

1978

Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy

Wayne Clark

W. Cloyd Mecham

Lester Sliman

Dennis Burks

John W. Jones , Jr.

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

James Campbell

Lester Sliman

Wendell Johnson

Al Bauscher

Tom Prescott

1974

1979
Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy

Wayne Clark

W. Cloyd Mecham

Lester Sliman

Dennis Burks

John W. Jones , Jr.

Everett Campbell

Marshall Everheart

James Campbell

Lester Sliman

Wendell Johnson

Al Bauscher

Tom Prescott

1980

1975

James Campbell

Lester Sliman

Wendell Johnson

Al Bauscher

Tom Prescott

Al Bauscher

Donald B. Sandy
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STATUS OF GRAZING DISTRICTS

June 1938

Dis

trict

No.

Public lands in Total public

Public lands other reservations lands in districts

reserved for administered by administered by

Grazing Districts Division of Grazing Division of Grazing

Date

Established

Gross

AcreageState

Arizona 1

2

4

July 9 , 1935

March 6 , 1936

February 14 , 1936

3,390,000

4,734,000

2,140,000

10,264,000

1,445,200

1,315,162

699,887

3,460 , 249Total 310,000 3,770,249

California 1

2

April 8 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

3,719,100

4,353,700

8,072,800

1,541,956

951,012

2,492,968Total 625,000 3,117,968

Colorado 1

2

3

4

6

July 9 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

July 11. 1935

4,071 , 100

2,614,500

4,147 , 400

3,087,500

1,943,000

15,863,500

2,352 , 473

385,129

1 584,300

1,123,651

890,247

6,335,800Total 735,000 7,070 ,800

Idaho 1

2

3

April 8 , 1935

November 3 , 1936

November 3 , 1936

November 3 , 1936

9,150,000

7,084,400

4,000,200

1,679,700

21,914 , 300

4.181,445

2,187 , 452

1,934 , 488

1,130,200

9,433,585

4

Total 615,000 10,048,585

Montana 1

2

3

4

5

July 11 , 1935

July 11 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

April 9 , 1935

November 3 , 1936

8,418,000

13,585,200

7.574,800

746,200

1,721,700

32,045 , 900

1,624 , 235

1,451,746

671,313

224.051

380 ,622

4,351,967Total 733,000 5,084,967

Nevada 1

2

3

4

5

April 8 , 1935

October 18 , 1935

November 3 , 1936

November 3 , 1936

November 3 , 1936

10.864,000

13 , 202,000

7,741,400

8.835 , 800

5,299 ,200

45,942,400

8.176.975

8.827 , 496

5.178,681

7,740 , 106

2,411,000

32 , 334 , 258Total 2,055,000 34,389,258

New Mexico 2

3

4

5

6

March 27 , 1936

July 11 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

10,137,000

7,543,000

5,899,900

1.890,000

12 , 159, 200

37,629,100

2,327,954

2,645,940

2,437,542

1,110,926

2,253, 160

10,775,522Total 509,000 11,284,522

Oregon 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

April 8 , 1935

July 9 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

April 3 , 1935

October 21 , 1935

November 7 , 1935

December 18 , 1936

171,000

9,126,000

4,654,000

2,903.000

2,292,000

1.428,000

350.900

20,924,900

90,000

4,955 , 676

2,785,957

1,717,962

889 , 945

228,127

21.614

10,689,281Total 580,000 11,269 , 281

Utah 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

April 8 , 1935

April 8. 1935

April 8 , 1935

April 8 , 1935

May 7 , 1935

June 22 , 1935

May 7 , 1935

June 22 , 1935

4,714,000

6,256,000

6,540,500

4,177.500

4 , 255,000

6,912,000

4,570,900

945.000

38,370,900

1,186,806

2,868 , 422

3,432,972

2,056.580

3,774 , 186

3,541,069

2,555 , 268

600.719

20,016,022Total 1,545,000 21,561,022

Wyoming 1

2

3

4

5

March 23 , 1935

October 31 , 1936

October 31 , 1936

October 31 , 1936

October 31 , 1936

3,784,900

2,575 , 300

6,130 , 200

7,436 , 700

1,808,600

21,735,700

1,831 , 270

1,348 , 101

2,801,976

4,082,768

869,571

10,933.686Total 845,000 11,778.686

GRAND TOTAL 49 252,763,500 110,823 , 338 8,552,000 119,375 , 338
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BLM - District Graziers/Managers - State Directors

BLM DISTRICT

GRAZIERS / MANAGERS

District 1 Boise District 2 Burley District 3 Idaho Falls

J. V. Beck

Wilford Quin

W. L. Mathews

Del Falen

Don Bailey

Ed Booker

Clair Whitlock

Richard Thompson

Bob Krumm

Dean Bibles

Joe Zimmer

J. A. Stabelien

Scoop Marsh

James F. Keith

W. L. Mathews

Wilford Quin

Jack Wilson

Max Bruce

Nick Cozakos

John Davis

Kelso P. Newman

Leon R. Nadeau

Joe Fallini

Virgil Star

Charles Nettleton

E. L. Jones

O'dell Frandsen

District 4 Salmon District 5 Shoshone District 6 – Coeurd'Alene

Frank Miller

Ed Bailey

Charles Nettleton

Lowell Udy

E. L. Jones

Harry Finlayson

Ken Walker

John A. Keith

Dale Kinnaman

William Mabbutt

O'dell Frandsen

Charles Haszier

Bob Nobis

Richard Schartle

Richard Tindall

Larry Woodard

Joe Zimmer

Wayne Zinne

REGIONAL GRAZIERS

Edmund R. Greenslet

Ed Keef

Archie Ryan

Kelso P. Newman

STATE DIRECTORS

J. Russell Penny

Joe T. Fallini

W. L. Mathews

R. O. Buffington

Clair Whitlock
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STATISTICS

The following tables are a compilation of informa

tion taken from annual statistical reports of the General

Land Office and the Bureau of Land Management from

1934 to 1982 , and represent the most current data

available at time of publication .

As can be seen , in many of the early years , some

statistics were not available . Over the years , different

reporting methods were used as were different reporting

periods . Information was reported on a fiscal year

basis from 1934-1960 and on a calendar year basis

from 1961–1976. In 1976, the fiscal year changed from

July 1 through June 30 to October 1 through Septem

ber 30 , but the statistics were kept on a calendar year

basis until 1978. In 1979 , many of the figures were

converted to a " grazing fee year" which is March 1 of

one calendar year to the last day of February the follow

ing year .
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EARLY YEARS

1934 There were two District Land Offices , Black

foot and Coeur d'Alene , with the Public Survey

Office in Boise .

1935 -- One grazing district was established in Idaho

comprising 4,181,445 acres .

1936 – $8,625.27 was received in fees from the grazing

district .

1937 Three more grazing districts were established

covering 9,583,885 acres . 148 original grazing

leases were issued on 121,339.42 acres . 33

supplemental leases were issued on 10,338.64

acres .
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ACPES OF FEDERALLY MANAGED LAND

Vacant

Public LandYear

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1.950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1056

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

12,592,247

12,599,127

10,643,438

10,858,329

12,581,882

12,491,973

12,472,406

12,553,425

11,390,064

11,376,504

11,455,833

11,421,812

11,213,111

11,652,062

11,672,462

11,662,857

11,643,853

11,864,796

11,756,064

11,729 , 287

11,698,804

11,646,323

11,612,687

11,597,333

11,579,274

11,541,735

11,528,688

11,534,190

11,520,134

11,496,885

11,496 , 296

11,498,341

11,494,567

11,493,507

11,491,278

11,154,106

11,149,274

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

Public

Domain

Vacant PubTic Land

Within Grazing Districts

4,181,445

9,583,885

11,650,973

11,700,812

11,477,333

12,083,450

12,286,452

12,271,772

12,125,832

12,116,733

12,122,192

11,126,871

10,376,048

11,934,189

11,699,473

12,100,004

12,100,004

11,993,629

11,999,522

12,237,661

12,161,648

12,130,807

12,099 , 308

12,059,257

12,040,051

12,021,940

12,001,403

11,976,067

11,947,520

11,942,610

11,912,803

11,881,884

11,873,957

11,877,110

11,873,615

11,873,615

11,873,615

11,869,452

10,635,249

11,075,085

11,085,513

11,095,243

11,063,827

11,285,682

11,275,789

11,250,478

11,219,323

11,185,045

11,151,574

11,138,438

11,120,347

11,090,937

11,081,669

11,087,708

11,048,013

11,043,909

11,043,909

11,039,439

11,035,873

11,036,370

11,034,247

10,712,265

10,715,822

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1976 ( T )

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982
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NumberNumber

of

Operators

of

662

487

732

679

678

700

717

697

700

696

749

678

665

673

738

757

800

800

800

800

700

741

720

611

626

621

598

584

ESTIMATED USE OF TAYLOR GRAZING ACT GRAZING LEASE LANDS ( SEC . 15 )

Number

of

Cattle & Horses

Estimated

Actual Use

AUM's

Est. Capacity

Available

AUM'SYear Sheep & Goats

1.947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1976 ( T )

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

40,000

29 , 382

22,052

35,022

25,856

28,032

28,085

45,605

44,026

43,918

42,799

77,093

78,150

78,899

87,815

88,600

84,400

91,200

61,100

61,600

67,000

125,617

128,349

131,400

120,000

109,320

138,595

191,791

141,180

143,628

149,487

165,857

145,390

158,002

150,210

295,680

291,165

260,344

267,755

213,414

209,000

205 , 200

138,800

140,600

143,000

242,219

241,519

174,200

73,000

42,623

49,569

76,515

70,174

79,782

79,455

83,153

83,541

82,538

79,433

62,703

67,118

66,640

63,746

64,846

65,500

56,700

56,500

56,900

53,000

48,100

49,400

48,600

89,000

43,384

51,656

82,331

76,265

87,137

83,990

89,523

89,463

89,833

89,903

74,204

73,820

74,542

70,293

72,221

73,300

63,400

63,500

59,300

57,600

49,900

53,800

51,400

102,106

102,999

78,866

81,156

79,817

78,974

167,968

166,683

154,331

152,063

151,715

47,500

47,239

43,554

42,063

41,745

38,765

47,800

47,540

43,513

42,908

41,133

40,081

576

572
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SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED USE OF GRAZING DISTRICT LAND

( Does not include nonuse or exchange-of-use )

NUMBER OF OPERATORS

Year Cattle and Horses Sheep and Goats Total

2367 114 689 1 3171

2331 86 2 3142

32992628

723

592

560

78

51

1

12402 3014

2335 49 515 1

2235 47 548

2900

2830

2873

2903

2300 34 539

2308 32 563

2210 28 554 2792

2168 28 2684

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

488

474

452

2668

2573

2156

2098

2004

2011

38

23

29

21

2458425

428 2460

431 2388

401

365

328

1957

1910

1857

1949

1946

1932

1925

1884

320

326

2311

2222

2277

2266

2258

2212

2162

287

278

20981969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1827

1808

1788

1801

1779

271

261

258

251

2069

2046

2052

2043

2050

1994

264

47

42

1761

1729

1719

1719

1759

242

223

24112

12 241

12 293

14 218

1976

1976 ( T )

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1972

1972

2064

1900

1836

1773

1785

2314

12

1668

1656

1601

1612

2075

168

11

10

161

163

24 215
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SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED USE OF GRAZING DISTRICT LAND

( Does not include nonuse or exchange -of -use )

NUMBER OF LIVESTOCK

Year Cattle and Horses Sheep and Goats

1947 15

1948 16

1949 6

6
1950 6

1951 15

1952

1953

232,955

243,220

235,281

241,590

249,109

266,396

291,056

283,831

290 , 306

274,767

272,887

267,748

276,720

273,056

14,160

16,166

11,502

11,100

9,364

9,093

7,851

7,266

7,477

5,905

5,615

5,433

5,496

4,122

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

Total

916,922

960,039

879,894

986,719

954 , 292

1,063,724

1,057,912

1,012,630

1,096,290

1,015,660

981,145

936,374

899,614

996,576

245,714

247,783

256,326

274,348

270,736

287,545

299,422

285,500

286,881

289,974

296,955

305,146

308,490

1,164,052

1,219,441

1,126,683

1,239,415

1,212,780

1,339,213

1,356,819

1,303,727

1,394,073

1,296,332

1,259,647

1,209,555

1,181,830

1,273,754

982,299

940,893

879,621

882,050

859,680

886,865

881,248

818,734

798,550

798,742

811,905

838,824

867,413

856,328

777,870

1,014,229

1,014,229

894,050

818,424

679,969

223,846

639,931

683,096

736,585

693,110

623,295

607,702

588,944

599 , 320

581,826

533,234

511,669

508,768

514,950

533,678

558,923

526,622

458,189

669,992

669,992

573,865

501,945

404,756

42,378

391,009

431,661

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1976 ( T )

1977

1978

327,715

318,223

342,707

342,707

318,962

315,341

274,151

265,863

248,041

250,535

1,991

1,458

1,530

1,530

1,223

1,138

1,062

901

1979

1980

1981 881

1982 900
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SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED USE OF GRAZING DISTRICT LAND

( Does not include nonuse or exchange -of-use )

ANIMAL UNIT MONTHS OF USE

Year and Sheep and Goats Total

8

9

5

5

7

536,456

572,838

528 , 201

604,205

636,220

614,587

623,025

649,920

629,715

650,589

563,016

567,129

549,559

566,526

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1976 ( T )

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

752,710

789,332

809,955

842,423

871,269

910,502

910,631

909,430

916,719

915,452

928,643

931,233

952,445

1,363,925

1,419,857

1,388,265

1,477,106

1,516,634

1,485,329

1,575,899

1,639,418

1,608,125

1,599,598

1,449,968

1,413,419

1,398,575

1,408,087

1,131,404

1,167,164

1,153,537

1,185, 744

1,197,015

1,216,064

1,193,234

1,174,903

1,181,544

1,172,028

1,187,359

1,180,740

1,182,102

1,182,679

1,186,478

1,147,314

1,147,314

1,140,963

894,210

1,105,124

1,087,576

1,068,433

1,084,200

Cattle Horses

761,663

785,240

804,849

821,187

837,095

831,611

916,206

955,115

938,074

909,078

860,571

824,866

828,360

824,527

65,798

61,770

55,210

51,709

43,312

39,131

36,668

34,383

40,336

39,931

26,381

21,424

20,656

17,034

378,694

377,832

344,582

343,321

325,746

305,562

282,603

265,473

264,825

256,576

258,716

249,507

229,657

202,817

216,956

170,620

170,620

162,198

136,339

147,475

127,089

140,006

137,638

972,305

963,599

970,019

970,019

972,739

752,487

951,973

955,322

923,441

941,535

7,557

5,923

6,675

6,675

6,026

5,384

5,676

5,165

4,986

5,027
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TOTAL CONSERVATION AND IMPROVEMENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 1/

Soil

Seeding Stab .

No. No.

Pipe

line

No.

D & D

No.

Reser Water Cattle

voir Springs Catch . Wells guards

No. No. No. No. No.

Fenc

ing Trails

No.Year
NO .

1942 2 14 12

2 2 4

3 4 5

2

2 3 1

20 153

511 11 6226

57

1

127 50 3 3 43 18

30 23 9 1 4 3 8

1134 21 4

64

75

42

8

25 13 10 7

622 2 7 3 9 27

.3 33 11 7 95

2

75

491 35 15 2 14 1

39 4 8 3 133

5 27 9 1 2 10 35 23

1.5 27 31 2 12 201

.8 61 21 35 9 41 87

96

16

19

1402 20 14 3 111

1814 85 39 5 40 335

5

5

32 45 72 92 40 2 227 40

1943 4

1944 2

1945 2

1946

1947 ( 1,2 ) 8

1948 29,496

1949 11,235

1950 5,000

1951 17,887

1952 12,929

1953 6,760

1954 7,154

1955 18,926

1956 14,302

1957 22,015

1958 18,270

1959 18,949

1960 5,584

1961 111,498

1962 46,884

1963 17,956

1964 33,163

1965 28,911

1966 62,073

1967 97,865

1968 76,880

1969 8,216

1970 43,191

1971 17,282

1972 50,868

1973 20,295

1974 34,609

1975 50,779

1976 24,498

1976 ( T )

1977 81,830

1978 29,085

1979 1,200

1980 6,870

1981 6,423

1982 1,600

61

6831 34 32 27 5 232 18

26 33 19 2 161 4620

24

34

211 32 49 19 131 83

1 31 21 50 6 6 51 327 839

6 137 60 12 2 85 3060

65

438

3378 45 30 2 1 56

2 27 32 2 12939

2851 19 60 7 25 182 3

400 1 65 31 89 45 13 13 9126

1931 37 13 57 17 4 30

3 58 85 20 12,982

671

2

2

172

6131 1 27 41

25 39 20 1 5 60 15557

i 57

3

3

138 18 1 2 20 41

5 3 13

3 2 12 47 112

51

30

34750 21 34 80

17 20 3981

1429 , 206 10 57 2 500 32 135

5 3 6 5 5 34

1 1 7 6 18

1 / Range improvement , soil and moisture , private construction on public lands .

( 1 ) Outside Grazing Districts 1947 only

( 2 ) Number of Projects
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF BIG GAME ANIMALS USING PUBLIC LANDS

Bighorn

Sheep
Year

Mountain

GoatBear Caribou Elk Moose

140 400 245 400

130 300 215

110

350

150140 150

200 150 265 150

75255 75 260

272 75 256 45

270 75 250

220 100 500

40

60

60230 100 350

260 60100

100260 60

300

300

300

300

120

265 120 40

120

120

300

150

240 670

240 720

790420

1947 ( 1 )

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962 ( 2 )

1963

1964

1965

1966 ( 3 )

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1976 ( T )

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

400 900

400 470 800

590

240

170425 390

380 400 230 75

380 400 230

400 300

320390

200

190

200

75

100

80

50

50

500 300

500 300 200

410 325 55

360 375 30

500370

370

10

10500

415 505 10

415 505

Buffalo 2

2

505

605

700

700

Antelope Deer

12,605

13,450

9,110

9,850

16,550

16,650

16,550

11,000

10,800

8,600

7,700

6,700

6,475

6,570

6,450

7,020

10,000

7,550

7,500

7,600

7,700

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,420

10,000

10,000

10,760

9,600

10,420

10,420

9,620

9,620

9,620

12,620

13,400

13,400

37,080

36,385

42,100

53,600

55,000

56,900

57,200

55,180

58,680

59,579

94,534

95,625

92,715

95,995

93,000

131,615

160,610

173,710

170,000

170,000

113,000

121,500

121,500

120,000

119,880

108,000

108,000

79,050

68,150

61,650

61,650

52,290

52,290

52,290

84,992

59,600

59,600

1,930

2,000

2,035

2,085

2,160

2,185

2,335

2,010

2,010

2,391

2,362

2,105

1,855

1,955

1,525

4,959

4,975

5,400

5,600

5,500

5,850

7,800

7,800

7,800

7,780

6,000

6,000

3,850

6,050

6,489

6,489

6,660

6,660

6,660

9,660

10,700

10,700

135

185

170

170

2

Caribou 30

10

10415

903

1000

1000

170

170

170

530

600

600

( 1 ) Grazing District Lands 1947-1961

( 2 ) Total of Inside and outside Grazing District Lands CY 1962-1965

( 3 ) Total on Public Lands CY65
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WILD FREE ROAMING HORSES & BURROS

Est. Number

Horses

Placed in Private Maintance

Horses BurrosYear Burros

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1976 ( T )

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

500 8

865 9

874 9

9

11

10

1971-1976

1

11

51

240

452

472

1280

10

16 10

874

1201

1200

1200

935

935

935

16 28

16 43
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TAYLOR GRAZING ACT RECEIPTS AND ALLOCATIONS TO STATE

Allocations to State

TG Districts (Sec 3 ) TG Leases (Sec 15 )Year

1936

( FY34-41 )

1937

1938

1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

Receipts

Sec 3 Sec 15 Leases

8,625.37

78,579 . 20

105,500.52

13,191.88

82,202.33

115,751.35

112,869.04

112,843.69

145,569.69

172,040.93

178,883.90

175,789.64

208,358.22

202,743.45

197,892.43

236,986.18

260,834.46

277,812.00

225,564.00

223,621.00

358,842.00

377,761.00

373,239.00

419,957.00

378,024.00

394,072.00

514,770.00

511,083.00

709,854.00

765,381.00

932,170.00

1,168,105.00

1,110,221.00

1,619,021.00

108,325.00

1,679,133.00

1,500,627.00

1,963,693.00

2,500,340.00

2,619,026.00

2,271,762.00

1,509.68

5,272.30

6,195.41

8,620.01

8,531.06

9,583.20

8,224.27

9,945.61

8,340.00

8,385.24

8,687.94

9,652.57

13,185.63

10,772.08

10,080.96

13,702.22

11,711.34

9,614.61

11,609.10

11,098.39

11,860.07

14,020.59

14,914.00

14,703.00

12,794.00

14,469.00

19,957.00

18,652.00

17,372.00

18,474.00

19,472.00

17,984.00

23,392.00

27,628.00

31,066.00

34,646.00

47,948.00

47,851.00

72,258.00

4,585.00

68,581.00

64,596.00

73,865.00

95 , 316.00

91,976.00

70,216.00

41,101.17

11,767.73

10,634.08

10,626.84

14,811.14

17,996.73

18,832.10

18,408.54

19,203.72

19,069.60

18,604.26

22,244.15

24,360.73

25,924.00

20,999.00

20,816.00

30,087.00

31,524.00

31,165.00

35,095.00

31,545.00

32,868.00

42,968.00

42,797.00

58,117.00

62,476.00

73,804.00

88,341.00

71,283.00

101,362.00

6,770.00

209,891.00

187,578.00

245 , 462.00

312,542.00

312,072.99

326,991.00

12,096.36

4,265.53

4,791.60

4,112.14

4,972.80

4,170.00

4,192.62

4,343.97

4,826.28

6,592.82

5,386.03

5,040.48

6,851.11

5,855.67

4,807.30

5,804.55

5,549.19

5,930.03

7,010.29

7,457.00

7,351.00

6,397.00

7,234.00

9,978.00

9,326.00

8,686.00

9,237.00

9,736.00

8,992.00

11,696.00

13,814.00

15,533.00

17,323.00

23,974.00

23,926.00

36,129.00

2,293.00

34,290.00

32,298.00

36,932.00

47,658.00

47,658.19

45,987.94

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1976 ( T )

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982
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ACCELERATED PUBLIC WORKS

During fiscal year 1963 and 1964 , the Bureau of

Land Management received monies in accelerated public

work funds . These funds were made available under the

Public Works Acceleration Act ( Public Law 87–658 )

which was signed into law on September 14 , 1962. The

purpose of the Public Works Acceleration Act and the

program authorized was to assist those areas of the

nation which were burdened by the highest rates of

unemployment and underemployment by providing

immediate employment opportunity . The funds were

distributed among the western states . Each project was

reviewed and approved by the Bureau, Department of

the Interior , Area Redevelopment Administration in

the Department of Commerce , and by the President

before funds were allotted .

PUBLIC WORKS ACCELERATION ACT

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 1963–1964

( Conservation and Improvement - Rangelands)

Miles of Road Graded ..

Miles of Fence

47

20
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HALOGETON CONTROL PROGRAM

ACCOMPLISHMENTS FISCAL YEARS 1952–1955

Infested Lands as of June 30 , 1955 ..... 203,560 acres

Surveys

Seedbed Preparations

Seeding

Chemical Control

Forage Development

Fencing

2,543,886 acres

150,668 acres

161,459 acres

5,397 acres

29,000 acres

195 miles
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The following excerpts are from the Idaho

WoolGrowers Bulletin for the year 1934. They

represent the industry's view of the Taylor

Grazing Act during the time it was being dis

cussed and acted upon in Congress .

Thanks go to Stan Boyd , Executive Secre

tary of the Idaho Wool Growers Association ,

for use of this material .
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JANUARY 24, 1934

a

Public Domain

Developments of the past year indicate that the coming

oongress will give earnest consideration to the question of

public domain management and supervision . Harold Ickes ,

Secretary of Interior , said in a recent interview that the bill

presented by Representative Taylor of Colorado last session

would have passed had not congress adjourned when it did .

With such legislation facing us , our public lands committee

should give the question serious thought in order that the

proper recommendations may be made .

We woolgrowers, and for that matter all residents of the

western states, have a far more acute interest in the public

domain than the eastern conservationists , and if we are not

quick to stand up for our rights they might, in their en

thusiasm and ignorance , saddle us with some foolish and

unworkable scheme of management.

Since it does not seem to be the disposition of the admin

istration to turn over public lands in their entirety to the

wootern states, as was done long ago to the eastern states , I

feel that our public lands committee should give careful

consideration to the various proposals for public domain

management in order that suitable and satisfactory recom

mendations may be made at the meeting of the National

Association next week. Any bill , to be acceptable , must carry

safeguards as to the maximum cost to users ; and no charges

should be made until users began to benefitfrom the new

range management; and all users should be required to meet

certain reasonable eligibility requirements of land holding ,

operation facilities, responsibility and so forth . Our industry

is vitally interested in any public domain legislation and we

must not permit ourselves to be caught napping.

FEBRUARY 7, 1934

Controll of Public Domain.

To Get a Fair Deal

There is no doubt where there is so much smoke there must

be somo fire , and with so many interests protesting the pass

age of the Taylor bill it certainly must be unfair to the west .

If the farmers and livestock men of Idaho and the 11

western states are to get a bill adopted at least partially

favorable to those who use this area they must stand up and

fight.

Honest sentiment on this drastic measure is divided and

unless the President and other party leaders demand its pass

age, we are sure the better judgment of western senators and

representatives will rule and it will be defeated .

Representative Compton 1. White has publicly expressed

his opposition to this measure . With such additional support

openly expressed , Idaho and other western state could be

assured of proper protection when control measure is

adopted .

Your State and National Associations have not attempted

to prevent a constructive measure being adopted, but has

strenuously opposed the Taylor bill . This measure is not what

the western growers need nor is it fair to all interests of the

small and large operator. Protest immediately to your con

gressmen asking for a measure at least partly to your

Interests .

UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED REPORT AND

RESOLUTION

at the

IDAHO WOOL GROWERS JSSOCIATION INNUIL (ON

VENTION HELD JT POCITELLO , IDAHO ,

JANUARY 11-12-13 , 1931 , OX

FOREST RANGE AND PUBLIC LANDS

The Forest Range and Public Lands Committee respectively

submits the following report to the Forty - first Convention of

the Idaho Wool Growers Association .

Il in the judgment of the federal government , federal con

trol of the public domain is desirable , we urge that the fol

lowing points be specifically provided for and made part of

such plan :

( 1 ) That the system of control be similar to that now in

effect on the national forest, except that it be modified

as to individual allotments and intensity of administration

to suit the peculiar conditions of the character of land in

volved in the various localities .

( 2 ) That advisory boards of local users be provided with

authority to co - operate with federal agencies in working

out the administrative regulations for the respective lo

calities .

( 3 ) That the local residents in the immediate vicinity

of the land be permitted to graze work and milk stock

to the extent of not to exceed 10 head , subject to regula

tion , without charge .

( 4 ) That preference in the use of the range be provided

for local residents and for prior users owning ranch prop

erties in the general vicinity of the range .

( 5 ) That provision be made to provide adequate funds

with which to rehabilitate the ranges by the construction

of range improvements , such as water developments, arti

ficial reseeding and such other improvements as may be

necessary to make these ranges of the greatest permanent

value.

( 6 ) The administration of these lands will not benefit

the users until improvements in grazing conditions have

been accomplished and difficulties or administration

worked out. To the contrary , the first five years ' admin

istration is more likely to be a disadvantage , due to the

confusion of getting organized use under way ; we subinit,

therefore, that no fee be charged for the first five years .

Moreover, the range livestock business is so burdened with

debt, largely owed to the government , that any additional

operating expense, until existing obligations are at least

partially met, would be ruinous to the industry .

( 7 ) We commend the present method of determining

grazing fees on the national forests and request that when

fees are fixed for using the public domain lands , this same

method be used , subject of course to very much lower rates

than on the national forests because of the interior char

acter of the range land involved .

( 8 ) That provision be made to permit of exchange of

state of private land in order that such lands may be con

solidated where such will be beneficial to public welfare .

( 10 ) The summer range lands of Idaho are now largely

Included within the national forests. The remaining un

reserved public lands are largely desert and of no value

Drive to Pass Taylor Bill—But Cattlemen Say No !

Idaho Congressman Says No !-About a Third of

Western States Say No ! Fairer Allotment of

Range and Regulations Wanted . Some Say State

Control, Some Say Federal Control.

If It Must Be Controlled We in the West Want What

Is Due Us. Regulation in Such a Way That All

Interests Will Be Treated in Accordance With

Established Rights. Following Is Various Opinions

and Convention Report.

Taylor Bill

The Taylor bill , which would place under control 173 mil

Hon acres of public domain lands in the 11 western states , is

receiving a varied sort of reception .

First the bill was drafted by Representative Taylor of Colo

ndo , generally conceded from the angle of cattle users . This

neasure quickly received the approval of all the conserva

Honists of the east and the ready backing of Secretary of the

Interior Ickes .
Early in the administration Secretary Ickes showed he was

out to get the prize for the conservationists and various nat .

aralistic societies of the east . This explains the unwavering

st and taken to put through the Taylor bill , right or wrong ,

in its enurety.
It has been reported the President has approved the bill

and pledged his support, adding if it does not pass he will

ask for an executive order which will then permit supervision

of the range as he sees fit . Secretary Wallace is also in the

picture and it seems all forces are to be massed to take away

from the west their last remaining lands .

Eastern states were given full title and right to the surface

and subsurface rights of their public domain lands and many

consider western states are entitled to the same . Many fac

tors are to be considered and a few of these will follow .
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Public Land Regulation

except for grazing and can be of no practical value except we will lose this rightful heritage and it will probably be

to the livestock men . Any method of administration should developed into a great playground and the conservation of

therefore contemplate an arrangement that will be morol game and such, with our interests taking the background .

beneficial to the range and livestock operator , as only
Strenuous Objection Registered

through him can the lands be made of greatest value to the

state .
Every grower , regardless of his opinions as to who should

control these areas or how they should be controlled , should

To develop an arrangement that will place control of the
work for a bill that will give us some kind of a uniform

winter and spring range under one agency and the sum

arrangement in the handling of our Western grazing lands.
mer range under another, can result only in confusion and

We should also work for a bill that will be beneficial to all
difficulty for the operator and increased expense to the

Interests who have a rightful place in the use of these lands.government . The Forest Service has had long years of use

It should be so stated that whatever department handles it,
in handling range, is organized for that work , and should

there will be no juggling of rights or privileges, nor will there
be able to handle the public domain at much less cost

be any political connections. In other words, Civil Service
and with much better results than any new administration .

management is necessary.
Therefore , we strongly urge that if these lands are placed

under administration , they be placed under the adminis- Idaho's Congressional De'egation should be anxious to re

tration of the Forest Service .
ceive the opinions of individual producers and users of these

areas . We urge that you contact our senators and representa

RESOLUTION tlves, asking that they heed the requests of your state A880

As a committee we call your attention to the unusually fair ciation in drafting legislation for these areas .

and understanding administration we have received on state

lands during these trying times.

Therefore , be is resolved , that this convention , representing

the Idaho woolgrowers, hereby expresses its sincere appre
MARCH 21 , 1934

ciation to the State Land Board and the State Land Com

missioner.

Respectfully submitted ,

WORTH MONTGOMERY, CLYDE BACON , Chairman ;

D. V. HAGENBARTH , A. A. BRESHEARS,

JAMES FARMER , B. THOS. MORRIS.
Grazing Bill to Control Grazing on Public Domain

( Others assisted but signatures were not obtained ) Approved by Committee. Now in House. Interior

Department Threatens Slash in Number of Stock

Grazed. Growers' Opinions Should Go at Once to

Congressional Delegation.
Late News of Interest

Information from Washington tells us the Public Land

PUBLIC DOMAIN TALK : Late news items say , Secretary BIII has been approved by the committee and is now in the

Ickes demands legislation for public lands, admits " great
house of representatives. We are informed by Mr. Marshall

deal of opposition in west to Taylor bill." Further add , " In of the National Organization some modifications are assured ,

telligent Cattlemen " feel control to their interests . Sheepmen but there is still trouble and unjust clauses in this bill .

not opposing control only to the extent to stop pet measure
The Interior Department will not make any statement with

now presented . definite assurance grazing will be permitted to the fullest. It

Senator Pope and others deliver ultimatum to Secretary
has said it does not intend destroying the livestock industry,

Ickes , that if control of Public Domain must come it will
but it has not stated how or to what extent it will cut grazing.

not be dictated by any cabinet officer . At last we have our
The Will Rogers statement in this issue shows to the extent

western senator awake to the big steal the Taylor Bill is
the Interior Department will go. Mr. Rogers is a Democrat

for the east .
and it is certain his remarks are honest and true .

BIOLOGICAL SURVEY : Wire, states Pull hudget as used
The soil erosion department of the Interior Department

has already come out with a statement. It Just seems they
in 1933-34 has been re - instated for 1934-35 . Another case of

are so elated they could not keep their program to them
results from the continual hammering of Organized Pro

selves. The officials of the soil erosion division of the Interior
ducers . To get what is ours we must stand up and right .

Those representing
Department has stated when the Taylor bill becomes a law

us in the Capitol often overlook our

needs, we must continue to be able to represent ourselves.
they will do away with more than 50 per cent of the grazing

on the public domain .

Where to Go

With this definite program outlined prior to the bill being

FEBRUARY 21 , 1934
adopted it is certain the sheep and cattlemen must find some

place to go with at least half of this stock .

Public Lands Bill
Then along with other troubles will come the method of

handling for that which is left or the number of livestock

that will be permitted to graze . Strenuous objection should

The opposition of the West finally developed to such pro be registered at once by growers for complete change all at

portions that the dictating few decided to take into their once would bankrupt our industry. Such change if come,

Council those men interested in the public domain of the should come gradually at least. Register your opinions at

eleven Western States. once to your congressional delegation asking the right kind

The administration in the east and including all the various of bill be adopted and control be placed in the hands of the

departmental heads were in favor of the Taylor Bill . It can Forest Service, if it must come .

be readily understood why they were in favor of it . It would

have granted them complete executive powers, vesting in one
Few Range Needs

man the authority to hire and fire all the help necessary in If regulation is to come on the public lands for the greatest

the management of this vast area of arid lands in the West- benefits to the producers and the huge livestock industry of

ern States. the west, care should be taken to adopt helpful rules and see

Dissention on Public Lands Bill May Cause
It 18 properly administrated .

Drafting of New Measures
Present livestock owners should have first rights, those

with large range holdings and ranch properties coming first .

Because of some department dissention and conflicting No aliens given rights until all U. 8. citizens have been al

opinions among some of the Senators and Congressmen as lotted range. No charge should be made for the first few

well as varied ideas among some of the Western States may years and then only a very nominal fee . This should be so

result in the drafting of a somewhat different hill than the designated to guarantee long time use and rights to users .

bill originally pushed by the President and Secretary Ickes. Stock driveways should be set aside giving those crossing

It does not seem to be the general opinion that some control public lands sufficient area to traverse . Also to insure ample

'18 so objectionable, but it is the entire opinion of the West driveways from spring to summer range and from summer

that they do not wish to lose this vast area of 180 million range to fall range and to winter quarters . Greater protection

acres of land that should rightfully be theirs both to surface from outlying ranch interests principally there to live off the

and subsurface rights. Eastern States have enjoyed the reve- livestock interests by demanding undue fees for use or slight

nues from such areas, but under the present making of plans trespass on their lands .
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Taylor Grazing Bill

The livestock industry in Idaho consumes more than 65 APRIL 18, 1934

per cent of all feed crops raised on the farms and for this

reason offers a market for the agricultural crops and is a

necessity. Unless there were livestock where would much of
Taylor Grazing Bill Passes

this crop go ? This is just part of the circle of production in

Idaho and a very important factor to our general agriculture
The house passed the Taylor grazing bill . It was a much

and should be remembered when such legislation comes up different piece of legislation than originally introduced , but

that will hurt one branch of Idaho's only industry .
there were still several needed changes. The bill offered bets

ter protection to our industry than the first bill, but many

changes should still be made.

The growers' organizations worked unceasingly to block

APRIL 4, 1934

passage of this bill until it contained provision to protect

and help the industry and not leave it at the mercy of un

PUBLIC LANDS
familiar eastern bureaucratics. Most western representatives

opposed passage of the bill until more protection was offered,

but with no avail. Congressman T. C. Coffin failed to vote

It Is Proper We Publish All Arguments on this against this bill . It seems the easterners just want to put

Public Lands Question . Many factors Enter Into some more control on us , and besides it was the President's

command the bill be passed .

Proposed Legislation Now Before Congress.

Still Hope

During the last two months many remarks have been pub
There is still hope some changes can be put in the bill to

lished ; these express opinions from growers in our industry
insure western ranch and range interests they will not be

and ideas of those in affiliated industries. It is most impor put out of business. Consolidation of all grazing regulation

tant a good bill be adopted if practical operation of tho live
in the forest service was also desired but the bill authorized

stock industry is to come from legislation . the regulation of the public domain by the department of

We Quote Mr. P. H. Shallenberger From Wyoming interior.
By maintaining a representation in Washington livestock

It is often asserted that the western stockman gets his feed
growers have obtained several beneficial changes in the pres

for nothing.
ent bill that passed the house , and it is hoped by the support

It is the Washington idea that we graze over Uncle Sam's of growers a committee can work and get amendments before

domain and pay no rental; that, in our greed , we even de
the senate that will give us a real practical and workable

stroy the grass roots and leave our too generous landlord
piece of legislation in the control of public domain lands.

with denuded and eroded acres.

This is the basic argument for federal control and leasing

of the public domain .

At a recent session of congress, when the sheep industry

was asking for a retention of existing tarilts on wool , Senator
JUNE 27, 1934

Copeland of New York asked : " What more do these western

stockmen want ?"

"They get their grass for nothing and pay nothing for

the water.

" Now they plead for a high tarifi, to give them a little As everyone has, of courso , road about the Taylor predns

more easy money. bill having passed the senato thoro is nothing particular at
" After a few years of profit -taking they come to my this time to say as it has not boon signod by tho President.

city and take up residence on Fifth avenue." By the time the growers read this, no doubt some action will

It is discouraging to note this misinformation of eastern
have been taken .

senators, and the slow process of impressing them with the On the assumption that this new bill will soon be a law ,

truth and actual facts. Secretaries like Work, Wilbur, Jar through our National Association a request has been flled

dine , Hyde , Wallace and Ickes have been doctors always with the Department of Interior for tho holding of a confor

eager to dish out medicine for the west , but unacquainted ence with the stock men of the public domain states at salt

with a single symptom and scarcely troubling to ask us Lake City . The object is to set up rogulations and arrange

how we felt . ments fair and equitable to the grazers using the public do

main. Such a conference is justiflable and should be held in

Nevadan Raps Control Measure advance to clear up misunderstandings concerning the form
Senator McCurran , Democrat from Nevada, does not ap- ing of grazing districts.

prove the present bill to control public domain . The senator This is a new problem for the sheep men of the west and
offers several objections to the present bill . We list them . particularly the producers of Idaho, where more than five

" Our livestock business is not in a position to bear any eighths of our state's are als public domain lands. It is to

more expenses, and the bill would open the way to assess the interests of every livestock producer to help support and

grazing fees .
maintain an organization in that fair regulations and man

“ I was hopeful the bill would not come up this session ; agement may be adopted.

It has strong administration backing.

" A situation might arise in which the forestry service

would tell a stockman he must drive his stock to the for

ests on September 15th , and the Interior Department might

way he could not enter the public domain until December . JULY 25, 1934

" I believe the whole administration of public grazing

should be unified . ..."

House Committee Bill and Report
GRAZING LEGISLATION

From the bill, No. H. R. 6462 , now before the house of

representatives we have taken a few clauses to show just Public Domain Meeting to Be Held to Discuss Feasi

how they intend to put the control on these lands called the ble Regulations in the Control of Grazing . Fuller

public domain . Report Will Be Given in the Next Issue, Also at

“ Secretary of the Interior is authorized . . maka such the Mid -year Convention Session Scheduled for
rules and regulations and establish such service to estab

lish such grazing districts .

the Evening of August 15 at Twin Falls

" Under his rules and regulations .... Secretary of In

terior shall specify from time to time numbers of stock and

The new Taylor grasing bill , as paznod and adgnod by the

season of use .

President, places control of theso lands under the Department

" In his discretion , to examine and classify any lands of Interior . They will be regulated by the forming ofmains

within such grazing districts . . . . "

districts in the many parts of the state. An interpretation

of the grazing law to bolag workod out by the committe

This above gives the full idea as to the extent of powers representing the Interior Department, and they are explaining

vested in man and a department which is primarily to the growers, through stato meoting their understanding

political. Taking a statement made by the present Secretary of how It should be manasod .

of the Interior we see how he feels , “ . permitted or toler.

ated grazing onthe unreserved public lands by suffer & nce the meeting forIdaho, which to schoduled for Friday, July

Your organization has taken a prominent part in obtaining

one
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OCTOBER 17, 193427 , at Boise, Idaho. The object ww to sito overy sTower an

opportunity to hear what the national officials have to my,

and at the same time wok questions to find out the powable

rules and regulations that will be adoptod. We are sure that

out of such a conference will como a bottor understanding of

tho mothod by which public domain area is to be adminis

tered .

OWYHEE GRAZING DISTRICT

Notice Has Been Issued by the Department of the Interior

Announcing That a Hearing Will Be Held to Discuss and

Outline the First Proposed Grazing District in Idaho.

AUGUST 22, 1934

New Grazing Law

Nothing of greater importance to Every Pro

ducer has been set up. Most timely and inter

esting remarks of Secretary Marshall in last

National magazine. We quote part of his com

ment because of its wealth of information .

This meeting has been scheduled for Mountain Home,

January 9 , 1935 , by the Department of the Interior, for the

purpose of establishing the grazing district to include the

following described lands : T. 1 N. , Rs. 4 to 6 W. , incl.; Ts.

2 to EN S. , incl . , Rs . 1 and 2 W.; T&. 1 to 16 S. , Rs. 3 to 6 W. ,

incl .; Ts . 3 to 14 , incl . , and 16 S. , R, 1 E .; Ts . 4 to 14 S. , Inch . ,

R. 2 E .; Tg. 5 to 14 8. , Incl . , R. 8 E.; Tg. 6 to 16 S. , Rs . 4

to 7 E. , incl .; Ts. 7 to 16 6., Rs. S. to 12 E. , Incl .; Ts. 8 to

16 S. , incl . , R. 12 E.; Ts. 12 to 16 S. , Incl . , R. 14 E.

This hearing will be open to the attending of state ofli

cials , settlers, residents, and livestock owners of the vicinity

where the establishment of such grazing district 18 proposed .

It will be at this meeting that the definite boundaries will

be talked over and outlined . Also application will be made

by all those who have a right to use this area. It is extremely

important that all producers who operate in or dear this

proposed district be in attendance . This meeting 18 sched

uled just the day before the State Wool Growers Convention .

OCTOBER 31 , 1934

Land Withdrawal

" No official statements have a yet been made by the

Department of the Interior as to rules and methods of

administering the grazing districts about to be establishod

under the Taylor Public Domain law. Hearings on the cre

ation of two districts, in Colorado and Utah , have been

set and when held , stockmen should receive a moro dull

nite idea of the methods of organizing and oporating . It

seems certain the government officials must take the re

sponsibility of deciding which applicants for grazing rights

in the districts will be organized .

" The law is very plain in regard to preferences for gras

ing to be given to the stock owners now using land , that

may be placed in grazing districts . Those who own or lean

land or water in or near the district and who have been

using the public domain come first. Then come thone who

have been using such lands but do not own or leave ranch

land or water. After the grazing requirements of these two

classes have been met comes the third clasa , those who

have not used the range and are not property owners.

. . The Secretary of the Interior is compellod

by the provisions of the Taylor law to give preference to

old users, property owners coming first .....

the law is clear as to who shall have preference rights

and the officials can not depart from it."

It has come to the attention of your Association that a

great many applications are being filed for grazing home

steads on the public domain at this time . We suggest that

the Growers operating in the various parts of the state, it

they find that such applications are being made in their

districts , that they write the Interior Department, asking a

complete withdrawal of all lands from homesteading of any

type, until after the public domain lands have been allotted
and classified as to their usability .

The Gocretary of the Interior Department has the authority

to prevent such homestead entries for agricultural or grazing

use being accepted . We are urging that all such applications

be refused until closely checked to see that they are practical

and feasible filings and of benefit to the interests of a par

ticular area .

The support of the Growers in backing up our requests

may bring his favorable action . Where areas of the public

domain are filed on by livestock Interests to be leased under

the rulings of the Taylor Grazing Bill , this automatically

removes that area from homesteading . As this type of appll

catlon 18 limited, and as there have been but a few that have

applied for grazing districts , it still means that there are

are lots of places where homesteads can be taken.

NOVEMBER 14, 1934

SEPTEMBER 19 , 1934

New Grazing Administrator
Mr. Ferry R. Carpenter , prominent attorney and cattle

rancher of Hayden , Colorado , has been selected by Secre

tary Ickes of the Interior Department as the new director of

the grazing administration under the provision of the Taylor

Grazing Act.

Mr. Carpenter is reported as being fully familiar with

the practical use of the ranges and it is felt that he will

have personal knowledge of the problems of the livestock

interests in the use of this area for grazing . At the present

time he is in Washington , D. C. , receiving his instructions

and forming his office set up to administer the Taylor Graz

ing Act under the provisions of this bill . A strong effort is

being made by Colorado interests and western states in gen

eral to get this department with its head offices at Denver ,

Colorado.

In the last Issue of the Bulletin we carried a complete text

of the Taylor Grazing Act as it was passed and signed by

the President. Any grower who wishes an extra copy of this

Taylor Grazing Bill can obtain same hy dropping the A880

ciation office a request.

No new districts have been set up and so far the one

application applied for in Idaho has not been accepted . We

have been expecting the Interior Department to place into

effect rules and regulations to govern the operation of this

law but to date they have made none . It is reported that

they are waiting until they have concluded all weatern hear

ings in the various range states before making any regula

tions. Hearings yet to be held are , New Mexico , Arizona,

Callfornia, and southwestern Oregon . It is hoped that all

lands will be withdrawn from entry until such rules and
regulations are made.

LEASING OF PUBLIC DOMAIN LANDS

The Secretary of the Interior is further authorized in his

discretion , where vacant, unappropriated, and unreserved

lands of the public domain are situated in such isolated or

disconnected tracts of 640 acres or more as not to justily

their inclusion in any grazing district to be established pur

suant to this Act, to leave any such lands to owner of lands

contiguous thereto for grazing purposes, upon application

therelor by any such owner, and upon such terms and con

ditions as the Becretary may prescribe .
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PUBLIC DOMAIN GRAZING ACT

Rules to Govern Public Domain Expected to Be

Formulated . Local Control Most Desirable. Care

ful Procedure Assured Producers by Director .

The administration of the nation's acreage of public domain

lands under the Taylor Grazing Act, has been discussed at

numerous conferences during the past six months. Policies

of the Interior Department relative to public lands use and

control may soon be definitely determined and outlined.

Director F. R. Carpenter of the new Taylor Grazing Act,

has held several meetings in western states during the past

month. There has been considerable expression by those com

ing in contact with Mr. Carpenter, that they are sure that

control will be handled along practical and feasible lines of

operation . Several meetings have been held with the various

officials making surveys of the grazing lands in the west,

and by the producers maintaining organizations through

which these men may council on the needs of the producer,

fair regulations and sound management of the new ideas

can be advanced .

In a release from Washington, it is reported that Secretary

Ickes of the Interior Department has expressed an opinion

that he believes local grazing districts should be given lati

tude in the administration of their respective areas to comply

with local needs and conditions. He has indicated that the

policy finally adopted should be flexible enough to allow for

local differences.

This above assurance of the Secretary of the Interior and

from the remarks that Director Carpenter has made, mean

assurance to the livestock industry that their problems and

range management will be carefully considered before any

moves are taken to place these lands under control . Growers

must not lose sight of the fact that it takes an organization

and the backing of each individual to make it possible for

councilors to bo present at these many meetings in order to

prosent and uphold practical rules and regulations so neces

sary in the control of these lands .

sonting each industry as a state - wide group to work with the

government officials in classifying the lands of our state . To

simplify the method of getting the different parts of the state

fairly well represented , Mr. Carpenter tentatively set off dil

lorent counties to meet by themselves and select their repre

ventatives

Committees Chosen

This resulted in the following committee of 14 men to

represent the sheep industry : Leon Contor, Idaho Falls ; J. C.

Biddoway . Teton ; H L Finch , Soda Springs ; B. Thomas Mor

ris , Pocatello ; R. C. Rich , Burley : T. C , Bacon , Twin Falls ;

J. D. Little , Arco ; Merle Drake, Chall18 ; S. W. McClure, Bliss ;

Angus McRae, Paul ; Worth S. Lee, Mountain Home ; Asa

Williams, Bolve ; H B. Soulen , Weiser, and Walter C. Little ,

Emmett.

Later, in a general meeting session , some Growers felt that

added representation should be made on this committee for

tho modlum sised opeerators, and by the approval of F. R.

Carpontor, the following names were accepted : Harvey S.

Hale, County Agent, Twin Falls; Don Frederickson , Gooding :

Tom Blandi, Boise, and J. B. Gray , Nampa.

Cattle Committee

Tho following names were accepted to serve on the cattle

oommittee in a state -wide group : Dave Hagenbarth , Spencer ;

Howard Maddison , Rexburg ; 0. E. Hendricks , Swan Lake ;

D. L. Buah , Halad ; Ray Beake, Oakley ; E. N. McIntire, Kim

barby : A. R. Babcock , Moore; James Bittman , Mackay : L M.

Bottia, Gannott ; D. La Perking, Fairfield ; R. F. Bicknell , Ola ;

Albert Campbell, Now Meadows; Jim Joyce, Murphy, and

R. N. Hawes, Brunean .

Great Interest Expressed

from the Growen present a keen expression of Interest

we shown in the outlining of policies preliminary to the

del matins of madng districts and the classifying of lands

in Idaha Tho kockmon elocted in the state -wide committee

un destrou of the rapport and help of every producer. Your

State Association in behalf of the sheep Industry or the range

cattlemen will be glad to act as a clearing house for any

information that will be of value. D. Sid Smith , President of

of the Stato Wool Growers Association , has been asked to

serve as Chairman of the Wool Gruwers, and any Grower

desiring to submit any information before this committee

should put it in the hands of the President or the Association

office .

The first meeting of this committee will be held at con

vention time in Boise , January 10. It is planned that dis

cussion and outline of the many points concerning the admin.

istration of the public domain will be talked over at the

annual convention which will follow on the 11th and 12th . A

great many Growers who did not attend the December meet

ing are urged to be on hand at the annual convention for it

18 to the interest of every livestock producer to keep closely

in touch with this set - up. There will be much new informa

tion developing rapidly from time to time and by Growers

following these happeningy, they will have a first -hand

knowledge of this important matter of grazing regulation and

control through a co - ordinated plan of utilization and man

agement of all classes of public grazing lands in our state .

DECEMBER 26, 1934.

GRAZING MEETING REPORT

P. R Carpenter, Director of Grazing at Boise Meet

hes , Docember 17, Explained Object and Plans of

BiH Designed to Control Public Domain Lands in

Idaho.

During the day's vouslon , which started promptly at 10 a . m.

and lasted until after live , more than 700 Idaho sheep and

atlomon woro in attendance . Keen Interest was shown by

thono promont in the proposed measures that are offered by

tho Taylor Grasing Ach, which became a law in June , 1934 .

The question of commensurate rights which would qualify

Uvortock operations on the public domain was most capably

and clearly explained by Director Carpenter . Throughout his

ontiro prerontation , thero wus evidence of close study of the

bill and a full understanding of many problems confronting

tho Industry. The division and allotment of range was touched

upon, but could not be definitely stated as the situation of

ovory locality lo dillerent, and the final formation of districts

and ho investigation of applicants will bring about further

rules and rogulations on the matter of handling permits.

A great many questions were in the minds of those present

and for the time avallable many Growers expressed their

approval and dinapproval of the outlined and proposed regu

lations based on a preliminary survey of rules and administra

tion that may apply . The question of use in the establishment

of a basis for the lasuing of permits was quite generally of

Intorest of all those present. Stockmen were, as a whole,

heartily satisfied with the proposal that a slow and cautious

procodure be followed in the adoption of regulations . F. R.

Carpenter. Director, pointed out that it was far better to

hammer the range for a few more months or a year , than

to do an injustice to the industry or to the individuals who

make up the industry .

The morning session was principally devoted to an outlining

of proposed methods and system of control, followed in the

early afternoon by the meeting of the cattle and sheepmen

in separate sessions for the selection of committees to repre
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THE FEDERAL RANGE CODE

Rules for the Administration of Grazing

Districts under the Act of June 28 , 1934

( 48 Stat . 1269 ) , as Amended by the Act

of June 26 , 1936 ( 49 Stat . 1976 ) , Commonly

Known as the Taylor Grazing Act .

Those parts of the Federal Range Code ,

approved on March 16 , 1938 , and June 22 ,

1938 , and the amendments thereto , approved

on August 19 , 1938 , are herein codified

and combined . This code may be cited as

the " Federal Range Code , revised to August

31 , 1938."

Sec . 1 . Introductory ; Basic Policy and Plan

of Administration .

Par . a . Grazing districts will be admin

istered for the conservation of the public domain

and as far as compatible therewith to promote the

proper use of the privately controlled lands and

waters dependent upon it . Possession of suf

ficient land , water , or feed to insure a year

round operation for a certain number of livestock

in connection with the use of the public domain

will be required of all users .

or

Par . b . Preference Applicants. Preference

in the granting of grazing privileges will be

given to those applicants within or near a dis

trict who are landowners engaged in the livestock

business , bona fide occupants or settlers ,

owners of water or water rights , as may be neces

sary to permit the proper use of lands , water , or

water rights owned , occupied , or leased by them .

When the demands of all such preference applicants

cannot be supplied , prior consideration will be

given certain applicants in the manner hereinafter

provided . Provision will be made for other

applicants in so far as Federal range remains

available .

Par . c
Permits ; Temporary Licenses ; Ex

piration ; Revocation . Permits within the meaning

of section 3 of the act will be issued as soon as

the necessary data for term permits can be ob

tained . During the intervening period , in order

to provide for the existing livestock industry ,

the issuance of temporary licenses will be con

tinued . Licenses issued in 1938 will be operative

only during that year or for such part of 1939 as

may be considered the "winter grazing season " ,

but in no event later than July 1 , 1939 . Upon

the issuance of permits within any district or

portion thereof , any unexpired licenses in such

district or portion may be terminated upon notice

by the Division of Grazing . Both licenses and

permits will be revocable for violation of the

terms thereof .

Sec . 2 . Definitions . Wherever used in rules,

instructions or interpretations issued by the

Division of Grazing , unless the context otherwise

requires :

( a ) The act means the Taylor Grazing Act

( act of June 28 , 1934 ( 48 Stat . 1269 ) , as amended

by the act of June 26 , 1936 ( 49 Stat . 1976 ) ) , and

any subsequent amendments thereto .

( b ) The Federal Range Code means all of the

rules pertaining to the administration of grazing

districts .

( c ) Federal range means land owned , leased ,

or otherwise controlled by the United States and

administered by the Division of Grazing .

( d ) Property means privately owned or con

trolled land or water used in range livestock

operations .

( e ) Base property means property used for

the support of the livestock for which a grazing

privilege is sought and on the basis of which the

extent of a license or permit is computed , with

out reference to forest permits or complementary

feed .

( f ) Forage land means land the principal use

of which is the production of natural or culti

vated feed for livestock .

( 8 ) Land dependent by use means forage land

which was used in livestock operations in connec

tion with the same part of the public domain ,

which part is now Federal range , for any three

years or for any two consecutive years in the

5-year period immediately preceding June 28 , 1934 ,

and which is offered as base property in an

application for a grazing license or a permit

filed before June 28 , 1938. Land will be con

sidered dependent by use only to the extent of

that part of it necessary to maintain the average

number of livestock grazed on the public domain

in connection with it for any three years or for

any two consecutive years , whichever is the more

favorable to the applicant , during the 5-year

period immediately preceding June 28 , 1934 .

( h ) Land dependent by location means forage

land within or in the immediate neighborhood of

the Federal range which is so situated and of such

character that the conduct of economic livestock

operations requires the use of the Federal range

in connection with it .

( i ) Animal - unit month means that amount of

natural , cultivated , or complementary feed neces

sary for the complete subsistence of one cow for

a period of one month . For the purpose of this

definition , one ( 1 ) horse or five ( 5 ) goats or

five ( 5 ) sheep will be considered the equivalent

of one ( 1 ) cow .

( j ) Carrying capacity means the amount of

natural or cultivated feed grown or produced on a

given area of forage land in one year , measured

in animal unit months .

( k ) Full - time water means water which is

suitable for consumption by livestock and availa

ble , accessible , and adequate for a given number

of livestock during those months in the year for

which the range is classified as suitable for

use . Such water may be from one source or may be

the aggregate amount available from several

sources .

( 1 ) Prior water is water which was used to

service certain range for a given number of live
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jointly by competing water of the same class , the

carrying capacity of all non -Federal range within

the service area of the water , and the carrying

capacity of any Federal range within such area

the use of which is essential for purposes other

than the granting of grazing privileges . In

computing the service value of water in class 3 ,

there will also be deducted therefrom the carry

ing capacity of any portion of its service area

which is serviceable from any other full-time

water antedating it in development.

Par . b . National Forest Grazing Permits;

Complementary Feed . The value of national forest

grazing permits and complementary feed will be

computed in animal - unit months where necessary

under these rules , but neither will be considered

as base property .

Rating and Classification of Federal

stock during the 5-year period immediately pre

ceding June 28 , 1934 . It will be considered

prior water only to the extent of the greatest

number of livestock that was properly grazed from

it during said period .

( m ) Service value of water means the number

of livestock that can be grazed properly from

such water .

( n ) Competing water means water which is

available , accessible , and adequate to service

some part of the Federal range serviced by other

water of the same class . In determining whether

prior waters are competing , each shall be con

sidered only to the extent that it is prior water .

( 0 ) Complementary feed means the cultivated

feed purchased by an applicant and fed to his

range livestock for a period of time during which

he is not using the Federal range .

Sec . 5 .

Range

( p ) Free - use applicant means an applicant

who resides in the immediate neighborhood of

Federal range and who owns livestock kept for

domestic purposes . Livestock kept for domestic

purposes means livestock whose products are con

sumed or whose work is used directly and ex

clusively by the family of the applicant .

Par . a Carrying Capacity: Seasons and

Maximum Annual Period of Use . For the purpose of

determining what use of the Federal range will be

most consistent with conservation purposes , the

carrying capacity of each administrative unit or

area in a grazing district will be rated , and each

will be classified for the proper season or

seasons , if necessary , of its use and for the

maximum period of time for which any licensee or

permittee will be allowed to use the Federal range

lying therein during any one year .

( 9 ) Nonuse license or permit means a license

or permit issued to an applicant who is otherwise

eligible for a regular license or permit but who

either elects or is required , for conservation

purposes , not to have livestock on the Federal

range for a designated time .

Par . b . Wild Life; Allowance for Main

tenance In each grazing district a sufficient

carrying capacity of Federal range will be re

served for the maintenance of a reasonable number

of wild game animals , to use the range in common

with livestock grazing in the district .

Sec . 3. Personal qualifications of Applicants .

An applicant for a grazing license or permit is

qualified if he owns livestock and is

Par . C( a ) A citizen of the United States or one

who has filed his declaration of intention to

become such , or

Segregation of Ranges for Particular

Kinds of Livestock . When the proper use of the

Federal range or an orderly administration of the

act requires it , certain areas may be designated

as suitable exclusively for a certain kind or

kinds of livestock .

( b ) A group , association , or corporation

authorized to conduct business under the laws of

the State in which the grazing district or any

part thereof in which the applicant's license or

permit is to be effective is located .

Sec . 6 . Issuance of Licenses and Permits .

Rating and Classification of PropSec . 4 .

erties

Par . a Free -use Licenses and Permits.

Free-use licenses or permits first will be issued

to free-use applicants for not to exceed the

number of livestock kept for domestic purposes .

Such livestock shall be grazed on Federal range

in the immediate neighborhood of the residence of

the licensee or permittee .

Par . a . Base Properties; Classes ; Carrying

Capacity of Land ; Service Value of Water . For

the purpose of determining the proper use of the

base properties of all applicants and their

relative dependence upon the Federal range , water

conditions and other factors affecting livestock

operations in the area will be considered . Base

properties will be classified as land or water

and further in the following manner :

censes

Par . b . Regular Licenses and Permits; Order

of Issuance ; Number of Livestock . Regular li

or permits will be issued to qualified

applicants to the extent that Federal range is

available in the following preference order and

amounts :

Class 1. Forage land dependent by both

location and use , and full-time

prior water .

( 1 )

Class 2 Forage land dependent by use only ,

and full-time water .

To applicants owning or controlling

land in class i , licenses or permits

for the number of livestock for which

such base lands are rated for a period

of time which when added to the period

of use allowed on the Federal range for

such livestock will equal 12 months ;

and to applicants owning or controlling

water in class 1 , licenses or permits

to the extent of the service value of

such water .

Class 3. Forage land dependent by location

only , and full- time water which

otherwise would be in class 2 but

which was developed later than

other water servicing a part or

all of the same area .

( 2 )

Base property which is forage land will be rated

for its carrying capacity . Water will be rated

for its service value by deducting therefrom one

hal ! of the carrying capacity of any area serviced

To applicants owning or controlling

base properties in class 2 , licenses or

permits computed in the same manner as

those issued under sub - paragraph ( 1 ) ,

above .
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( 3 ) To applicants owning or controlling

base properties in class 3 , licenses or

permits computed in the same manner as

those issued under sub-paragraphs ( 1 )

and ( 2 ) , above .

or permit apply for and upon the pay

ment of the proper fees obtain a regular

license or permit for the remainder of

the period for any part of the number

of livestock covered by the nonuse

license or permit ; and

( 5 ) No nonuse license or permit will be

issued either to any one applicant or

on the basis of any one property for

more than four consecutive installment

periods , or portions thereof , for which

fees are collected from regular li

censees or permittees .

In the event that Federal range remains

available following the computation of licenses

or permits in the foregoing manner , the licenses

or permits to be issued to applicant owning or

controlling any base property the use of which in

connection with the Federal range is supplemented

by the use of a forest permit or complementary

feed will be augmented to the extent of the

number of livestock which such forest permit or

complementary feed would support for a period

equivalent to the base-property period described

above . In the event that there is insufficient

Federal range to permit this maximum allowance ,

all such licenses or permits , irrespective of

classes of base property , will be augmented in

proportion to the carrying capacities of the base

properties of the applicants .

After licenses or permits have been issued

on the basis of the foregoing method of computa

tion , any licensee or permittee may , within the

discretion of the regional grazier , and on written

order by him , be allowed to use the amount of

Federal range feed represented by his license or

permit over any period of time within the season

or seasons for which the Federal range is clas

sified as proper for use , provided that :

Par . d . Applicants Having More Than One

Class of Property ; Reductions ; Allotments ; Agree

ments . Nothing herein contained will prevent an

applicant who owns or controls properties in more

than one class from having such properties con

sidered separately in the order and manner set

forth in this section . If the issuance of li

censes or permits based on properties in any

particular class will exhaust the available

Federal range , any junior class or classes of

properties will be eliminated from consideration .

If necessary to reach the carrying capacity of

the Federal range either at the time of issuing

licenses or permits or thereafter , reductions

will be applied on an equal percentage basis . In

making such reductions , the lowest class of

properties will be reduced first , and no class of

properties will be reduced until the properties

in all lower classes have been reduced . Reduc

tions in all cases will be made by reducing the

numbers of livestock or the time on the Federal

range area involved , or by both methods , provided

that the regional grazier may recommend , for the

approval of the Secretary of the Interior , a limit

below which no license or permit in that area

will be reduced . Allotments of Federal range

will be made to licensees or permittees when

conditions warrant and divisions of the range by

agreement or by former practice will be respected

and followed where practicable .

( 1 ) Such period does not exceed the maximum

period of time for which any licensee

or permittee is allowed use the

Federal range during any one year ;

to

( 2 ) The number of animal-unit months or

Federal range feed to be consumed is

not thereby increased ;

( 3 ) Such use will not be detrimental to the

Federal range ; and

( 4 ) Such use will not adversely affect other

licensees or permittees .

Sec . 7 . Transfers of Base Properties and

Licenses or Permits .

Par . a .
Par . C. Nonuse Licenses and Permits . A

nonuse license or permit , which will not entitle

the holder thereof to put livestock on the Federal

range , will be issued in whole or in part to the

extent of the number of livestock for which the

applicant might have an effective regular license

or permit for the period involved , provided that :

Transfer of Base Property ; Effect.

A transfer of a base property , whether by agree

ment or by operation of law , will entitle the

transferee , if otherwise properly qualified , to

all or such part of a license or permit as is

based on the property transferred , and the orig

inal license or permit will be terminated or de

creased by such transfer .

( 1 ) A regular license or permit for the

number of livestock to be covered by

the nonuse license or permit has not

become effective , by the payment of

fees , for the period involved ;

( 2 ) None of the livestock to be covered by

the nonuse license or permit has been

placed on the Federal range during the

period involved ;

a
( 3 ) Regular licenses or permits will be

issued to other applicants to the extent

of
the carrying capacity of Federal

range which may be unused because of

the issuance of nonuse license or

permit , unless the nonuse licensee or

permittee lawfully maintains improve

ments which render such a procedure

impracticable ;

Par . b . Transfer of License or Permit ;

Limitation ; Effects ; Consent of Owner or En

cumbrancer A license or permit based on land in

class 2 may be transferred to base land in any

other class , provided that the total extent of

the grazing privileges based on the latter land

and thereupon to be in effect , including any

license or permit already in existence and based

on the latter land , may not exceed that based on

the carrying capacity of such land . Such

transfer must be made with the written consent of

the owners and encumbrancers , if any , of the

property from which the transfer is made , except

that when the licensee or permittee applying for

the transfer is a tenant who has used such prop

erty in connection with some part of the public

domain which is now Federal range for any three

years or for any two consecutive years in the

5 - year period immediately preceding June 28 ,

1934 , and without such use by him the land could

not be recognized as being dependent by use , he

may transfer the license or permit without the

consent of the owner or encumbrancer . When

a

( 4 ) Subject to proviso ( 3 ) above , a nonuse

licensee or permittee may at any time

during the period of the nonuse license
a
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license or permit is transferred from one property

to another , the former shall lose its status as

dependent by use .

Sec . 8. Fees; Time of Payment; Refunds .

Par . a . Free -use Licenses and Permits . No

fee will be charged for the issuance of a free

use license or permit .

Par . b . Regular Licenses and Permits . A

grazing fee of five cents per head for cattle

and horses , and one cent per head for sheep and

goats will be charged each regular licensee or

permittee for each month of the grazing period

covered by the license or permit , provided that a

different fee may be charged in any district or

unit thereof in which the carrying capacity of

Federal range is increased by reason of the

addition of land not owned by the United States

or by reason of a co-operative agreement or

memorandum of understanding between the Division

of Grazing and any other governmental agency ,

State or Federal , or any person , association or

corporation . When the grazing period involves a

fraction of a month , the fees for such fraction

will be prorated on the basis of a 30-day month .

All livestock six months of age or over and al

lowed on the Federal range will be counted , at

any point of time during the grazing period , as a

part of the total number in which a license or

permit has been iasued .

Par . c . Nonuse Lice ?ses and Permits . No fee

will be charged for the issuance of nonuse

license or permit .

a

Par . d . Crossing Permits . A fee of one

fourth of a cent per head per day for cattle and

horses , and one twentieth of a cent per head per

day for sheep and goats will be charged for

crossing permit , which will be issued upon ap

plication by any person showing the necessity of

crossing the Federal range for proper and lawful

purposes, except that no fee will be charged for

a crossing permit to the extent that it involves

the use of a stock driveway established under

section 10 of the act of December 29 , 1916 ( 39

Stat . 862 ) , or a limited and defined trail .

a

Par . e . Payment of Fees. All fees for

crossing permits , and all fees for regular li

censes or permits which total $10 or less or

which are for a period of three months or less ,

shall be paid in full at the time of issuance of

the license or permit . Fees for other regular

licenses or permits may be paid in two equal

installments , each of which must be paid before

the license or permit will be effective for the

portion of the grazing period covered by the

particular installment . No license or permit

shall be issued or renewed until payment of any

amounts due as grazing fees has been made . Upon

application by a transferee cf any property or

part thereof on the basis of which a license or

permit has been issued , a new form or license

representing that part of the grazing privileges

to which he may thereby become entitled will be

issued to him upon payment of his proportionate

part of any unpaid installment of fees then due .

for such depletion period as long as the emergency

exists . When fees have been paid which are not

required by law , or in excess of lawful require

ments , an application for refund may be made under

the provisions of the act of June 27 , 1930 ( 46

Stat . 822 ) .

Sec . 9. Procedure in Applications , Hearings

and Appeals

Par . a . Consideration of Application ; Rec

ommendation ; Service of Notice . An application

for a grazing license or permit will , upon ref

erence by the regional grazier , be considered by

the advisory board of the district in which it is

sought . The advisory board will make its rec

ommendation to the Division of Grazing . If such

recommendation is favorable , the Division will

so notify the applicant by ordinary mail . If

the recommendation is to any extent adverse ,

notice thereof will be served on the applicant

personally either by the regional grazier or such

person as may have been designated by him or by

registered letter sent to the address given by

the applicant in his application . Such notice

will name a place and a date , not less than ten

days thereafter , when protests against the recom

mendation of the advisory board will be heard .

Par . b . Hearing of Protests ; Reconsiderat

ion by Advisory Board ; Service of Notice . At the

dates and places fixed for hearing protests any

party may appear , either in person or by attorney

or other representative , or may file a written

protest with the advisory board , which thereupon

will reconsider its previous recommendation in

the light of the protest and make a final recom

mendation to the Division of Grazing . If such

recommendation is favorable to the applicant , the

Division will so notify him by ordinary mail . If

the recommendation is to any extent adverse ,

notice thereof will be served on the applicant

either personally by the regional grazier or such

person as may have been designated by him , or by

registered letter sent to the address given by

the applicant in his application , and will contain

the regional grazier's action thereon as provided

in the next section .

Par . C Allowance or Rejection of Applica

tion by the Regional Grazier; Modification ;

Service of Notice ; Appeal to Examiner; Interven

tion The regional grazier is vested with au

thority , in the light of all facts and circum

stances , either with or without first having

submitted an application to the district advisors ,

to issue or refuse issue a grazing license or

permit . If a grazing license or permit is refused

or if the action of the regional grazier is to

any extent adverse to the applicant, a notice

including a recital of the specific reasons for

the action taken will be served on the applicant

either personally by the regional grazier or such

person as may have been designated by him , or by

registered letter sent to the address given by

the applicant in his application . If the action

taken by the regional grazier on any application

is substantially different from that recommended

by the advisory board , a notice including a

recital of the specific reasons for the action

taken will be served on any other applicant or

applicants affected by such action , either per

sonally by the regional grazier or such person as

may have been designated by him or by registered

letter sent to the address given by the applicant

in his application . The notice given the par

ticular applicant will advise him of his privilege

to file an appeal to an examiner of the Division

of Grazing . The appeal must be filed in the

local office of the Division of Grazing within

fifteen days following the receipt of the notice .

Par . f . Refunds . No refund or fees properly

paid will be made because of a failure to use the

grazing privileges , either in whole or in part ,

represented by a license or permit, except that

during periods of range depletion due to severe

drought or other natural causes or in case of a

general epidemic of disease during the life of a

license or permit , the Secretary of the Interior

will in his discretion remit , refund , reduce in

whole or in part , or postpone the payment of fees
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The appeal shall be accompanied by specifications

of error setting forth in a clear and concise

manner the matters upon which it is based . Any

party or parties who would be directly affected

by the decision in the appeal may file a request

for permission to be heard in the appeal and shall

serve the appellant with a copy of such request .

Such a party shall be known and designated as an

intervener . Where separate appeals are filed and

the issue or issues involved are common to both

appeals , the appeals may be heard at the same

hearing

Par . d . Fixing of Place and Date for Hearing

before Examiner on Appeal; Notice. Upon the

filing of the appeal and specifications of error ,

the regional grazier will notify the Chief Exam ,

iner , naming a place within or near the district

at which a hearing will be held . The Chief

Examiner will then advise the regional grazier

of the date of hearing , which shall be not less

than ten days after the date of the filing of the

appeal , and the regional grazier thereupon will

notify the applicant and all interveners then of

record of the time and place of hearing , which

will be held by one of such representatives of

the Division of Grazing as may have been desig

nated by the Secretary of the Interior to conduct

hearings . Such representative , however , shall be

one other than the regional grazier from whose

decision the appeal is taken . For the purpose of

the hearing , such representative of the Division

of Grazing shall be known and designated as an

examiner

Par . e Authority of Examiner . The examiner

is vested with general authority to conduct the

hearing in an orderly and judicial manner , in

cluding authority to subpoena witnesses and to

administer oaths , to call and question witnesses

and to make findings of fact and a decision .

Par . f . Conduct of Hearing Before Examiner .

The appellant , the regional grazier , and rec

ognized interveners will stipulate as far as

possible all material facts and the issue or

issues involved . The examiner will state any

other issues on which he may wish to have evidence

presented and issues which clearly appear to be

unnecessary to a proper disposition of the case

will be excluded , provided that the party as

serting such an issue may state briefly for the

record the substance of the proof which otherwise

would be offered in support of the issue . The

regional grazier , or his representative , will

then state the grounds of the decision from which

the appeal has been taken , together with such

explanation as may be deemed necessary , and may

call and examine witnesses on the issues involved .

Upon the conclusion of this testimony the ap

pellant shall present his case , following which

recognized interveners may present evidence ir

such a presentation appears to the examiner to be

necessary for a proper disposition of the matters

in controversy . All oral testimony shall be under

oath , and witnesses will be subject to cross

examination by any party . The examiner will him

self question any witness whenever it appears

necessary Documentary evidence will be received

by the examiner and made a part of the record ,

if pertinent to any issue , or may be entered by

stipulation . Objections to evidence will be

ruled upon by the examiner and exceptions duly

noted , and such exceptions will be considered

upon an appeal from the decision of the examiner .

In noting an exception to a ruling sustaining an

objection to the admission of evidence , the party

affected may insert in the record , as a tender or

proof , a summary written statement of the sub

stance of the excluded evidence . The examiner

will summarily stop examination and exclude

testimony which is obviously irrelevant and in

material .

Par . & . Witness Fees. Under the subpoena

issued a witness will be entitled to a witness

fee of $1.50 per day , plus $0.05 per mile for

miles actually traveled from his home to the place

of hearing and return . Witnesses who attend

hearings so far removed from their residences as

to prohibit return thereto from day to day are

allowed a per diem of $3.00 for expenses of sub

sistence for each day of actual attendance and

for each day necessarily occupied in traveling to

attend hearings and return home . The allowances

for witness fees , mileage and subsistence are

prescribed by the act of April 26 , 1926 ( 44 Stat .

323 ) , as modified and amended by the Economy Act

of June 30 , 1932 ( 47 Stat . 413 ) , and the act of

May 15 , 1936 ( 49 Stat . 1331 ) . Under the act of

January 31 , 1903 ( 32 Stat . 790 ) , providing for

issuance of the subpoena , a witness cannot be

compelled to appear outside of his own county ,

and if he does so appear , can claim mileage in

but one county that is , the county of his resi

dence . Claims for witness fees and mileage will

be presented on Form No. 1-327 , properly certified

by the regional grazier and submitted in the

usual way for payment .

Par . h . Findings of Fact and Decision by

Examiner; Notice ; Submittal to Secretary of the

Interior . Within ten days following the conclu

sion of the hearing the examiner will make find

ings of fact and render a decision , which shall

become a part of the record in any appeai , and a

copy of which shall be sent by registered mail to

the appellant and all interveners , provided , how

ever , that the examiner may , before promulgating

a decision , submit it to the Secretary oi the In

terior for consideration . Upon approval by the

Secretary it shall constitute the decision of the

Department , without prejudice to the right of any

party affected to be furnished with a copy of the

transcript of testimony , as provided in the next

paragraph , and to request reconsideration of the

decision under the Rules of Practice of the

Department .

Par . i . Notice of Appeal; Furnishing Copies

of Record . Within ten days after the receipt of

the decision of the examiner any party desiring

to appeal to the Secretary of the Interior shall

file a written notice of his intention to appeal

and may request a copy of the transcript of testi

mony . Copies of the transcript will be furnished

to the appellant and to the interveners , at a charge

of 5 cents per folio , except that upon a sufficient

showing to the examiner , supported by an affidavit ,

that an appellant or intervener is financially

unable to pay such fee , a copy will be furnished

him without charge . Notice of appeal and request

for a copy of the transcript shall be filed in

the office of the Chief Examiner , Division of

Grazing , Department of the Interior , Salt Lake

City , Utah .

Par . i Decision in Effect Pending Appeal .

Pending an appeal to the examiner and determina

tion thereof , the decision of the regional grazier

shall be in full force and effect . Pending an

appeal from the examiner to the Secretary of the

Interior and determination thereof , the decision

of the examiner shall be in full force and effect .

Any action taken by the regional grazier pursuant

to the examiner's decision shall be subject to

modification or revocation by the Secretary upon

an appeal from the decision of the examiner .

Par . ķ . Appeals to the Secretary of the

Interior An appeal from the decision of the

examiner to the Secretary of the Interior shall
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be filed , together with any brief desired in

support thereof , within thirty days after date of

receipt of the transcript of testimony , or , in the

event the transcript of testimony is not re

quested , such appeal shall be filed within thirty

days after receipt of the examiner's decision , in

the office of the Chief Examiner , Division of

Grazing , Department of the Interior , Salt Lake

City , Utah . The appeal in other respects shall

be made in accordance with the Rules of Practice

of the Department of the Interior in effect at

the time such appeal is taken .

Sec . 10 . General Rules of the Range .

Par . 4. Acts Prohibited The following

acts are prohibited on the Federal range :

( 1 ) Grazing livestock upon or driving live

stock across the Federal range , in

cluding stock driveways , without an ap

propriate license or permit , whether

regular or free-use , à crossing

pernit .

or

( 2 ) Grazing livestock upon or driving live

stock across the Federal range , includ

ing stock driveways , in violation of

the terus of a license or a permit ,

either by exceeding the number of live

stock permitted , or by allowing live

stock to be on the Federal range in an

area or at a time different irom that

designated , or in any other manner .

( 3 ) Allowing livestock to drift and to

graze on Federal range , including stock

driveways , without a license or

permit , either regular or free-use .

a

or

( 4 ) Constructing or maintaining any kind of

improvements , structures , rences ,

enclosures on the Federal range , in

cluding stock driveways , without au

thority of law or a permit .

( 5 ) Destroying , molesting , disturbing , or

injuring property used or acquired for

uso iy the United States in the addin

istration of Federal range , including

stock driveways , or improvements con

structed or maintained under section 4

of the act .

( 6 ) Cutting or removing vegetative cover ,

brush , woodland growth or timber for

any purpose , except as authorized by

law .

Par . b . Rules of Fair Range Practice . The

following rules of fair range practice shall be

complied with by all licensees and permittees ,

both regular and free-use :

( 1 ) The provisions of statutory law of any

State in which grazing districts are

located with reference to the number

and kind of bulls permitted on land

which is Federal range , the branding of

livestock , and sanitary requirements ,

are hereby incorporated as a part of

these rules and all licensees and

permittees shall comply with the pro

visions in effect in the State

States in which any part of the grazing

district or districts in which their

licenses or permits are to be effective

are located .

miles per day for sheep or goats , and

ten miles per day for cattle or horses .

Sec . 11 . Procedure for Enforcement of Rules

and Regulations .

Par . a . Service of Notice ; Report of Viola

tions. Whenever it appears that there has been

any willful violation of any provision of the act

or of the Federal Range Code , the regional grazier

shall cause the alleged violator to be served

with a written notice , which shall set forth the

act or acts constituting such violation and in

which reference shall be made to the provision or

provisions of the act or the Federal Range Code

alleged to have been violated . Such notice may

be served in person or by registered mail and the

affidavit of the person making personal service

or the registry receipt shall be preserved . Any

violation of the act or the Federal Range Code

shall be reported immediately to the Division of

Investigations , Department of the Interior .

Par . b . Unlawful Grazing on Federal Range ;

Removal of Livestock ; Impoundment; Liability .

Tihenever the charge consists of unlawfully grazing

livestock on the Federal range , the notice served

on the alleged violator will order him to remove

the livestock or to cause them to be removed im

mediately or within such reasonable time as may

be specified . If the alleged violator fails to

comply with the notice the regional grazier shall

forthwith issue a written order addressed to any

grazier or other person designated by him , direct

ing such person to remove the livestock from the

area in which they are unlawfully grazing Proper

care will be exercised in such removal , which

will be accomplished in the following manner :

( 1 ) If the owner of the livestock has a

license or permit which is then effec

tive in any area , the number of live

stock for which such license or permit

has been issued will be removed to such

area . Any livestock not covered by the

license or permit will be removed

either to land controlled by the li

censee or permittee or will be im

pounded , in the manner hereinafter

provided .

( 2 )

( 3 )

If the owner of the livestock has no

license or permit then in effect but

controls land within or near the dis

trict , the livestock will be removed to

such land .

If in emergency the foregoing procedure

is impossible or impracticable , or if

resort by the United States to the

particular local statutory procedure

for the exercise of its right as a

proprietor is impracticable , ineffec

tive , or will entail delay , or if for

any reason whatever the adequate pro

tection of its property requires that

the livestock be removed immediately

from the Federal range , the regional

grazier may order that the livestock be

impounded . Written notice of the im

poundment will be given to the owner or

any other interested person , if known .

Such notice will assert a lien in favor

of the United States for a certain

amount of damages incurred and the

reasonable expense of driving , handling

and feeding from the time of impound

ment . Such notice shall be given also

by posting in at least three conspicuous

public places within the county in

which the livestock were found unlaw

fully grazing . Upon payment of the

amounts claimed the lien will be re

or

( 2 ) A crossing permittee shall follow the

route prescribed in the crossing permit

at an average rate of not less than five
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Upon the failure of the person served in the

notice to appear at the time and place designated

in the notice , and in the absence of a good and

sufficient showing to the examiner of the reason

for his failure to appear , the examiner may direct

the regional grazier to reduce or revoke the

license or permit , as the violations charged in

the notice and the amount of damages alleged may

warrant .

No license or permit shall be issued or

renewed until payment of any amounts found by the

examiner to be due the United States as damages

under this section has been offered , and until

payment of any amounts due as grazing fees has

been made .

The decision of the examiner on any matters

in this section shall be final unless an appeal

is taken within 15 days to the Director of Graz

ing , whose decision likewise shall be final

unless an appeal is taken within 30 days to the

Secretary of the Interior . Pending an appeal and

final determinaton thereof the decision of the

examiner or of the Director of Grazing , as the

case may be , shall remain in full force and

effect . Appeals to either the Director of Grazing

or the Secretary of the Interior shall be filed

in the office of the Director of Grazing , Wash

ington , D. C.

Sec . 12 . District Advisory Boards .

Par . 4. Authorization for Establishment;

Number of Members; Qualifications . To assist the

Director of Grazing in the performance of his

duties , the establishment of an advisory board of

local stockmen in each grazing district is au

thorized . The regional grazier will fix the num

ber of members to be elected to each board in the

region and may fix the number to be elected as

representatives of each class of stockmen , ac

cording to the kind of livestock owned , or the

number to be elected from each voting precinct

established by him , or both , provided that the

free-use applicants or free-use licensees or

permittees in each district will be entitled to

one representative , who shall be a member of the

class represented . All district advisors shall

be elected in the manner hereinafter provided and ,

excepting free-use and wild-life representatives ,

shall be electors qualified to vote at the par

ticular election . If a district is divided into

precincts , an advisor representing a precinct

shall qualify in the precinct in the same manner

as in the district .

leased and the livestock delivered to

the owner or other person showing a

right to their possession . In the

event that payment of such amounts to

discharge the lion is not made , then it

shall be foreclosed in accordance with

the law of the State in which the live

stock have been impounded .

Neither the removal of livestock from unlaw

ful grazing nor the foreclosure of a lien by the

United States will relieve the alleged violator

cf civil liability for damages, except to the

extent that its claim may have been satisfied

through a foreclosure , and in neither case will

the alleged violator be relieved of criminal

prosecution .

Par . c . Amicable Settlement of Civil Cases

Involving Damage to Government Property . Any

offer of settlement for damage to Federal range

or to other property of the United States result

ing from an alleged violation of any provision of

the act or of the Federal Range Code shall be

transmitted by the regional grazier , with his

recommendation , to the Department for considera

tion . An offer of settlement will not constitute

satisfaction of civil liability for the damage

involved until finally accepted by the United

States and will in no event relieve the violator

of criminal prosecution .

Par . d . Disciplinary Action for Violations.

The regional grazier is authorized to reduce or

revoke a grazing license or permit or to deny

renewal thereof for a clearly established viola

tion of the terms or conditions of the license or

permit or for a violation of any of the provi

sions of the Federal Range Code . Before any

license or permit is reduced or revoked , or

renewal thereof denied , because of such a viola

tion , however , the regional grazier shall cause

the licensee or permittee to be served with a

written notice which shall set forth the act or

acts constituting the violation and the amount

of damage resulting therefrom . Such notice also

shall refer to the terms or conditions of the

license or permit or to the provision or provi

sions of the Federal Range Code alleged to have

been violated . The notice shall cite the li

censee or permittee to appear before an examiner

of the Division of Grazing at a designated time

and place to show cause why his license or permit

should not be reduced or revoked and satisfaction

of damages made . The notice may be served in

person or by registered mail and the affidavit of

the person making personal service or the registry

receipt shall be preserved .

The hearing before the examiner upon the

order to show cause will be conducted in so far

as practicable in the same manner as other hear

ings before an examiner . The licensee or per

mittee may appear in his own behalf or by counsel .

The evidence shall be confined to the commission

of the acts charged and the amount of damage due

the United States . If upon the hearing of the

order to show cause the violation with which the

licensee or permittee is charged is established

to the satisfaction of the examiner, he will make

a finding of the amount of damages , in writing ,

and will direct the regional grazier to reduce or

revoke the license or the permit, as the facts

may warrant , provided that if the licensee or

permittee makes an offer of settlement which

appears reasonable and satisfactory to the exam

iner , he will , except in cases of flagrant or

repeated violation , withhold such direction and

will order the regional grazier to transmit such

offer of settlement to the Department for con

sideration .

Par . b . Elections - Time and Place of Hold

ing : Notice . An election of district advisors will

be held in each grazing district within 90 days

after the publication in the Federal Register of

the order establishing the district , and annually

thereafter . The regional grazier may divide

the district into voting precincts and will

designate a voting place within each district

or precinct . Notice of the time and place or

places of holding an election will be given by

publication in one newspaper of general circula

tion in the district , by posting in the office of

the regional grazier and in the office of each

district grazier and by such posting in such other

public places as may be necessary to give the

matter proper publicity . No election shall be

held to be invalid by reason of failure to give

any of the foregoing notices unless it shall be

made to appear that there was a failure to give

substantial notice .

Par . c . Elections - Qualifications of Elec

tors . At the first election after the estab

lishment of a grazing district only qualified
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applicants for grazing licenses or permits in

such district shall be eligible to vote and at

any subsequent election any person offering to

vote shall be one of the following :

( 1 ) A regular licensee or permittee ;

elected in the district as representatives of the

class of owners of livestock to which the elector

belongs , provided that if he belongs to more than

one such class he shall vote only for the candi

dates of the class in which he predominates in

numbers of livestock , on the basis of one cow

being the equivalent of five sheep . If a certain

number are to be elected from each precinct , no

ballot shall include the names of more candidates

from any one precinct than to be elected

therefrom .

( 2 ) A free-use licensee or permittee ;

( 3 ) A nonuse licensee or permittee ; are

( 4 ) Anyone having the personal qualifica

tions of an applicant for a grazing

license or permit and controlling land

or water in any of the three classes of

base property , provided that if such

an elector has not been the holder of a

license or permit for the preceding

grazing season , he shall register his

name with the representative of the

Division of Grazing in charge of the

election before voting begins .

Par . f . Elections - Close of Polls ; Results ;

Ties; Judges ' Certificate . Polling places shall

remain open on the day of the election from 2:00

p.m. to 5:00 p.m. , or until those present at

5:00 p.m. shall have voted . Upon the closing of

the polls the judges shall open the ballot box

and count the votes . In case of a tie vote , a

choice by lot shall be made by the judges in the

presence of the tie candidates or of at least one

representative designated by each such candidate

for such purpose . As soon as the ballots have

been counted , the judges shall make out a certif

icate of returns under their hands , stating the

number of votes cast , the number of excess , un

used or spoiled ballots , and , in both words and

figures , the number of votes received by each

candidate . The certificate , together with the

ballots and the registration list of voters, shall

be enclosed and sealed and forthwith delivered to

the representative of the Division of Grazing in

charge of the election .

An elector may vote in more than one district if

so qualified . A minor may vote if otherwise

qualified , provided that upon request by his

natural or legal guardian his ballot may be cast

by the guardian in the name of the minor . The

judges at any election will be furnished by the

representative of the Division of Grazing in

charge with a list of all electors entitled to

vote in the district . No one whose name does not

appear on such list shall be allowed to vote ,

provided that any one claiming to have been

wrongfully omitted from the list may have his

name placed thereon upon submitting two qualified

electors ' sworn statements of facts qualifying

him as an elector .

Par . d . Elections - Judges ; Nominations ;

Ballots; Registration ; Challenges. The repre

sentative of the Division of Grazing in charge of

an election will choose three qualified electors

to act as election judges . The electors present

may then place in nomination the names of candi

dates , but ballots may be cast for any other

person qualified to represent a particular class

or precinct . Voting shall be only by ballots

cast personally by qualified electors and proxies

will not be recognized . No elector shall receive

a ballot until he has registered by signing op

posite his name on the list of persons entitled

to vote . Before receiving a ballot any elector

may be challenged by any other elector qualified

to vote in the district and thereupon the judges ,

or any of them , may require the elector challenged

to answer such questions concerning his qualifica

tions a voter as may be deemed necessary .

Upon his failure or refusal to answer such ques

tions satisfactorily , he shall not be permitted

to register or to receive a ballot . Each candi

date may designate any qualified elector to

remain within the polling places during the

casting and counting of votes and the declaration

of the results thereof , and such person may act

as a challenger . Before any elector shall be

permitted to deposit his completed ballot in the

ballot box , the judges shall write " Voted " op

posite his signature on the registration list .

as

Par . g . Appointment by Secretary of the

Interior; Oath and Term of office ; Removal;

Vacancies No person elected as a district

advisor may assume office until he has been ap

pointed by the Secretary of the Interior and has

taken an oath of office . Persons elected as

district advisors at the first election after the

organization of a grazing district shall be

divided into three classes by lot by the regional

grazier . Those in class I shall hold office for

one year , those in class 2 for two years and

those in class 3 for three years , and until their

successors are elected and have qualified . There

after at each election the class whose term has

expired shall be elected for a term cf three

years . The Secretary of the Interior may remove

any district advisor from office for failure to

discharge his duties or for the good of the

service . Upon a vacancy occurring in the office

of a district advisor by reason of resignation ,

removal or otherwise , the board shall recommend

to the Secretary of the Interior the name of a

person to fill the vacancy and such recommenda

tion , together with that of the regional grazier ,

shall be transmitted by him to the Secretary for

consideration . A person appointed by the Secre

tary to fill a vacancy shall hold office until

the next regular election , when a successor shall

be elected to serve for the remainder of the

unexpired term , if any , of the member causing the

vacancy

Par . h . Meetings ; Organization . District

advisory boards shall meet at any time and place

within the district designated by the regional

grazier or his authorized representative . At the

first meeting of a board after an election , it

shall organize by electing one of its members as

chairman and such other officers from its member

ship as it may deem necessary . Meetings of a

district advisory board shall be open to the

public except that , with the approval of the

representative of the Division of Grazing present ,

it may meet in executive session in considering

applictions for the granting of licenses or

permits or any other business ,

Par . i . Functions and Duties of District

Advisors. District advisors may advise or make

recommendations on the following matters :

Par . e Elections - Method of Voting . Only

one ballot may be cast by the holder or holders

cf any one license or permit , whether regular ,

free-use or nonuse , or by a qualified elector cr

electors controlling any one base property . An

elector eligible only for a free-use license or

permit may cast a ballot for one free-use candi

date only and for no other candidate . All other

electors , regardless of the precincts in which

they may reside or operate , each shall cast one

ballot on which shall be written the name or

names of the total number of candidates to be
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( 1 ) The carrying capacity of the Federal

range in the district .

( 2 ) Applications , under the Federal Range

Code , for grazing licenses or permits,

either regular , free-use , or nonuse ,

provided that no board shall make a

recommendation on an application by any

of its members . Such an application

shall be acted on in the first instance

by the regional grazier or district

grazier .

( 3 ) Proper rules for fair range practice .

within the district . All recommenda

tions made by the association to the

Secretary shall be subject to the

provisions of the Federal Range Code

and shall include the right of a hearing

before an examiner of the Division of

Grazing on necessity and propriety of

any action recommended and an appeal

to the Secretary from the examiner's

findings of fact and decision .

( 5 ) To recommend the amount , manner of ap

portionment , time and method of. collec

tion of assessments for strictly as

sociation purposes , as well as for the

public purposes contemplated by the act .
( 4 ) Allotmentsof range by classes of live

stock or for community or individual

use .

( 5 ) Seasonal use of the Federal range or

any part thereof .

(6 ) To enter into co-operative agreements

with the Secretary of the Interior for

any of the foregoing purposes or for

any other purpose authorized by the act .

( 6 ) Applications for the construction or

maintenance of improvements on the

Federal range under section 4 of the

act .

( 7 ) Any recommendations made by local as

sociations of stockmen in the district .

( 8 ) Any other matters on which their opinion

may be requested by the Secretary of

the Interior .

Sec . 13 . Local Associations of Stocknen .

Par . d . Co -operative Agreements for Use of

Lands ; Obligation of All Licensees and Permittees

to Share Cost . Whenever the carrying capacity of

Federal range is increased by reason of the

acquisition of control of any lands by the Divi

sion of Grazing through a co-operative agreement

with a local association , any licensee or per

mittee benefiting thereby , whether a member of

the association or not , shall pay to the as

sociation his proportionate share of the cost of

the association lands , based on the number of

livestock by which his license or permit is

increased by reason of the administration of the

association lands by the Division of Grazing ,

plus any authorized association assessments for

other expenses . The regional grazier is au

thorized to refuse to issue a license or permit

to any applicant or to cancel or refuse to renew

the license or permit of any licensee or permittee

to graze on any lands covered by such an agree

ment , whether public or association lands , and

whether or not such applicant , licensee or per

mittee is a member of the association , if he

fails or refuses to pay to the association any of

the foregoing charges .

Par . a Organization . Qualified applicants

for grazing licenses or permits in any grazing

district may organize a local association , or

several associations , according to classes of

livestock , or by community of interest or other

wise .

Par . b . Articles of Incorporation , Constitu

tions and Bylaws. Such associations shall be

organized as corporations " not - for -profit " , if

permissible under the laws of the State in which

the grazing district , or the greater part there

of , is situated ; otherwise, they may be organized

as co-operative unincorporated associations . In

either case the articles of incorporation , the

charters , or the constitutions of such associa

tions , together with the bylaws , shall be sub

mitted to the Secretary of the Interior before

the organization of the association shall be

recognized by the Department of the Interior .

Sec . 14. Construction and Maintenance of In

provements on the Federal Range .

Par . a . Statutory Authorization . Section 4

of the act provides :

Par . C Powers . Such local associations

should be authorized to exercise the following

powers :

( 1 ) To lease , or otherwise acquire the

control of State , county privately

owned , tax-default , or other lands

within or near a district .

( 2 ) To make contributions in cash , property ,

material or labor , toward the admin

istration , protection and improvement

of the Federal range lying within the

district .

" Fences , wells , reservoirs, and other

improvements necessary to the care and

management of the permitted livestock may be

constructed on the public lands within such

grazing districts under permit issued by the

authority of the Secretary , or under such

co-operative arrangement as the Secretary

may approve . Permittees shall be required

by the Secretary of the Interior to comply

with the provisions of law of the State

within which the grazing district is located

with respect to the cost and maintenance of

partition fences . No permit shall be issued

which shall entitle the permittee to the use

of such improvements constructed and owned

by a prior occupant until the applicant has

paid to such prior occupant the reasonable

value of such improvements to be determined

under rules and regulations of the Secretary

of the Interior . The decision of the Secre

tary in such cases is to be final and con

clusive . "

Par . b . Applicants for Permits and Co

operative Agreements ; Qualifications. An ap

plicant for a permit or for a co-operative agree

ment or an arrangement to construct and maintain

improvements of the character described in section

4 of the act , or to use and maintain improvements

( 3 ) To construct and maintain fences , wells ,

reservoirs and other improvements neces

sary to the care and management of the

livestock grazed in the district , ir

and when authorized by the Secretary of

the Interior .

( 4 ) To act in an advisory capacity to the

Secretary of the Interior in the ad

ministration of the Federal range lying
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of such character constructed and owned by a

prior occupant , on the Federal range , if an

individual , must be a citizen of the United

States or must have declared his intention to

become such If an association , its members must

possess like qualifications , and if either an

association or a corporation , it must be au

thorized to do business in the State in which the

lands upon which the improvements to be erected

are situated .

1

Par . c . Applications, Form and Contents ;

Filing . Applications for such permits , co -opera

tive agreements or arrangements shall set forth the

location of such improvements by legal subdivi

sion of the public land survey , the necessity ,

use , cost and description of such improvements ,

item by item , shall designate the time and manner

of their construction , the period of use , the

method of operation , protection , repair , re

moval or other disposition , and shall include

any other pertinent information . If an applica

tion concerns the use and maintenance of improve

ments constructed and owned by a prior occupant

under permit issued by the authority of the

Secretary , it shall include also an itemized

showing of their reasonable value at the time of

filing the application and either evidence that

the applicant has paid this amount to the prior

occupant and has obtained title to the improve

ments free of all encumbrances , or a clear and

concise explanation of the reasons for a lack of

such agreement between the applicant and the

prior occupant . When necessary properly to explain

the improvements and matters connected therewith ,

the application shall be accompanied by a sketch

of the improvements with specifications and a map

showing their location in the grazing district .

All applications shall be made on forms provided

by the Division of Grazing , with such modifica

tions as may be necessary , and shall be filed in

triplicate with the regional grazier , who will

submit them to the advisory board for considera

tion and recommendation .

registered mail with a notice of the filing of

the application , together with copies of the

application and any accompanying papers and an

order to show cause within thirty days why the

improvements should not be determined to be of

the value alleged by the applicant . Upon such a

showing or , if the prior occupant applies within

thirty days from the date of service for a hear

ing , in the light of such evidence as the ap

plicant and the prior occupant may desire to

present in such hearing the regional grazier

will determine the present reasonable value of

the improvements . Such determination shall be

final unless an appeal is taken within 15 days

to the Director of Grazing , whose decision in the

matter likewise shall be final unless an appeal

is taken within 30 days to the Secretary of the

Interior . In the latter event , the decision of

the Secretary shall be final . Upon the failure

of the prior occupant to show cause or to apply

within 30 days for a hearing , the reasonable value

of the improvements will be determined by the

regional grazier , provided that in the event of

such default by the prior occupant the value

determined shall not be less than the amount

alleged by the applicant in his application and

the decision of the regional grazier in such cases

shall be final . In any case when a decision has

become final , payment by the applicant to the

prior occupant of the amount determined and a

showing that the improvements are free of all

encumbrances shall be a condition precedent to

favorable action on the application .

Par . f . Approval of Application . Upon the

approval of an application concerning the con

struction or use and maintenance of any improve

ments on the Federal range by the issuance of a

permit or the approval of a co-operative agree

ment or other arrangement , the applicant may .

construct the improvements or use the improvements

constructed and owned by the prior occupant , as

the case may be .

Sec . 15. Special Rules for Grazing Districts .

Whenever it appears to a regional grazier that

local conditions in any district in his region make

necessary the application of a special rule on

any of the matters in this code in order better to

achieve an administration consistent with the

purposes of the act , he may recommend sych a

rule , supported by a factual showing of its

necessity , to the Secretary of the Interior for

approvál.

Sec . 16 . Penal Provision . By section 2 or

the act any willful violation of the provisions

of the act or of the rules and regulations there ,

under ( the Federal Range Code ) , after actual

notice thereof , is punishable by a fine of not

more than $500 .

Par . d . Applications for Construction of

Improvements ; Consideration ; Appeals . When an

application concerning the construction of im

provements' entailing a cost of three hundred

dollars or less in labor and material is filed ,

the regional grazier shall , after the recommenda

tion of the advisory board , act on the application

and such action shall be final unless the ap

plicant appeals to the Director of Grazing within

15 days following receipt of notice . If the

improvement entails a cost in excess of three

hundred dollars in labor and materials , the

regional grazier immediately will submit it ,

together with his own recommendation and that of

the advisory board , to the Director of Grazing

for action . The decision of the Director of

Grazing on any such application , irrespective of

the cost involved , shall be final unless the

applicant appeals to the Secretary of the Interior

within 30 days . In the latter event , the decision

of the Secretary shall be final .

Par . 9. Applications for Use of Improvonents

Owned by Prior Occupant; Procedure upon Failure

to Agree . An application to use and maihtain

improvements constructed and owned by a prior

occupant , under permit issued by the authority of

the Secretary , if accompanied by the evidence of

ownership provided for in paragraph c of this

section , shall be considered in the same manner

as an application for the construction of im

provements . Upon the filing of such an applica

tion showing that the applicant and the prior

occupant have not agreed on the value of the im

provements , the regional grazier will immediately ,

at the applicant's expense , cause the prior

occupant to be served either personally or by

in Tene
tt

Acting Director of Grazing .

Approved : August 31 , 1938 .

Harold Scher

Secretary of the Interior .
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THE TAYLOR GRAZING ACT

AS AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTED

An Act

To stop injury to the public grazing lands by preventing overgrazing and soil

deterioration ; to provide for their orderly use, improvement, and development; to

stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the public range ; and for other

purposes. Approved June 28, 1934 ( 48 Stat. 1269 ) , as amended June 26 , 1936

(49 Stat. 1976) , July 14, 1939 (53 Stat. 1002 ) , July 30, 1947 (61 Stat. 630 ) , August

6, 1947 (61 Stat. 790 ) , June 19, 1948 (62 Stat. 533 ), and May 28, 1954 (68 Stat.

151 ) .

BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

TED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS

ASSEMBLED , That in order to promote the highest

use of public lands pending its final disposal, the

Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his discre

tion , by order to establish grazing districts or addi

tions thereto and/or to modify the boundaries thereof

of vacant, unappropriated , and unreserved lands from

any part of the public domain of the United States

( exclusive of Alaska ) , which are not in national

forests, national parks and monuments, Indian reser

vations , revested Oregon and California Railroad

grant lands, or revested Coos Bay Wagon Road grant

lands, and which in his opinion are chiefly valuable

for grazing and raising forage crops : PROVIDED,

That no lands withdrawn or reserved for any other

purpose shall be included in any such district except

with the approval of the head of the department hav

ing jurisdiction thereof. Nothing in this Act shall be

construed in any way to diminish , restrict, or impair

any right which has been heretofore or may be here

after initiated under existing law validly affecting the

public lands, and which is maintained pursuant to

such law except as otherwise expressly provided in

this Act, nor to affect any land heretofore or here

after surveyed which, except for the provisions of

this Act , would be a part of any grant to any State,

nor as limiting or restricting the power or authority

of any State as to matters within its jurisdiction .

Whenever any grazing district is established pursuant

to this Act, the Secretary shall grant to owners of

land adjacent to such district, upon application of

any such owner, such rights-of-way over the lands

included in such district for stock driving purposes as

may be necessary for the convenient access by any

such owner to marketing facilities or to lands not

within such district owned by such person or upon

which such person has stockgrazing rights . Neither

this Act nor the Act of December 29, 1916 ( 39 Stat .

862 ; U.S.C. , title 43, secs . 291 and following ) , com

monly known as the “ Stock Raising Homestead Act,"

shall be construed as limiting the authority or policy

of Congress or the President to include in national

forests public lands of the character described in

section 24 of the Act of March 3, 1891 ( 26 Stat . 1103 ;

U.S.C. , title 16, sec . 471 ) , as amended, for the pur

poses set forth in the Act of June 4, 1897 ( 30 Stat . 35 ;

U.S.C. , title 16, sec . 475 ) , or such other purposes as

Congress may specify. Before grazing districts are

created in any State as herein provided , a hearing

shall be held in the State, after public notice thereof

shall have been given , at such location convenient for

the attendance of State officials, and the settlers,

residents, and livestock owners of the vicinity, as may

be determined by the Secretary of the Interior . No

such district shall be established until the expiration

of ninety days after such notice shall have been given ,

nor until twenty days after such hearing shall be held :

PROVIDED , HOWEVER , That the publication of

such notice shall have the effect of withdrawing all

public lands within the exterior boundary of such

proposed grazing districts from all forms of entry or

settlement . Nothing in this Act shall be construed as

in any way altering or restricting the right to hunt or

fish within a grazing district in accordance with the

laws of the United States or of any State, or as vesting

in any permittee any right whatsoever to interfere

with hunting or fishing within a grazing district.

( 43 U.S.C. , sec. 315 )

Sec . 2. The Secretary of the Interior shall make

provision for the protection , administration , regula

tion , and improvement of such grazing districts as may

be created under the authority of the foregoing sec

tion , and he shall make such rules and regulations

and establish such service, enter into such cooperative

agreements, and do any and all things necessary to

accomplish the purposes of this Act and to insure the

objects of such grazing districts, namely to regulate

their occupancy and use , to preserve the land and its

resources from destruction or unnecessary injury , to

provide for the orderly use , improvement, and develop

ment of the range ; and the Secretary of the Interior is

authorized to continue the study of erosion and food

control and to perform such work as may be necessary

amply to protect and rehabilitate the areas subject

to the provisions of this Act , through such funds as

may be made available for that purpose, and any will

ful violation of the provisions of this Act or of such
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rules and regulations thereunder after actual notice

thereof shall be punishable by a fine of not more than

$500 . ( 43 U.S.C. , sec . 315a )

Sec . 3. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized

to issue or cause to be issued permits to graze live

stock on such grazing districts to such bona fide

settlers, residents, and other stock owners as under

his rules and regulations are entitled to participate

in the use of the range, upon the payment annually

of reasonable fees in each case to be fixed or deter

mined from time to time, and in fixing the amount of

such fees the Secretary of the Interior shall take into

account the extent to which such districts yield public

benefits over and above those accruing to the users

of the forage resources for livestock purposes. Such

fees shall consist of a grazing fee for the use of the

range , and a range-improvement fee which, when

appropriated by the Congress , shall be available until

expended solely for the construction , purchase, or

maintenance of range improvement. Grazing permits

shall be issued only to citizens of the United States

or to those who have filed the necessary declarations

of intention to become such, as required by the

naturalization laws , and to groups, associations, or

corporations authorized to conduct business under the

laws of the State in which the grazing district is

located . Preference shall be given in the issuance of

grazing permits to those within or near a district who

are landowners engaged in the livestock business,

bona fide occupants or settlers, or owners of water or

water rights, as may be necessary to permit the proper

use of lands , water, or water rights owned, occupied ,

or leased by them, except that until July 1 , 1935, no

preference shall be given in the issuance of such per

mits to any such owner, occupant, or settler , whose

rights were acquired between January 1 , 1934, and

December 31 , 1934, both dates inclusive, except that

no permittee complying with the rules and regulations

laid down by the Secretary of the Interior shall be

denied the renewal of such permit, if such denial will

impair the value of the grazing unit of the permittee,

when such unit is pledged as security for any bona

fide loan . Such permits shall be for a period of not

more than ten years, subject to the preference right of

the permittees to renewal in the discretion of the

Secretary of the Interior , who shall specify from

time to time numbers of stock and seasons of use.

During periods of range depletion due to severe

drought or other natural causes, or in case of a gen

eral epidemic of disease , during the life of the permit,

the Secretary of the Interior is authorized , in his

discretion to remit, reduce, refund in whole or in part ,

or authorize postponement of payment of grazing fees

for such depletion period so long as the emergency

exists : PROVIDED FURTHER, That nothing in this

Act shall be construed or administered in any way

to diminish or impair any right to the possession and

use of water for mining, agriculture, manufacturing,

or other purposes which has heretofore vested

crued under existing law validly affecting the public

lands or which may be hereafter initiated or acquired

and maintained in accordance with such law . So far

as consistent with the purposes and provisions of this

Act, grazing privileges recognized and acknowledged

shall be adequately safeguarded , but the creation of

a grazing district or the issuance of a permit pursuant

to the provisions of this Act shall not create any right,

title , interest, or estate in or to the lands. ( 43 U.S.C. ,

sec . 315b )

SEC . 4. Fences, wells, reservoirs, and other im

provements necessary to the care and management of

the permitted livestock may be constructed on the pub .

lic lands within such grazing districts under permit

issued by the authority of the Secretary, or under

such cooperative arrangement as the Secretary may

approve. Permittees shall be required by the Secre

tary of the Interior to comply with the provisions of

law of the State within which the grazing district is

located with respect to the cost and maintenance of

partition fences . No permit shall be issued which

shall entitle the permittee to the use of such improve

ments constructed and owned by a prior occupant

until the applicant has paid to such prior occupant

the reasonable value of such improvements to be de

termined under rules and regulations of the Sec

retary of the Interior . The decision of the Secretary

in such cases is to be final and conclusive. ( 43 U.S.C. ,

sec . 3150 )

Sec . 5. The Secretary of the Interior shall permit ,

under regulations to be prescribed by him , the free

grazing within such districts of livestock kept for

domestic purposes ; and provided that so far as au

thorized by existing law or laws hereinafter enacted,

nothing herein contained shall prevent the use of

timber, stone, gravel, clay, coal, and other deposits

by miners, prospectors for mineral, bona fide settlers

and residents, for firewood, fencing, buildings, mining,

prospecting, and domestic purposes within areas sub

ject to the provisions of this Act . ( 43 U.S.C. , sec.

3150 )

SEC. 6. Nothing herein contained shall restrict the

acquisition, granting, or use of permits or rights-of

way within grazing districts under existing law ; or

ingress or egress over the public lands in such dis

tricts for all proper and lawful purposes; and nothing

herein contained shall restrict prospecting, locating,

developing, mining , entering, leasing, or patenting the

mineral resources of such districts under law ap

plicable thereto . ( 43 U.S.C. , sec. 315e )

Sec . 7. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby

authorized in his discretion , to examine and classify

any lands, withdrawn or reserved by Executive Order

of November 26, 1934 (numbered 6910 ) , and amend

ments thereto, and Executive Order of February 5,

1935 (numbered 6964 ), or within a grazing district,

which are more valuable or suitable for the production

of agricultural crops than for the production of native
ac
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grasses and forage plants , or more valuable or suitable

for any other use than for the use provided for under

this Act , or proper for acquisition in satisfaction of any

outstanding lieu , exchange or script rights or land

grant, and to open such lands to entry , selection , or

location for disposal in accordance with such classifi

cation under applicable public -land laws , except that

homestead entries shall not be allowed for tracts

exceeding three hundred and twenty acres in area .

Such lands shall not be subject to disposition , settle

ment, or occupation until after the same have been

classified and opened to entry : PROVIDED, That loca

tions and entries under the mining laws, including the

Act of February 25, 1920, as amended , may be made

upon such withdrawn and reserved areas without

regard to classification and without restrictions or

limitation by any provision of this Act . Where such

lands are located within grazing districts reasonable

notice shall be given by the Secretary of the Interior

to any grazing permittee of such lands. The applicant ,

after his entry , selection , or location is allowed , shall

be entitled to the possession and use of such lands :

PROVIDED, That upon the application of any appli

cant qualified to make entry , selection , or location ,

under the public -land laws, filed in the land office of

the proper district , the Secretary of the Interior shall

cause any tract to be classified, and such application ,

if allowed by the Secretary of the Interior , shall

entitle the applicant to a preference right to enter ,

select, or locate such lands if opened to entry as here .

in provided. ( 43 U.S.C. , Sec . 315f )

priated and unreserved surveyed public land ; and in

making such exchange the Secretary is authorized to

patent to such State, land either of equal value or of

equal acreage : PROVIDED, That no State shall select

public lands in a grazing district in furtherance of

any exchange unless the lands offered by the State in

such exchange lie within such grazing district and the

selected lands lie in a reasonably compact body which

is so located as not to interfere with the administra

tion or value of the remaining land in such district

for grazing purposes as set forth in this Act .

When an exchange is based on lands of equal acre

age and the selected lands are mineral in character,

the patent thereto shall contain a reservation of all

minerals to the United States ; and in making ex

changes of equal acreage the Secretary of the Interior

is authorized to accept title to offered lands which are

mineral in character, with a mineral reservation to the

State.

For the purpose of effecting exchanges based on

lands of equal acreage the identification and area

of unsurveyed school sections may be determined by

protraction or otherwise. The selection by the State

of lands in lieu of any such protracted school sections

shall be a waiver of all of its right to such sections.

( d ) Before any such exchange under this section

shall be effected, notice of the contemplated exchange,

describing the lands involved , shall be published by

the Secretary of the Interior once each week for four

successive weeks in some newspaper of general cir

culation in the county or counties in which may be

situated the lands to be accepted , and in the same man

ner in some like newspaper published in any county

in which may be situated any lands to be given in

such exchange ; lands conveyed to the United States

under this Act shall, upon acceptance of title , become

public lands, and if located within the exterior boun

daries of a grazing district they shall become a part

of the district within the boundaries of which they

are located : PROVIDED, That either party to an ex

change based upon equal value under this section may

make reservations of minerals , easements , or rights of

use. Where reservations are made in lands conveyed

either to or by the United States the right to enjoy

them shall be subject to such reasonable conditions

respecting ingress and egress and the use of the surface

of the land as may be deemed necessary . Where

mineral reservations are made by the grantor in lands

conveyed by the United States, it shall be so stipulated

in the patent, and any person who prospects for or

acquires the right to mine and remove the reserved

mineral deposits may enter and occupy so much of the

surface as may be required for all purposes incident

to the prospecting for, mining and removal of the

minerals therefrom , and may mine and remove such

minerals, upon payment to the owner of the surface

for damages caused to the land and improvements

thereon . No fee shall be charged for any exchange of

land made under this Act except one-half of the cost of

Sec . 8. ( a ) Where such action will promote the

purposes of a district or facilitate the administration

of the public lands, the Secretary is authorized to

accept on behalf of the United States any lands

within or without the exterior boundaries of a grazing

district as a gift .

( b ) When public interest will be benefited thereby

the Secretary is authorized to accept on behalf of the

United States title to any privately owned lands with

in or without the boundaries of a grazing district , and

in exchange therefor to issue a patent for not to ex

ceed an equal value of surveyed grazing district land

or of unreserved surveyed public land in the same

State or within a distance of not more than fifty miles

within the adjoining State nearest the base lands.

( c ) Upon application of any State to exchange

lands within or without the boundaries of a grazing

district the Secretary of the Interior shall , and is

hereby, directed to proceed with such exchange at the

earliest practicable date and to cooperate fully with

the State to that end , but no State shall be permitted

to select lieu lands in another State . The Secretary

of the Interior shall accept on behalf of the United

States title to any State -owned lands within or without

the boundaries of a grazing district, and in exchange

therefor issue patent to surveyed grazing district land

not otherwise reserved or appropriated or unappro
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Sec . 11. That when appropriated by Congress, 3313

per centum of all grazing fees received from each

grazing district on Indian lands ceded to the United

States for disposition under the public-land laws dur

ing any fiscal year shall be paid at the end thereof by

the Secretary of the Treasury to the State in which

said lands are situated , to be expended as the State

legislature may prescribe for the benefit of public

schools and public roads of the county or counties in

which such grazing lands are situated . And the remain

ing 662: per centum of all grazing fees received from

such grazing lands shall be deposited to the credit of

the Indians pending final disposition under applicable

laws, treaties, or agreements . The applicable public

land laws as to said Indian ceded lands within a dis

trict created under this Act shall continue in opera

tion , except that each and every application for non

mineral title to said lands in a district created under

this Act shall be allowed only if in the opinion of the

Secretary of the Interior the land is of the character

suited to disposal through the Act under which appli

cation is made and such entry and disposal will not

affect adversely the best public interest , but no settle

ment or occupation of such lands shall be permitted

until ninety days after allowance of an application .

( 43 U.S.C. , sec . 315ji

Sec . 12. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby

authorized to cooperate with any department of the

Government in carrying out the purposes of this Act,

and in the coordination of range administration , par .

ticularly where the same stock graze part time in a

grazing district and part time in a national forest or

other reservation . ( 43 U.S.C., sec . 315k )

publishing notice of a proposed exchange as herein

provided. ( 43 U.S.C. , sec . 315g )

Sec. 9. The Secretary of the Interior shall provide,

y suitable rules and regulations , for cooperation with

local associations of stockmen , State land officials, and

official State agencies engaged in conservation or

propagation of wildlife interested in the use of the

grazing districts . The Secretary of the Interior shall

provide by appropriate rules and regulations for local

hearings on appeals from the decisions of the admin

istrative officer in charge in a manner similar to the

procedure in the land department . The Secretary of

the Interior shall also be empowered to accept con

tributions toward the administration , protection , and

improvement of lands within or without the exterior

boundaries of a grazing district, moneys so received

to be covered into the Treasury as a special fund ,

which is hereby appropriated and made available until

expended, as the Secretary of the Interior may direct ,

for payment of expenses incident to said administra

tion, protection, and improvement, and for refunds

to depositors of amounts contributed by them in ex

cess of their share of the cost . ( 43 U.S.C. , sec . 315h )

Sec. 10. Except as provided in sections 9 and 11

hereof, all moneys received under the authority of this

Act shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United

States as miscellaneous receipts, but the following pro

portions of the moneys so received shall be distributed

as follows : ( a ) 1212 per centum of the moneys col

lected as grazing fees under section 3 of this Act dur

ing any fiscal year shall be paid at the end thereof by

the Secretary of the Treasury to the State in which

the grazing districts producing such moneys are sit .

uated , to be expended as the State legislature of such

State may prescribe for the benefit of the county or

counties in which the grazing districts producing such

moneys are situated : PROVIDED , That if any grazing

district is in more than one State or county , the dis

tributive share to each from the proceeds of said dis .

trict shall be proportional to its area in said district :

( b ) 25 per centum of all moneys collected under sec

tion 15 of this Act during any fiscal year when appro

priated by the Congress, shall be available until ex

pended solely for the construction , purchase, or main

tenance of range improvements ; and 50 per centum of

all moneys collected under section 15 of this Act dur.

ing any fiscal year shall be paid at the end thereof by

the Secretary of the Treasury to the State in which

the lands producing such moneys are located , to be

expended as the State legislature of such State may

prescribe for the benefit of the county or counties in

which the lands producing such moneys are located :

PROVIDED, That if any leased tract is in more

than one State or county, the distributive share to each

from the proceeds of said leased tract shall be propor

tional to its area in said leased tract . ( 43 U.S.C., sec .

315i)

Sec . 13. That the President of the United States is

authorized to reserve by proclamation and place under

national-forest administration in any State where na

tional forests may be created or enlarged by Executive

Order any unappropriated public lands lying within

watersheds forming a part of the national forests

which, in his opinion, can best be administered in

connection with existing national -forest administration

units, and to place under the Interior Department

administration any lands within national forests, prin

cipally valuable for grazing, which , in his opinion can

best be administered under the provisions of this Act :

PROVIDED , That such reservations or transfers shall

not interfere with legal rights, acquired under any

public-land laws so long as such rights are legally

maintained. Lands placed under the national-forest

administration under the authority of this Act shall

be subject to all the laws and regulations relating to

national forests, and lands placed under the Interior

Department administration shall be subject to all

public-land laws and regulations applicable to grazing

districts created under authority of this Act . Nothing

in this section shall be construed so as to limit the

powers of the President (relating to reorganizations in
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the agency which had jurisdiction over the lands im

mediately prior to the time of their restoration .

(43 U.S.C., sec . 315m )

Sec . 16. Nothing in this Act shall be construed as

restricting the respective States from enforcing any

and all statutes enacted for police regulation , nor shall

the police power of the respective States be, by this

Act , impaired or restricted , and all laws heretofore

enacted by the respective States or any thereof, or

that may hereafter be enacted as regards public health

or public welfare, shall at all times be in full force and

effect: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That nothing in this

section shall be construed as limiting or restricting the

power and authority of the United States. (43 U.S.C.,

sec . 315n )

the Executive departments) granted by title 4 of the

Act entitled " An Act making appropriations for the

Treasury and Post Office Departments for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1934 , and for other purposes” ,

approved March 3, 1933. ( 43 U.S.C., sec . 315 1 )

Sec . 14. That section 2455 of the Revised Statutes,

as amended, is amended to read as follows :

" SEC . 2455. Notwithstanding the provisions of section

2357 of the Revised Statutes ( U.S.C., title 43, sec . 678)

and of the Act of August 30 , 1890 ( 26 Stat . 391 ) , it shall

be lawful for the Secretary of the Interior to order into

market and sell at public auction, at the land office of the

district in which the land is situated for not less than the

appraised value, any isolated or disconnected tractor

parcel of the public domain not exceeding one thousand

five hundred and twenty acres which, in his judgment, it

would be proper to expose for sale after at least thirty

days' notice by the land office of the district in which such

land may be situated : PROVIDED, That for a period of

not less than thirty days after the highest bid has been

received, any owner or owners of contiguous land shall

have a preference right to buy the offered lands at such

highest bid price, and where two or more persons apply

to exercise such preference right the Secretary of the

Interior is authorized to make an equitable division of

the land among such applicants , but in no case shall the

adjacent land owner or owners be required to pay more

than three times the appraised price : PROVIDED

FURTHER, That any legal subdivisions of the public

land, not exceeding seven hundred and sixty acres, the

greater part of which is mountainous or too rough for

cultivation , may, in the discretion of the said Secretary, be

ordered into the market and sold pursuant to this section

upon the application of any person who owns land or holds
a valid entry of lands adjoining such tract , regardless of

the fact that such tract may not be isolated or disconnected

within the meaning of this section : PROVIDED FUR

THER, That this section shall not defeat any valid right

which has already attached under any pending entry

or location . The word ' person' in this section shall be

deemed to include corporations , partnerships, and associa .
tions." (43 U.S.C. sec. 1171 )

Sec . 17. Superseded by 1946 Reorganization Plan

No. 3 , sec . 403 , effective July 16, 1946 ( 11 F.R. 7876 ,

60 Stat . 1100 ). ( 43 U.S.C. , sec . 3150 )

Sec . 15. The Secretary of the Interior is further

authorized , in his discretion, where vacant , unappro

priated, and unreserved lands of the public domain

are so situated as not to justify their inclusion in any

grazing district to be established pursuant to this Act,

to lease any such lands for grazing purposes, upon

such terms and conditions as the Secretary may pre

scribe: PROVIDED, That preference shall be given

to owners, homesteaders, lessees, or other lawful

occupants of contiguous lands to the extent necessary

to permit proper use of such contiguous lands, except

that when such isolated or disconnected tracts embrace

seven hundred and sixty acres or less, the owners,

homesteaders, lessees, or other lawful occupants of

lands contiguous thereto or cornering thereon shall

have a preference right to lease the whole of such

tract, during a period of ninety days after such tract

is offered for lease, upon the terms and conditions pre

scribed by the Secretary : PROVIDED FURTHER,

That when public lands are restored from a withdraw

al, the Secretary may grant an appropriate preference

right for a grazing lease, license, or permit to users

of the land for grazing purposes under authority of

SEC . 18. ( a ) In order that the Secretary of the

Interior may have the benefit of the fullest information

and advice concerning physical , economic , and other

local conditions in the several grazing districts , there

shall be an advisory board of local stockmen in each

such district, the members of which shall be known

as grazing district advisers. Each such board shall

consist of not less than five nor more than twelve

members, exclusive of wildlife representatives, one

such representative to be appointed by the Secretary,

in his discretion , to membership on each such board .

Except for such wildlife representatives, the names of

the members of each district advisory board shall be

recommended to the Secretary by the users of the

range in that district through an election conducted

under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secre

tary . No grazing district adviser so recommended,

however, shall assume office until he has been ap

pointed by the Secretary and has taken an oath of

office. The Secretary may, after due notice, remove

any grazing district adviser from office if in his opin

ion such removal would be for the good of the service.

( b ) Each district advisory board shall meet at

least once annually at a time to be fixed by the Secre

tary of the Interior, or by such other officer to whom

the Secretary may delegate the function of issuing

grazing permits, and at such other times as its mem

bers may be called by such officer. Each board shall

offer advice and make recommendation on each appli

cation for such a grazing permit within its district :

PROVIDED, That in no case shall any grazing district

adviser participate in any advice or recommendation

concerning a permit, or an application therefor, in

which he is directly or indirectly interested . Each

board shall further offer advice or make recommenda

tions concerning rules and regulations for the admin

istration of this Act, the establishment of grazing dis

tricts and the modification of the boundaries thereof,
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the seasons of use and carrying capacity of the range, exist, the Secretary shall request the advice of the

and any other matters affecting the administration of advisory board in advance of the promulgation of any

this Act within the district. Except in a case where in rules and regulations affecting the district. (43 U.S.C. ,

the judgment of the Secretary an emergency shall sec. 3150–1)

An Act

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to issue patents to States under the

provisions of section 8 of the Act of June 28, 7934 (48 Stat. 1269 ) , as amended by

the Act of June 26 , 1936 (49 Stat. 1976) , subject to prior leases issued under section

15 of the said Act.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS

ASSEMBLED, That the Secretary of the Interior in

adjudicating State exchanges, under section 8 of the

Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat . 1269) , as amended

by the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat . 1976) , involving

lands embraced in outstanding leases under section 15

of said Act issued prior to the filing of the State

exchange application , is hereby authorized upon

the request of any State to issue patent to the State,

subject to such outstanding lease: PROVIDED, That

the United States shall not by reason of the issuance

of any such patents be required to account to the State

for any money due and collected prior thereto as rent

for any part of the then -current annual rental period

except as is now provided by law . (43 U.S.C., sec .

315p )

Approved, August 24, 1937 (50 Stat. 748 ) .

An Act

( THE PIERCE ACT)

To provide for the leasing of State, county , and privately owned lands for the purpose

of furthering the orderly use, improvement and development of grazing districts.

additionally available by Congress for the leasing of

land under this Act.

SEC . 2. That the lands leased under this Act shall be

administered under the provisions of the Act of June

28 , 1934 ( 48 Stat. 1269 ) , as amended June 26, 1936

(49 Stat. 1976) , commonly known as the Taylor Graz

ing Act.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

UNITED STATES OFAMERICA IN CONGRESS

ASSEMBLED, That the Secretary of the Interior in

his discretion is authorized to lease at rates to be

determined by him any State, county , or privately

owned lands chiefly valuable for grazing purposes

and lying within the exterior boundaries of a grazing

district when , in his judgment , the leasing of such

lands will promote the orderly use of the district and

aid in conserving the forage resources of the public

lands therein : PROVIDED, That no such leases shall

run for a period of more than ten years and in no

event shall the grazing fees paid the United States for

the grazing privileges on any of the lands leased under

the provisions of this section be less than the rental

paid by the United States for any of such lands:

PROVIDED FURTHER , That nothing in this section

shall be construed as authorizing the appropriation of

any moneys except that moneys heretofore or here

after appropriated for construction, purchase, and

maintenance of range improvements within grazing

districts, pursuant to the provisions of sections 10 and

11 of the Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat . 1269 ) , as

amended June 26, 1936 ( 49 Stat. 1976) , may be made

Sec . 3. That contributions received by the Secretary

of the Interior under section 9 of the Act of June 28,

1934 ( 48 Stat . 1269 ) , as amended June 26, 1936 (49

Stat . 1976) , toward the administration , protection , and

improvement of any district shall be additionally avail.

able for the leasing of lands under this Act.

Sec . 4. All moneys received by the Secretary of the

Interior in the administration of leased lands as pro

vided in section 2 of this Act shall be deposited in the

Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous re

ceipts, but are hereby made available, when appropri

ated by the Congress, for the leasing of lands under

this Act and shall not be distributed as provided under

sections 10 and 11 of the Act of June 28, 1934 (48

Stat . 1269 ) , as amended June 26, 1936 (49 Stat.

1976) . (43 U.S.C., sec . 315m - 1)

Approved , June 23 , 1938 ( 52 Stat. 1033) .
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An Act

Relating to the administration of grazing districts.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS

ASSEMBLED , That the Secretary of the Interior may

require field employees of the Bureau of Land Man

agement to furnish horses and miscellaneous equip

ment necessary for the performance of their official

work and may provide at Government expense forage,

care, and housing for such animals and equipment.

(43 U.S.C., sec . 3150-2 ) Approved, December 18,

1942 ( 56 Stat . 1067) ; 1946 Reorganization Plan No.

3, sec. 403, effective July 16 , 1946 ( 11 F.R. 7876 ,

60 Stat. 1100 ) .

An Act

Authorizing the head of the department or agency using the public domain for

national defense purposes to compensate holders of grazing permits and licenses for

losses sustained by reason of such use of public lands for national defense purposes.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS

ASSEMBLED , That whenever use for war or national

defense purposes of the public domain or other

property owned by or under the control of the United

States prevents its use for grazing, persons holding

grazing permits or licenses and persons whose grazing

permits or licenses have been or will be cancelled be

cause of such use shall be paid out of the funds ap

propriated or allocated for such project such amounts

as the head of the department or agency so using the

lands shall determine to be fair andreasonable for the

losses suffered by such persons as a result of the use

of such lands for war or national defense purposes.

Such payments shall be deemed payment in full for

such losses. Nothing herein contained shall be con

strued to create any liability not now existing against

the United States. ( 43 U.S.C. , sec. 3159 )

Approved July 9 , 1942 ( 56 Stat. 654 ) as amended

May 28, 1948 (62 Stat. 277 ) .

43 U.S.C. , sec . 315r -- In administering the provi

sions of sec . 3150 ( above) , payments of rentals may

be made in advance. October 29, 1949, Title III ,

sec . 301 (63 Stat. 996 ) .
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Public Law 95-514

95th Congress

An Act

To improve the range conditions of the public rangelands.
Oct. 25, 1978

[H.R. 10587)

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, Public

SECTION 1. That this Act may be cited as the “ Public Rangelands Rangelands

Improvement Act of 1978 ” . Improvement Act

of 1978.

FINDINGS AND DECLARATION OF POLICY 43 USC 1901

note .

Sec. 2. ( a ) The Congress finds and declares that 43 USC 1901.

( 1) vast segments of the public rangelands are producing less

than their potential for livestock, wildlife habitat, recreation,

forage , and water and soil conservation benefits, and for that rea

son are in an unsatisfactory condition ;

( 2) suchrangelands will remain in an unsatisfactory condition

and some areas may decline further under present levels of, and

funding for, management ;

( 3 ) unsatisfactory conditions on public rangelands present a

high risk of soil loss, desertification , and a resultant underproduc

tivity for large acreages of the public lands ; contribute signifi

cantly to unacceptable levels of siltation and salinity in major

western watersheds including the Colorado River ; negatively

impact the quality and availability of scarce western water sup

plies ; threaten important and frequently critical fish and wildlife

habitat; prevent expansion of the forage resource and result

ing benefits to livestock and wildlife production ; increase surface

runoff and flood danger; reduce the value of such lands for rec

reational and esthetic purposes ; and may ultimately lead to unpre

dictable and undesirable long-term local and regional climatic

and economic changes;

(4 ) the above -mentioned conditions can be addressed and cor

rected by an intensive public rangelands maintenance, manage

ment, and improvement program involving significant increases

in levels of rangeland management and improvement funding for

multiple-use values;

( 5 ) to prevent economic disruption and harm to the western

livestock industry, it is in the public interest to charge a fee for

livestock grazing permits and leases on the public lands which

is based on a formula reflecting annual changes in the costs of

production :

( 6 ) the Act of December 15, 1971 (85 Stat. 649 , 16 U.S.C. 1331

et seq . ) , continues to be successful in its goal of protecting wild

free- roaming horses and burros from capture, branding, harrass

ment , and death, but that certain amendments are necessary thereto

to avoid excessive costs in the administration of the Act, and to

facilitate the humane adoption or disposal of excess wild free

roaming horses and burros which because they exceed thecarrying

capacity of the range, pose a threat to their own habitat, fish,

wildlife, recreation, water and soil conservation , domestic Jive

stock grazing, and other rangeland values ;

(b) The Congress therefore hereby establishes and reaffirms a

national policy and commitment to :

( 1 ) inventory and identify current public rangelands conditions

and trends as a part of theinventory process required by section

201 ( a ) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976

( 43 U.S.C. 1711 ) ;

(2 ) manage, maintain and improve the condition of the public

rangelands so that they become as productive as feasible for all

rangeland values in accordance with management objectives and

the land use planning process established pursuant to section 202

of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act ( +3 C.S.C.

1712) ;

( 3 ) charge a fee for public grazing use which is equitable and

reflects the concerns addressed in paragraph ( a ) ( 5 ) above :

( 4 ) continue the policy of protecting wild free-roaming horses

and burros from capture, branding, harassment, or death , while
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atthe same time facilitating the removal and disposal of excess

wild free -roaming horses and burros which pose a threat to them

selves and their habitat and to other rangeland values ;

( c ) The policies of this Act shall become effective only as specific

statutory authority for their implementation is enacted by this Act

or by subsequent legislation, and shall be construed as supplemental to

andnot in derogation of the purposesfor which public rangelands are

administered under other provisions of law.

SEC. 3. As used in this Act Definitions.

( a ) The terms " rangelands" or " public rangelands” means lands 43 USC 1902.

administered by the Secretary of the Interior through the Bureau of

Land Management or the Secretary of Agriculture through the Forest

Service in the sixteen contiguous Western States on which there is

domestic livestock grazing or which the Secretary concerned deter

mines may be suitable for domestic livestockgrazing.

( b ) The term " allotment management plan" is the same as defined

in section 103 ( k) of the Federal Land Policy Management Act of

1976 (43 U.S.C. 1702 (k ) ), except that as used in this Act such term

applies to the sixteen contiguous Western States.

( c ) The term " grazing permit and lease" means any document

authorizing use of public lands or lands in national forests in the

sixteen contiguous Western States for the purpose of grazing domestic

livestock .

( d ) The term " range condition " means the quality of the land

reflected in its ability in specific vegetative areas to support various

levels ofproductivity in accordance with range managementobjectives

and the land use planning process, and relates to soil quality, forage

values (whether seasonal or year round ) , wildlife habitat , watershed

and plant communities, the present state of vegetation of a range site

in relation to the potentialplant community for that site , and the

relative degree to which the kinds, proportions, and amounts of vege

tation in a plant community resemble that of the desired community

for that site.

(e ) The term " native vegetation ” means those plant species, com

munities, or vegetative associations which are endemic to a given area

and which would normally be identified with a healthy and productive

range condition occurring as a result of the natural vegetative process

of the area .

( f ) The term "range improvement” means any activity or program

on or relating to rangelands which is designed to improve production

of forage; change vegetative composition ; control patterns of use ;

provide water ; stabilize soiland water conditions; and provide habitat

for livestock and wildlife. The term includes, but is not limited to,

structures, treatment projects, and use of inechanical means to accomp

lish the desired results.

( g) The term “court ordered environmental impact statement"

means any environmental statements which are requiredto be prepared

by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the final judgment or

subsequent modification thereof as set forth on June 18, 1975, in the

matter of Natural Resources Defense Council against Andrus.

( h ) Theterm " Secretary ” unless specifically designated otherwise,

means the Secretary of the Interior.

( i ) The term " sixteen contiguous Western States ” means the States

of Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Montana, Nebraska,

Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota , Oklahoma, Oregon , South

Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoining.

RANGELANDS INVENTORY AND MANAGEMENT

Sec. 4. ( a) Following enactment of this Act, the Secretary of the 43 USC 1903.

Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture shall update, develop

( where necessary ) and maintain on a continuing basis thereafter, an

inventory of range conditions and record of trends of rangeconditions

on the public rangelands, and shall categorize or identify such lands

on the basis of the range conditions and trends thereof as they deem

appropriate. Such inventories shall be conducted and maintained by

the Secretary as a part of the inventory process required by section

201 ( a ) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (43 U.S.C.

1711 ) , and by the Secretary of Agriculture in accordance with section

5 of the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act
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of 1974 ( 16 U.S.C. 1603 ) ; shall be kept current on a regular basis so

as to reflect changes in range conditions ; and shall be available to the Public

public. availability.

( b ) The Secretary shall manage the public rangelands in accordance

with the Taylor Grazing Act (43 U.S.C. 315-315 ( 0 ) ), the Federal

Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (43 U.S.C. 1701–1782 ) , and

other applicable law consistent with the public rangelands improve

ment program pursuant to this Act . Exceptwhere the land use plan
ning process required pursuant to section 202 of the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act (43 U.S.C.1712 ) determines otherwise

or the Secretary determines, and sets forth his reasons for this deter

mination, that grazing uses should be discontinued (either temporarily

or permanently ) on certain lands, the goal of such management shall

be to improve the range conditions of the public rangelands so that

they become as productive as feasible in accordance with the range

land management objectives established through the land use planning

process, and consistent with the values and objectives listed in sections

2 ( a ) and (b ) (2 ) of this Act.

RANGE IMPROVEMENT FUNDING

Sec. 5. ( a) In order to accomplishthe purposes of this Act, there Appropriation

are hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of an additional authorization.

$ 15,000,000 annually in fiscal years 1980 through 1982 ; for fiscal years 43 USC 1904 .

1983 through 1986 an amount no less than the amount authorized for

1982 ; and for fiscal years 1987 through 1999 an amount not less than

$ 5,000,000 annually more than the amount authorized for fiscal year

1986. Such funds shall be in addition to any range, wildlife, and soil

and water management moneys which have been requested by the

Secretary under the provisions of section 318 of the FederalLand

Policy and Management Act, and in addition to the moneys which are 43 USC 1748.

available for range improvements under section 401 of the Federal

Land Policy and Management Act (43 U.S.C. 1751 ) .

( b ) Any amounts authorized by this section not appropriated in one

or more fiscal years shall be available for appropriation in any subse

quent years.

( c ) No less than 80 per centum of such funds provided herein shall

be used for on -the -ground range rehabilitation, maintenance and the

construction of range improvements ( including project layout, project

design, and project supervision ). No more than 15 per centum of such

funds provided herein shall be used to hire and train such experienced

and qualified personnel as are necessary to implement on -the-ground

supervision and enforcement of the land use plans required pursuant

to section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act ( 43

U.S.C. 1712) and such allotment management plans as may be devel

oped. Such funds shall be distributed as the Secretary deems advisable Distribution,

after careful and considered consultation and coordination , including consultation and

public hearings and meetings where appropriate, with the district coordination .

grazing advisory boards established pursuant to section 403 of the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act (43 U.S.C. 1753 ) , and the

advisory councils established pursuant to section 309 of the Federal

Land Policy and Management Act ( 43 U.S.C. 1739 ) , range user repre

sentatives, and other interested parties. Tothe maximum extent prac

ticable , and where economically sound, the Secretary shall give priority

to entering into cooperative agreements with range users ( or user

groups) for the installation and maintenance of on - the-ground range

improvements.

(d ) Prior to the use of any funds authorized by this section the Environmental

Secretary shall cause to have prepared an environmental assessment assessment

record on each range improvement project . Thereafter , improvement record.

projects may be constructed unless the Secretary determines that the

project will have a significant impact on the quality of human environ

ment, necessitating an environmental impact statement pursuant to

the National Environmental Policy Act prior to the expenditure of 42 USC 4321

funds. note .

GRAZING FEES

Sec. 6. ( a ) For the grazing years 1979 through 1985, the Secretaries 43 USC 1905 .

of Agriculture and Interior shall charge the fee for domestic livestock

grazing on the public rangelands which Congress finds represents the
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economic value of the use of the land tothe user , and under which

Congress finds fair market value for public grazing equals the $ 1.23

base established by the 1966 Western Livestock GrazingSurvey multi

plied by the result of the Forage Value Index ( computed annually

from data supplied by the Economic Research Service) added to the

Combined Index ( Beef Cattle Price Index minus the Price Paid Index )

and divided by 100 : Prorided , That the annual increase or decrease

in such fee for any given vear shall be limited to not more than plus

or minns 25 per centum of the previous year's fee.

(b) The second sentence of section 401 (b ) ( 1 ) of the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act of 1976 (43 U.S.C.1751 (b) ( 1 ) ) is hereby

amended by adding the words " or $ 10,000,000 per annum ,whichever

is greater " after thewords “ 50 per centum”, and by substituting the

word " sixteen ” for the word " eleven ” before the words " contiguous

Western States" .

GRAZING LEASES AND PERMITS

Sec. 7. ( a ) Section 402 ( b ) (3 ) of the Federal Land Policy and

ManagementAct (43 U.S.C. 1752) is amended by striking the period

at the end of the proviso and adding “ : Provided further, That the

absence of completed land use plans or court ordered environmental

statements shall not be the sole basis for establishing a term shorter

than ten years unless the Secretary determines on a case-by-case basis

that the information to be contained in such land use plan or court

ordered environmental impact statement is necessary to determine

whether a shorter term should beestablished for any of the reasons set

forth in items ( 1 ) through ( 3 ) of this subsection .".

( b) Section 402(a ) of the Federal Land Policy and Management

Act is hereby amended by substituting the word "sixteen" for the word

" eleven ” before the words " contiguousWestern States ” .

ALLOTMENT MANAGEMENT PLANS

Sec. 8. Sections 402 ( d) and (e ) (43 U.S.C. 1752 (d ) and (e ) ) are

hereby amended

( a ) by changing subsection (d ) to read as follows :

" ( d ) All permits and leases for domestic livestock grazing issued

pursuant tothis section may incorporate an allotment management

plan developed by the Secretary concerned. However, nothing in this

subsection shall be construed to supersede any requirement for com

pletion of court ordered environmental impact statements prior to

development and incorporation of allotinent management plans. If Consultation

the Secretary concerned elects to develop an allotment management and

plan for a given area , he shall do so in careful and considered consul- cooperation .

tation, cooperation and coordination with the lessees, permittees, and

landowners involved , the district grazing advisory boards established

pursuant to section 403 of the Federal Land Policy and Management

Act ( 43 U.S.C. 1753 ), and any State or States having lands within the

area to be covered by such allotment management plan . Allotment

management plans shall be tailored to the specific range condition of

the area to be covered by such plan, and shall be reviewed on a

periodic basis to determine whether they have been effective in impror

ing the range condition of the lands involved or whether such lands

can be better managed under the provisions of subsection ( e ) of this

section. The Secretary concerned may revise or terminate such plans

or develop new plans from time to time aftersuch review and careful

and considered consultation, cooperation and coordination with the

parties involved . As used in this subsection, the terms ' court ordered Definitions.

environmental impact statement' and 'range condition shall be defined

as in the Public Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978. ' ”. Ante, p. 1803.

(b) by deleting in subsection (e) the words " Prior to October 1,

1988, or thereafter, in " and by inserting “ In " .

APPROPRIATIONS

Sec. 9. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, authority 43 USC 1906 .

to enter into cooperative agreements and to make payments under

this Act shall be effective only to the extent or in such amounts as are

provided in advance in appropriation Acts.
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GRAZING ADVISORY BOARDS

Sec. 10. Section 403 ( a ) of the Federal Land Policy and Management

Act of 1976 ( 43 U.S.C. 1753) is amended by substituting the word

" sixteen ” for the word " eleven ” before the words " contiguous Western

States" .

NATIONAL GRASSLAND EXEMPTIONS

43 USC 1907.

Sec. 11. All National Grasslands are exempted from the provisions

of this Act.

EXPERIMENTAL STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM

43 USC 1908 .

Sec. 12. ( a) The Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture are hereby

authorized and directed to develop and implement, on an experimental

basis on selectedareas ofthe publicrangelands which are representa

tive of the broad spectrum of range conditions, trends, and forage

values, a program which provides incentives to,or rewards for, the

holders of grazing permits and leases whose stewardship results in

an improvement of the range condition of lands under permit or lease.

Such programshall explore innovative grazing management policies

and systems which might provide incentives to improve range condi

tions.These may include, but need not be limited to

( 1 ) cooperative range management projects designed to foster

a greater degree of cooperationand coordination between the Fed

eral and State agencies charged with the management of the

rangelands and with local private range users,

( 2) the payment of up to 50 per centum ofthe amount due the

Federal Government from grazing permittees in the form of range

improvement work,

( 3 ) such other incentives as he may deem appropriate.
Report to

( b) No later than December 31 , 1985, the Secretaries shall report Congress.

to the Congress the results of such experimental program , their evalu

ation of the fee established in section 6 of this Act and other grazing

fee options, and their recommendations to implement a grazing fee

schedule for the 1986 and subsequent grazing years.

ADVISORY COUNCILS

SEC. 13. The first line of section 309 ( a ) of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act of 1976 (43 U.S.C. 1739 ) is amended by deleting

“ is authorized to” and inserting in lieu thereof" shall ” .

WILD HORSES AND BURROS

Inventory and

Sec. 14. ( a ) Subsections 3 (b) , (c ) , and ( d ) of the Act of Decem- determinations.

ber 15 , 1971 (85 Stat . 649; 16 U.S.C. 1333 (b ) ( 3 ) ) are hereby amended

to read as follows:

“ ( b ) ( 1 ) The Secretary shall maintain a current inventory of wild

free -roaming horses and burros on given areas of the public lands. The

purpose of such inventory shall be to : make determinations as to

whether and where an overpopulation exists and whether action

should be taken to remove excess animals ; determine appropriate

management levels of wild free- roaming horses and burros on these

areas of the public lands ; and determine whether appropriatemanage

ment levels should be achieved by the removal or destruction of excess

animals , or other options ( such as sterilization , or natural controls on

population levels ). In making such determinations the Secretary shall Consultation.

consult with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, wildlife

agencies of the State or States wherein wild free -roaminghorses and

burros are located, such individuals independent of Federal and State

government as have been recommended by the National Academy of

Sciences, and such other individuals whomhe determines have scientific

expertise and special knowledge of wild horse and burro protection,

wildlife management and animal husbandry as related to rangeland

management.

"( 2) Where the Secretary determines on the basis of ( i ) the current Overpopulation.

inventory of lands within his jurisdiction ; ( ii ) information contained

in any land use planning completed pursuant to section 202 of the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 ; ( iii ) information 43 USC 1712 .

contained in court orderedenvironmental impact statements as defined

in section 2 of the Public Range Lands Improvement Act of 1978 ; and
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(iv ) such additional information as becomes available to him from

time to time , including that information developed in the research

study mandated by this section , or in the absence of the information

contained in (i - iv ) above on the basis of all information currently

available to him , that an overpopulation exists on a given area of the

public lands and that action is necessary to remove excess animals, he

shall immediately remove excess animals from therange so as to achieve

appropriate management levels. Such action shall be taken ,in the fol

lowing order and priority, until all excess animals have been removed

so asto restore a thriving natural ecological balance to the range ,

and protect the range from the deterioration associated with

overpopulation :

( A ) The Secretary shall order old , sick, or lame animals to be

destroyed in the most humanemanner possible;

“ ( B ) The Secretary shall cause such number of additional

excess wild free-roaming horses and burros to be humanely cap

tured and removed for private maintenance and care for which he

determines an adoption demand exists by qualified individuals,

and for which he determines he can assure humane treatment and

care ( including proper transportation , feeding, and handling ) :

Provided, That, notmore than four animals may be adopted per

year by any individual unless the Secretary determines in writing

that such individual is capable of humanely caring for more than

four animals , including the transportation of such animals by the

adopting party ; and

“ (C ) The Secretary shall cause additional excess wild free

roaming horses and burros for which an adoption demand by

qualified individuals does not exist to be destroyed in the most

humane and cost efficient manner possible.

“ ( 3 ) For the purpose of furthering knowledge of wild horse and Research

hurro population dynamics and their interrelationship with wildlife, study .

forage and water resources, and assisting him in making his deter

mination as to what constitutes excess animals, the Secretary shall
contract for a research studyof such animals with suchindividuals

independent of Federal and State government as may be recommended

by the National Academy of Sciences for having scientific expertise

and special knowledge of wild horse and burro protection, wildlife

management and animal husbandry as related to rangeland manage

ment .The terms and outline of such research study shall be determined

by a research design panel to be appointed by the President of the

National Academy of Sciences. Such study shall be completed and sub- Submittal to

mitted by the Secretary to the Senate and House of Representatives on Congress.

or before January 1 , 1983.

" (c) Where excess animals have been transferred to a qualified Title,

individual for adoption and private maintenance pursuant to thisAct application.

and the Secretary determines that such individual has provided

humane conditions, treatment and care for such animal or animals for

a period of one year, the Secretary is authorized upon application by

the transferee to grant title to not more than four animals to the trans
feree at the end of the one - year period.

" (d ) Wild free-roaming horses and burros or their remains shall
lose their status as wild free- roaming horses or burros and shall no

longer be considered as falling within the purview of this Act ,

" ( 1) upon passage of title pursuant to subsection (c) except for

the limitation of subsection ( c ) ( 1 ) of this section ; or

“ (2) if they have been transferred for private maintenance or
adoption pursuant to this Act and die of natural causes before

passage of title ; or

“( 3) upon destruction by the Secretary or his designee pursuant

to subsection (b) of this section ; or

“ (4 ) if they die of natural causes on the public lands or on pri

vate lands where maintained thereon pursuant to section 4 and

disposal is authorized by theSecretaryor his designee ; or

(5) upon destruction or death for purposes of or incident to

the program authorized in section 3 of this Act; Provided, That

no wildfree -roaming horse or burro or its remains may be sold

or transferred for consideration for processing into commercial

products." .
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( b ) A new subsection ( f) is added to section 2 of the Act of Decem- “Excess
ber 15, 1971 , as amended (16 U.S.C. 1332 ) to read as follows: animals ."

" ( f) (excess animals' means wild free -roaming horses or burros

( 1 ) which have been removed from an area by the Secretary pursu

ant to applicable law or, ( 2) which must be removed from an area

in order to preserve and maintain a thriving natural ecological

balance and multiple -use relationship in that area."

Approved October 25, 1978 .
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GLOSSARY

Allocation of receipts : Determination of monies paid ,

or to be paid , to other funds , counties , or States out of

receipts collected during the fiscal year reported , as

required and/or specified by law .

Grazing districts : An administrative subdivision of the

rangelands under jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land

Management , established pursuant to Section 1 of the

Taylor Grazing Act , to facilitate management of their

resources .

Animal unit : A standardized unit of measurement for

range livestock which is equivalent to one cow = one

horse = five sheep = five goats = four reindeer , all over

6 months of age .

Grazing-fee year : March 1 of the same calendar year

to the last day of the following February .

Grazing lease: An authorization which permits the

grazing of livestock on public lands outside the grazing

districts during a specified period of time ( Section 15

of the Taylor Grazing Act ) .

Animal unit month (AUM ): A standardized unit of

measurement of the amount of forage necessary for

the complete sustenance of one animal unit for a period

of one month ; also , a unit of measurement of grazing

privileges which represents the privilege of grazing one

animal unit for a period of one month .

Crossing permit : An authorization issued for trailing

livestock across Federal range for proper and lawful

purposes .

Grazing lease lands: Lands outside grazing districts ,

which are owned, leased , or otherwise controlled by

the United States and administered by the Bureau of

Land Management , and which are subject to leasing

for grazing purposes under the Alaska Grazing Law of

1927 , the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 , the O & C Act

of 1937 , or the Reindeer Act of 1937 .

Disposition : A transaction which leads to the transfer

of title of public lands , and/or resources upon or in these

lands , from the Federal Government .

Grazing permit: An authorization which permits the

grazing of the specified number and class of livestock

on a designated area of grazing district lands during

specified seasons each year ( Section 3 of the Taylor

Grazing Act ) .

Federal land : All classes of land owned by the Federal

Government.

FLPMA: Federal Land Policy and Management Act of

October 21 , 1976 ( Public Law 94-579, 90 Stat . 2743 ) ,

commonly called the " Organic Act" for the Bureau of

Land Management.

Lease: An authorization to possess and use public land

for a period of time sufficient to amortize capital invest

ments in the land .

License : An authority granted by the United States to

do a particular act or series of acts upon public lands

without the lease possessing any estate or interest in

the land itself .

Free -use license: An authorization issued only for live

stock kept for domestic purposes whose products are

consumed or whose work is directly and exclusively

used by the family of the applicant , provided further

that such free-use livestock will be grazed in the imme

diate vicinity of the applicant's place of residence . No

grazing fee is charged for this authorization .

Nonuse: An authorization issued to an applicant for

nonuse of grazing privileges in whole or in part and

usually for one grazing season .

Free-use permit : A permit to a governmental agency

or nonprofit group to use mineral materials or other

resources at no charge .

Operator: An individual , group , association , or corpora

tion authorized to conduct livestock grazing on public

lands .
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Permit: A revocable authorization to use public land

for a specified purpose for up to 3 years .

Wild free-roaming horses and burros: All unbranded and

unclaimed horses and burros on public lands managed

under the Wild Free- Roaming Horses and Burros Act

( Public Law 92-185, December 15, 1971 , 85 Stat.

649-651).

Public domain lands: Original public domain lands

which have never left Federal ownership ; also , lands

in Federal ownership which were obtained by the

Government in exchange for public domain lands or

for timber on public domain lands .

Public lands : Any land and interest in land owned by

the United States within the several States and adminis

tered by the Secretary of the Interior through the

Bureau of Land Management, without regard to how

the United States acquired ownership except : ( 1 ) lands

located on the Outer Continental Shelf , and ( 2 ) lands

held for the benefit of Indians , Aluets , and Eskimos .

Includes public domain and acquired lands .

Public land states: The public domain , at its greatest

extent , consisted of what are now known as the 30

public land states . These are : Alabama, Alaska , Arizona ,

Arkansas , California , Colorado , Florida , Idaho , Illinois ,

Indiana , Iowa , Kansas , Louisiana , Michigan , Minnesota ,

Mississippi, Missouri , Montana , Nebraska , Nevada , New

Mexico, North Dakota , Ohio, Oklahoma , Oregon, South

Dakota , Utah , Washington , Wisconsin , and Wyoming .

Public purpose : Any authorized activity undertaken by

a government agency or unit ; also , any activity which

serves the interest of the general public consistent with

public policy .

Receipts: All money received and credited to the proper

account as required by law . Does not include collections

held by the U.S. Treasury pending future determination

of disposition by the Bureau of Land Management .

Reserved land : Federal lands which are dedicated or set

aside for a specific public purpose or program and which

are , therefore , generally not subject to disposition under

the operation of all the public land laws .

Section 3 : See Grazing permit .

Section 15 : See Grazing lease .

Transferred funds: Appropriated funds which have been

made available to the Bureau of Land Management from

appropriations originally made to other bureaus and

agencies.

Vacant public lands: Public land which is not reserved ,

appropriated , or set aside for a specific or designated

purpose .
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